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ABSTRACT

With time and demand, technology will undoubtedly advance. This idea may

be applied to current communication networks as well. As a result, network

technology is evolving in new directions, such as the Internet of Things (IoT),

M2M communication, and so on. When it comes to the IoT, its diversity

and complexity increase because, to fulfil its defined vision of ”Things Will

Be Alive and Intelligent,” various types of technology have to be improved or

developed to provide a common interaction platform for heterogeneous devices.

As in the IoT environment, network and device resources may be limited, so

offering satisfactory quality of services (QoS) is inevitable and challenging.

The QoS of any network is improved by optimizing an existing system or

developing a new one by increasing the metrics that measure its performance,

such as throughput, latency, energy consumption, message overhead, etc. From

the literature study, it is found that to provide desired IoT infrastructure,

there exist numerous technical challenges apart from social and economic. In

this thesis, two key technical challenges: deployment of IPv6 and optimal

utilization of resources, are studied in detail.

In IPv6 protocol suit, much of the functionalities are inherited from the

legacy IPv4 with added stateless addressing capability, which makes it suit-

able in the resource-constrained network environment. But it requires an ef-

ficient self-address generation scheme and duplicate address detection (DAD)

protocol to achieve optimal performance. In this thesis, a survey of IPv6

addressing strategy in an IoT environment is performed and identified that

existing schemes suffer from high duplicate address generation, high energy

consumption, and adds high message overhead during DAD. It is also found

that existing DAD solutions suffer from denial of services (DoS) attacks in

the presence of malicious nodes in the network. This thesis proposed a state-

less spatiotemporal IPv6 addressing scheme and a secured duplicate address

detection protocol to address these issues. Extensive experimental evaluation

is performed, and observed results show that the proposed work minimises

duplicate address generation, energy consumption, and overhead.

Many multi-homing devices in modern networks are now equipped with

multiple network interfaces to provide seamless connectivity. Advances in

transport layer protocols for multi-path transmission of multi-house devices are

essential to maximizing the exploitation of multiple network interfaces. Hence,
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this thesis presents a literature review of different challenges and solutions of

multipath communication along with the recent development in CMT and

MPTCP transport layer protocol. According to the literature review, CMT

still has several significant issues, including spurious retransmission, receiver

buffer blocking (RBB), congestion window (cwnd) expansion, re-ordering, and

long round trip time (RTT), all of which result in poor performance. To miti-

gate these issues, this thesis presents a path rank-based CMT (R-CMT), which

calculates the rank of each path according to its successful transmission ca-

pability and accordingly schedules data chunks. Experimental results indicate

that R-CMT scheduling achieves better network latency, throughput, and cwnd

growth. Apart from these key contributions, this thesis also presents a new

paging technique to maximize the utilization of cache memory of devices and

a cost-effective, efficient, and accurate mine monitoring system, SENSEnuts

IoT platform and Bayes decision theorem-based mine control system.

The significance of this thesis study is that it performs a literature survey to

understand the different technological advancements and challenges in the IoT

environment. This thesis further proposed different solutions and experimen-

tally validated that the work done in the thesis improves the QoS metrics such

as throughput, energy consumption, latency, and communication overhead.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet of things (IoT) is a network of billions of self-communication

devices connected to the Internet. The devices in this network are equipped

with the necessary hardware and software that have the ability to process and

transfer data with each other. These devices can be deployed in applications

such as supply chain, logistics, smart environment, agriculture, social life, en-

tertainment, health, and fitness, producing a huge amount of data to service

applications’ needs. To fulfil modern needs, the number of Internet-connected

devices is exploding day by day. It was more than 8.7 billion in 2012 [1],

increased up to 31 billion by 2020 [2], and is expected to be 125 billion by

2030 [3]. According to the claim made by manufacturers, over one trillion

microchips will be manufactured for IoT devices by 2040. These sensing and

actuating devices connect via the Internet using technologies such as fixed

Ethernet, cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, 802.15.4, Lora and PLC etc. In

IoT terminology, devices are called nodes, which can be resourceful or con-

strained [4]. As per the requirements of IoT, end nodes should be dynamic,

self-adapting, self-configuring, and with a unique identity. They must support

interoperable communication protocols so that the data produced by the node

can be integrated into the information network to service IoT applications.

1.2 IoT TERMINOLOGY AND RELATED

WORK

In literature, there exists a large number of definitions for IoT. This section

presents key definitions which are commonly accepted across the research com-

munity.

According to RFID group, IoT can be defined as,“The global network of
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interconnected things uniquely addressable depend on defined communication

protocols”.

Sundmaeker et al. [5] define IoT as, “Objects’ are active participants in

information, social and business processes where objects are enabled to inter-

act and exchange information among themselves and with the environment by

communicating data and information sensed about the surrounding environ-

ment, while reacting independently to the physical events and affecting it by

running processes that cause actions and create services with or without hu-

man involvement”.

Gubbi et al. [6] present a user-centric definition of IoT as, “Interconnection

of actuating and sensing devices as long as the ability to exchange information

across different platforms through a combined framework, developing a general

operating image for enabling innovative applications. This is accomplished by

seamless, ubiquitous sensing, information representation and data analytics

with Cloud computing as the framework”.

Kumar et al. [7] defines IoT by considering the future development of

technology and things as,“IoT is a network of uniquely identified things that

are connected to the Internet. These things can be living, dead, subs, nano

things or unknown things. It may have the ability to process, transmit and

store data in any known or unknown form such as electrical, magnetic, optical

and chemical”.

1.2.1 IoT Architecture

Different architectures are available in the literature based on different aspects

of requirements. These aspects of requirement can be on the basis of various

web services of the network [8], on the basis of modern Internet network struc-

ture [9], on the consideration of security aspects of the network [10], and many

more. Figure 1.1 presents a general architecture with basic building blocks.

Different components of the architecture are as follows:

Node: Nodes are things in IoT, which are connected to Intranet/Internet,

gateway, router, and communication media, via IoT local area network or

wide area network as shown in Figure 1.1. Based on the various characteris-

tics, IoT nodes can be divided into various classes, such as relay nodes, sen-

sors/actuators, powering devices, and connecting devices.

IoT LAN: It is a network of IoT nodes within the control of a single entity

or administrator. IoT LAN uses short-range connecting devices to connect

different nodes and can be configured by using different network technologies
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Figure 1.1: General Architecture of IoT

and topologies. IoT LAN may be connected to the internet through an IoT

gateway or IoT proxy to provide global connectivity to IoT nodes. Nodes in

IoT LAN can be connected via electric, radio wave, sound wave, magnetic

wave, optical signals, chemical signals and so on.

IoT WAN/Internet: IoT LAN or node may be directly connected to the

internet or WANs, which are further connected to the Internet and usually

managed by different administrators and sub-network. IoT WAN/Internet

cover a very large geographical area.

IoT Gateway and Proxy: IoT gateway is a device which connects the

IoT node and LAN with the Internet. It is an interface between the Internet

and an IoT node or LAN. It is a network layer device which transfers IP pack-

ets between the Internet and IoT LAN. IoT proxy performs application layer

functions between different entities and IoT nodes. Sometimes IoT proxy can

be connected directly with an IoT gateway to minimize complexity overhead.

Communication Media: The main function of communication media is

to transfer information in the form of signals from one node to another node

or network. Signals, like electrical, radio, magnetic, sound, chemical, etc., may

be in any form. This can be done in the modern network through wired and

wireless media.

Edge Router: Edge router is used to transform the IP address from one

form to another, like IPv4 to IPv6, and forward received data packets to the

destination.

1.2.2 Layered Protocol Stack

IoT has many requirements, such as a large number of heterogeneous devices,

which can be deployed in resource constraints environments, and nodes need to

provide reliable services. They should be able to communicate via the Internet.
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To fulfil these requirements, a general protocol stack for IoT devices Figure

1.2 is provided, which has five distinct functional layers, named (i) Data, (ii)

Application, (iii) Transport, (iv) Network, and (v) Link Layer.

Data Layer: The primary requirement of nodes in the Internet of Things

is data exchange, which is accomplished by encoding transferred contents in se-

mantic representation languages such as eXtensible Markup Language (XML),

Hyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML) for unconstrained nodes, and Efficient

XML Interchange (EXI) for constrained nodes.

Application Layer: This layer provides an application interface with a

transport layer to transfer data to the Internet. The HTTP protocol is com-

monly used to encode application layer data but is inappropriate in a con-

strained environment. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is suitable

in constrained environments to transfer data and uses lightweight UDP rather

than TCP. Other application layer protocols like WebSocket, Message Queue

Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

(XMPP), Data Distribution Service (DDS), and Advanced Message Queuing

Protocol (AMQP) are also available. Still, these protocols are specific for a

particular type of application.

Transport Layer: The primary function of the transport layer is to of-

fer end-to-end data delivery without considering the network. Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP), Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), and

Figure 1.2: IoT Protocol Stack
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UDP are used to deliver data from one end to the other.

Network Layer: The network layer is responsible for delivering the data

from the source node to the destination node. The addressing and routing

protocols and other supporting protocols route the data from source to des-

tination. Initially, IPv4 was used to address devices, but due to limitations,

IANA has already announced the exhaustion of IPv4 addresses. As per the

study, trillions of IoT devices are expected and will require a unique address.

To solve the problems of IPv4, IPv6 standards have been proposed, which can

address almost all objects available on the planet. IPv6 address is represented

using 128 bits. Thus, it can assign a unique address to billions of IoT nodes.

Link Layer: The link layer is responsible for sending data over the net-

work’s physical medium. Protocols of link layer in IoT environment can be

802.3 Ethernet, 802.11 WiFi, 802.16- WiMax, 802.15.4 low rate wireless per-

sonal area network (LR-WPANs), and 2G/3G/LTE/4G/5G cellular connection

etc.

1.2.3 Applications of IoT

With the advancement of IoT technologies, a large number of IoT-based ap-

plications are being developed, which are making our lives comfortable. These

applications can be inculcated in our daily routines in many ways, such as

healthcare, smart city, personal and social, smart homes, intelligent transport

systems (ITS), and smart environment. The functioning environment of these

applications must be equipped with smart devices and objects that have the

self-communicating ability with each other. IoT applications should be capable

of sensing the surrounding environment and location, sharing, remote control-

ling, ad hoc networking, and secure communication [11]. Some key application

domains with required capabilities and related applications are summarized in

Table 1.1.

1.2.4 IPv6 Addressing

In IoT networks, massive scaling of end nodes can be supported by deploying

IPv6 addressing protocol suit as IPv4 has less space and functionality. In the

resource constraint IoT network, each end node should have self-configuration

capability and a unique identity, which can be provided by IPv6. The unique

identity of end nodes is primarily maintained by employing the stateless auto-

configuration (SLAAC) method. In SLAAC, each node generates its identity

by itself, and this newly generated unique identity can be verified by using the

duplicate address detection (DAD) protocol. The procedure used for assigning

unique addresses through IPv6 addressing scheme is as follows:
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Table 1.1: Key IoT application domains, capabilities, and deployment

Application Domain Sub Categories Capabilities Scenarios of Application

Healthcare

Monitoring Location sensing and sharing Tracking, Identification
Home Care Environment sensing Authentication, Sensing
Fitness Ad hoc networking Smart diagnostic, Assistance

Secure communication Smart hospital services

Smart City

Waste Management Location sensing and sharing Logistic, Safety
Traffic Congestion Environment sensing Augmented maps
Noise Monitoring Remote controlling Environment Monitoring
Energy Management Ad hoc networking Automated ticketing
Pollution Control Secure communication Mobile ticketing, Tracing
Smart lighting and parking Smart metering

Personal and Social
Social services Location sensing and sharing Historical records
Privacy management Ad hoc networking Social networking
Entertainment Secure communication Tracking, Identification

Industry

Process control Location sensing and sharing Environment Monitoring
Logistic Management Environment sensing Tracking, Identification
Supply Chain Remote controlling Sensing, logistic

Secure communication Safety, Automation

Smart Home

Security Location sensing and sharing Comfortable home,
Energy control Environment sensing Automatic Operation
Entertainment Remote controlling Intelligent Monitoring
Lifestyle Ad hoc networking Smart metering, kids protection

Secure communication Plant management

ITS
Smart fleet Location sensing and sharing Robot Taxi
Automotive Environment sensing Enhance living

Secure communication City information model

Smart Environments

Industrial operation Location sensing and sharing Smart workplace
Smart Agriculture Remote controlling Irrigation, Emergency site
Air quality Secure communication Quality environment

Environment sensing Rescue personal tracking

• In the SLAAC mechanism, 128 bits IPv6 address is formed by combining

64 bits global routing prefix (GRP) and 64 bits interface identifiers (IID).

• In SLAAC, the IPv6 uniqueness of nodes is maintained by the DAD

protocol. DAD protocol uses neighbour discovery protocol (NDP) to

detect address duplication.

• In the NDP, duplicate address detection is performed using neighbour

advertisement (NA) and neighbour solicitation (NS) messages.

• To detect duplication, when a new node creates a target IPv6 address,

it broadcasts a full or partial target address across the network to verify

uniqueness.

• If no node claims the target address, then it will be assigned to the

node otherwise it will be declared invalid, and the whole process starts

again. This repetition of the process will cause an increase in energy

consumption and network overhead.
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1.2.5 DAD Security

The SLAAC-based addressing scheme uses the DAD process of Neighbour

Discovery Protocol (NDP), which allows the node to configure a unique IP after

verifying it with an existing host on the same link. Once the node generates

the address, it uses an NS message to broadcast the address or part of it into

the network. Existing network nodes with similar addresses have to reply using

an NA message. If the new node does not receive replies within the stipulated

time, it will assign the generated IP address; otherwise, it will regenerate a

new address. The NDP has limitations on securing NS and NA messages

whereby any node acting as a single link in the conventional DAD approach

can respond to each NS message transmitted from the target host, exposing the

DAD process to a denial of service (DoS) attack. An old or new malicious node

might take advantage of this flaw in DAD solutions by continually replying to

all target addresses or assigning existing assigned addresses, preventing a node

from entering the network or causing network disruption and misusing a large

number of network resources [12]. A malicious node, whether new or old, can

attack in three methods [13-14]: Privacy of address, address spoofing, and

address conflict.

Apart from these assaults, the authors of [15] identified privacy and security

risks such as time correlation, node position monitoring, address scanning, and

exploitation of device-specific vulnerabilities. As a result, it is necessary to

improve the DAD protocol by considering these risks and constraints.

1.2.6 Multipath Routing and Provisioning

Recently, proposals for multipath routing provision at the transport layer have

opened up another research dimension to meet the requirements. These pro-

posals emphasize establishing multiple concurrent paths end-to-end between

hosts so as to make maximum use of path diversity [16].

From Figures 1.3 (a) and (b), the idea of multipath routing on the trans-

port and network layers can be understood. To take advantage of multipath

routing, the transport layer must facilitate the end hosts to establish concur-

rent paths for data routing. Most modern devices use Multihoming technology

to establish multiple paths between end hosts. There exist several multipath

routing concepts at different layers. A layer wise classification of multipath

routing protocols based on different parameters is available in [16]. Multi-

path communication is gaining momentum to become an emerging choice of

technology, which has many advantages and challenges [17].
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of Multipath Routing

The multipath routing protocol at the transport layer provides improved

load balancing, resource pooling, diversity, security, and throughput and can

accommodate future internet architecture. But it still suffers from many chal-

lenges, such as improper data chunk scheduling, receiver buffer blocking, spuri-

ous retransmission, congestion window (cwnd) growth, and unordered delivery

of data chunks, which affect the performance. So it is mandated to improve

the existing solutions for multipath routing at the transport layer.

1.2.7 QoS and QoS Parameters

The Quality of Service as a non-functional component provides satisfactory

service by different service providers and systems. Due to the heterogeneous

nature of IoT, the overall QoS in IoT is the capability of providing services like

sensing service, network service, cloud service and services by various enabling

technologies and components.

QoS parameters of IoT services apart from basic parameters like bandwidth,

delay, packet loss rate, jitter, and throughput are as follows: System Lifetime:

A measure of the longevity of the nodes.

Latency : The time delay experienced in a system.

Quality : The quality of a sensor network is determined by the quality of
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data provided in response to a query.

Delay and Delay Variation: Refer to delay and delay variation in data

collection from nodes.

Bandwidth, Capacity and Throughput : Indicate the capacity of a sensor

network to send data over a link within a given time.

Energy consumption: Calculated based on a specified energy model (e.g.,

considering the total number/volume of packets/data sent). In particular, in

the case of wireless sensor networks (WSN), energy consumption is directly

associated with the lifetime of the sensor network.

Resource Optimization and Cost Efficiency : Measures the ability of the

system to maximize social welfare, defined as an efficient allocation of limited

resources in society to optimize resource utilization. Thus, the social welfare

of a system is equal to the difference between the system‘s benefit and cost.

The applicability of a set of QoS parameters depends on the specific IoT

application domain in combination with enabling technologies and service

providers. Numerous challenges exist in deploying an IoT framework, one

of these being meeting the quality requirements of IoT-based applications in

terms of energy efficiency, sensing data quality, network resource consumption,

and latency.

1.3 CHALLENGES IN IoT SCENARIO

The enormous growth of IoT and the development of various applications have

to be faced with a variety of challenges such as the demand for higher data

rates, low network latency, high reliability, unique identification, the better

quality of services (QoS), and efficient IoT applications. There are a large

number of technical barriers that exist but in the area of IoT three biggest

challenges identified [1, 18] are energy constraint environment, heterogeneous

common protocols, and deployment of IoT devices with a unique identification

or IP address. The QoS is another major requirement of users in IoT-based

services. It is not only dependent on developed applications but also on de-

ployed network technologies. Hence it becomes a mandate to develop efficient

IoT-based applications as well as technologies that can help in the provisioning

of better QoS. The research community is working in the direction of design-

ing and developing innovative technologies which can resolve the above-said

challenges. Summarized information on the challenges in the IoT environ-

ment is given below in Table 1.2. The next sub-section presents various key

technological challenges reported in the literature.
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Table 1.2: Open research challenges in IoT

Technical challenges of IoT Description
Common Standards There is a need for common standards among the participating players.

Scalability
To support massive and heterogeneous devices, it requires scalable
management protocols, architectures, and communication networks.

Energy Consumption
Mostly IoT devices are battery operated, hence needs
energy efficient functionalities and alternate energy sources.

Security & Privacy
Machine to machine communication perspective, Lightweight,
and self healing capabilities. Ensure data confidentiality, identity management,
authentication, trust, access control, and encryption.

Deployment of IPv6
Address generation, assigning, self-configuration, and management, uniqueness,
security, and privacy provisioning in IPv6 assignment

QoS Support
Defining new QoS requirements, support, and fulfilment in shared and
resource constraint environment.

Openness
Opening boundaries of existing system considering security, standards,
tools, and interfaces.

Applications Designing and development of IoT-based solutions.

Self Adaption
Configuration, updation, detection, healing, reporting,
data collection by devices independently

Resource Utilization Optimal utilization of available resources in resource constrained environment.

Scalability : With the technological advancement in IoT, the number of

devices connected to the internet is increasing and will eventually reach a

number in the trillions in the near future. Some questions like identification,

naming, authentications, security, privacy, maintainability, and other supports

in such massive scaling of things are inevitable. It will be challenging to develop

protocols, standards, architectures, real-time solutions, utility models, and

data management for massive scaling of heterogeneous devices and applications

[19, 20]. Thus, scalability will become a significant issue in the area of IoT.

Deployment of IPv6 : Many barriers can slow the progress of IoT devel-

opment. According to CISCO [1], the deployment of IPv6 is the significant

barrier that slows down IoT deployment progress. Moreover, IoT networks

deploy low-power operated devices and protocols; here, IETF 6LoWPAN can

be used to identify attached devices. The IPv6 protocol supports a stateless

auto-configuration mechanism but needs efficient address generation and con-

figuration mechanisms to avoid conflict and misuse of network resources. With

the large number of devices connecting to the Internet space, IPv6 is likely to

have an essential role in handling the scalability at the network layer. IPv6

also supports security provisioning, making it a secure communications enabler

in the IoT [21]. As supported by the IoT6 project, IPv6 is suitable for IoT,

and IoT is suitable for IPv6 [19].

QoS support : Most IoT communication occurs in the wireless environment.

In such a situation, it is tough to provide QoS requirements; moreover, high

data congestion with growing IoT make it even more difficult [6]. Thus, to

support QoS in IoT, there is a need for different solutions for different require-
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ments. The WSN research community has already proposed some solutions,

but extensive research work is still required to be incorporated into IoT. QoS

solutions for M2M communication can be the starting point, but they still

need specific solutions in future IoT networks [4].

Energy consumption: The energy consumption in IoT networks is still in

the incubation state. Most of the functions of IoT devices support low-power

communication like 6Lowpan, but they are still in the early stage of develop-

ment. Energy-efficient heterogeneous sensing is primarily required in IoT ap-

plications because it directly affects network traffic, energy consumption and

data storage [6]. Battery replacement of billions of devices in a fully functional

IoT environment is very difficult. Therefore, optimization of existing protocols

and green energy concepts can be deployed with IoT devices to make them

power-efficient [19]. There is a need for some mechanism for devices to gen-

erate energy from stimuli like vibrations, heat, light, body movement, airflow,

etc. [1] through which the issue of energy consumption can be minimised.

Security and Privacy : Security provision is imminent due to the hetero-

geneous nature of IoT networks and the massive scaling of devices and ap-

plications. The security system of IoT networks needs to cover more lev-

els and objects than a normal network. IoT security architecture should be

designed considering the device-to-device communication perspective rather

than human-to-human communications [11]. As IoT devices are resource con-

strained to communicate wirelessly, this makes them prone to fail and more

vulnerable to security attacks. To counter security attacks, IoT systems and

devices must be strong enough to detect, diagnose, deploy countermeasures,

and repair independently with lightweight protocols [20].

IoT makes life easy but may compromise the privacy of individual users.

So there must be some mechanism to deal with data confidentiality, Identity

management, authentication, trust, access control, and encryption [19-20].

Common standards : In forming an IoT network, common standard plays an

important role. It allows different players to come across and collaborate with

each other in technology development. Many globally accepted organizations,

such as IEEE, CISCO, ITU-T, 3GPP, ISO etc., are participating to standardise

architecture, communication, security, identification, information processing,

platform, and application requirements [1, 11].

Openness : Most sensor-based systems operating within boundaries will re-

quire openness to serve remote centres or users in the coming days. However,

it requires many research challenges like modification of existing security stan-
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dards, data analysis techniques and tools, new communication interfaces, new

information exchange policies etc. [20].

Self Adaption: Unlike regular IoT networks, most devices are resource con-

strained; hence, they need to adapt to the environment without any external

support. Given the heterogeneity and scalability of the IoT, it is extremely

important that the devices manage themselves on their own. Self Adapting

capabilities may include identity management, service discovery, device dis-

covery, tuning with external protocols, and fault tolerance [22].

Applications : With the global reachability and adaptability IoT based ap-

plications has high priorities over traditional such as WSN and M2M. But

designing and developing efficient IoT-based applications such as smart cities,

smart homes, environment monitoring, and intelligent farming is still a chal-

lenge. However, developing applications requires a smart management system,

well structure network, and a smart architecture to support IoT applications

[6, 19].

1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This section presents the key problems identified from the literature and based

on these problems the research objectives are framed. To accomplish the set

objectives, work carried out is also outlined along with its scope.

1.4.1 Problem Identification

From the study of literature following problem areas have been identified to

get better solutions in the development of IoT infrastructure.

• Large number of devices will be deployed in IoT. Thus, better IPv6

deployment strategies and schemes will be required.

• Optimal utilization of available network resources is also one of the key

requirements, it is more reasonable in a constrained environment.

• Providing better QoS to users by different service providers is also chal-

lenging, hence needs optimization in existing IoT solutions keeping in

mind the QoS requirements.

• As there is an increase in the number of heterogeneous devices and appli-

cations, thus ensuring security and privacy also require better standards

and solutions.
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• Designing and developing novel applications for better utilization of IoT

technologies to improve the quality of the working environment and

lifestyle.

1.4.2 Research Objectives of Proposed Thesis Work

The main objective of this study is to improve the QoS parameters like en-

ergy consumption, delay, bandwidth, throughput, etc, along with security and

privacy for IoT.

• Designing of new address assignment method with minimum probability

of duplication.

• To secure duplicate address detection (DAD) process from the attack of

the malicious IoT nodes.

• Maximum exploitation of available multiple network interfaces by de-

signing novel multipath routing protocol considering QoS parameters.

• Optimization of device resources by designing novel methods.

1.4.3 Work Carried Out

To achieve set objectives, the following research work has been carried out

during my PhD.

• Perform a literature review of various IP addressing schemes.

• Proposed a new stateless spatial IPv6 addressing scheme.

• Proposed new IPv6 addressing with Secure DAD.

• Perform a regressive literature review of multipath transport layer pro-

tocols.

• Proposed path rank-based concurrent multipath transmission (R-CMT),

a transport layer multipath routing protocol.

• Proposed a novel page replacement algorithm to maximize cache memory

utilization of devices.

• Developed underground mine monitoring system based on SENSEnuts

IoT platform.
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1.4.4 Scope of Work

In location-aware IoT applications where large numbers of sensor nodes are re-

quired, the proposed spatial IPv6 and secure DAD scheme can provide seamless

integration to the internet and provide each node with a unique IP address.

Since the IP address of sensor nodes maintain location and time information,

hence management of deployed network will be very easy. Even geographic

routing can be deployed in the network by using location and time informa-

tion. With the advancement of technologies, many devices are coming with

Multihoming capabilities equipped with multiple network interfaces such as

Wi-Fi, LTE, Ethernet, and other heterogeneous radio links. Thus, the re-

alization of a transport layer design for multi-homed devices like CMT and

MPTCP is inevitable. The proposed R-CMT variants can be deployed in such

an environment to better utilise multiple network interfaces.

1.5 CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS OBJEC-

TIVES

This PhD research work has focused to develop efficient communication mech-

anisms and applications for IoT environments. In this direction following main

contributions have been outlined to achieve the research objectives of the the-

sis.

1.5.1 A Stateless Spatial IPv6 Address Configuration

Scheme

The motivation of this research work is to bridge the gap in the growth of

IoT technology reported by CISCO [1]. Potential solutions presented in dif-

ferent scenarios and circumstances in the allocation of IPv6 also prompted to

contribute in this direction [9]. The advantage of a location-based addressing

scheme is that there is no need to maintain logical as well as physical loca-

tion information. Moreover, location is encoded in IPv6 address, so it can be

handy in geographical routing. There are many location-aware IPv6 address-

ing schemes available in the literature [23-29]. Most of the schemes do not

follow the self-configuration standard of IoT. Also, the performance of these

schemes is limited when applied in an IoT environment. To enhance the perfor-

mance while keeping the shortcomings in mind, a new efficient stateless spatial
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IPv6 address assignment scheme is proposed with the aim of increased address

success rate (ASR), less communication overhead, and energy consumption to

achieve the first objective of the research.

1.5.2 IPv6 Addressing Scheme with a Secured Dupli-

cate Address Detection

The uniqueness of generated IPv6 from the stateless addressing scheme is main-

tained by the DAD protocols. In the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

DAD standard [30] and optimised DAD solutions [13, 31–33], a new node join-

ing the network broadcasts the complete target address in the network using

an NS message. If any node claims the target address, then it will become

invalid, and the whole process starts again, which will cause an increase in en-

ergy consumption and network overhead. The above solution, which exposes

the complete target address in the network, is prone to different attacks. In

order to solve these problems, another method for DAD is available in [34],

which is dividing the IID of the target address into two parts DAD ID and

Node ID. In this scheme, instead of the complete target address, only the DAD

ID part is broadcasted in the network and nodes with matching DAD ID will

reply with their Node ID using NA. This solution is not a complete solution as

the new node address is hidden from the existing malicious node but in case of

the new node is malicious, then this scheme fails, because the complete address

of the replying node is exposed to the new malicious node. To mitigate this

problem, this work of the thesis proposed a secured DAD for IoT networks

which mitigates DoS attacks from the malicious node by minimising commu-

nication overhead and energy consumption to achieve the second objective of

the research.

1.5.3 A Survey of CMT and MPTCP Multi-Path Trans-

port Layer Protocols

The objective of this survey work is to categorize and investigate the salient

features of available multipath approaches with their applicability along with

performance in different scenarios of deployment. This work adds the following

contributions.

• Core issues that arise and their handling in multipath transmission.
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• A comprehensive study of the existing MPTCP and CMT-based multi-

path transport layer approaches.

• A comprehensive evaluation of CMT and MPTCP approaches in terms

of working principles, operating environment, path characteristics, and

handling of the core issues of multipath communication.

• Comparative study of CMT and MPTCP transport layer protocol.

• Highlight the development of future research directions of CMT and

MPTCP transport layer protocols.

1.5.4 Path Rank Based Data Chunk Scheduling for CMT

The optimization and advancement in CMT scheduling policy improve through-

put, robustness, bandwidth utilization, and reliability. However, it still suffers

from unwanted retransmissions, improper congestion window (cwnd) growth,

receiver buffer blocking, out-of-order chunk delivery, and improper data schedul-

ing as a result of degradation of performance. In addition to these, it is still

challenging to achieve desired performance in heterogeneous wireless environ-

ments [17, 35-36]. Learning from the existing CMT scheduling policies, this

research advances state-of-the-art by proposing a new R-CMT solution by con-

sidering the ratio of successfully received and transmitted chunks by the path.

A new SCTP-based R-CMT solution is proposed with the aim to improve

throughput, cwnd growth and file transfer time to achieve the third objective

of the research.

1.5.5 A New Paging Technique to Maximise Cache Mem-

ory Utilization of Device

As IoT devices are resource-constrained, optimal utilization of available re-

sources is necessary. In this direction, this thesis proposed a novel longest-

distance first (LDF) page replacement algorithm with the aim to achieve the

fourth objective by maximizing the utilization of cache memory. The simula-

tion results show that the proposed method optimally utilizes cache memory

to minimise the cache miss rate and improve the CPU performance.
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1.5.6 SENSEnuts IoT Platform and Bayes Decision The-

orem Based Mine Control System

With the advancement of IoT technologies, developing new and efficient IoT-

based applications is inevitable to smooth human life. In this direction, this

thesis proposed a novel underground mine monitoring and information shar-

ing system. This proposed system is based on SENSEnuts IoT platform and

Bayes decision theorem to predict the threats in underground mines. The lit-

erature indicates that the existing underground mines monitoring systems are

expensive and need accurate monitoring, flexible hardware and software, and

an information sharing system. To overcome the above-said shortcomings, this

thesis proposed a system that is intended for underground mines to monitor

gas levels, smoke levels, air quality levels, and the temperature of underground

mines (UM). It aims to develop an enhanced underground mine safety sys-

tem based on IoT, cloud-enabled, cost-effective, efficient mine monitoring and

intelligent controlling systems.

1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

i) Chapter 2 presents the literature survey of the state-of-the-art spatial

IPv6 addressing schemes with its comparative analysis.

ii) Chapter 3 presents a proposed stateless spatial-temporal IPv6 address-

ing scheme called four-dimensional IP addressing (FDIPA). It is based on

the principle that two things cannot be placed at the same location simul-

taneously. It uses the time and location of devices to generate the target

IPv6 address and assigns it to the device after verifying the uniqueness

with the duplicate address detection (DAD) protocol.

iii) Chapter 4 provides the protection of the DAD process from DoS attack.

This chapter proposes a better and more secure DAD process for the IoT

environment. The proposed DAD process performs address verification

in such a way that nodes on the network do not obtain a complete IPv6

address. Hence, it become difficult to perform a DoS attack to disrupt

the DAD.

iv) Chapter 5 presents different challenges of multi-path transmission with
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possible handling strategies. It also surveyed innovation related to con-

current multi-path transmission (CMT) and multi-path transmission con-

trol protocol (MPTCP) transport layer protocols with their working prin-

ciples, path characteristics, network environment, and handling of chal-

lenges. Furthermore, this chapter identifies the future research trend and

open problems of multipath communication protocols at the transport

layer.

v) Chapter 6 it has been identified that CMT still suffers from many se-

rious problems such as spurious retransmission, receiver buffer blocking

(RBB), congestion window (cwnd) growth, re-ordering, and long round

trip time (RTT), in result performance is degraded. Thus, this chapter

introduces a path rank-based CMT (R-CMT) which schedule data chunk

according to the rank of the path. This scheduling criterion calculates

the rank of each network path based on the ratio of successfully received

and transmitted chunks.

vi) Chapter 7 presents a new paging technique to maximize the utilization

of cash and flash memory of computing devices deployed in IoT networks.

The proposed method is based on the longest distance first (LDF) page

replacement policy and produces better results than referenced policies.

vii) Chapter 8 presents an automated real-time monitoring, alarming, and

information sharing system that will help to avoid accidents in under-

ground mines. This system generates alerts and shares information with

the concerned official to take immediate preventive measures.

viii) Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the intensive exper-

imentation carried out in our present research work on “Improving the

quality of services for IoT”. This chapter also incorporates the future

research directions in which this work can be further extended.

1.7 SUMMARY

This chapter of the thesis presents an introduction to IoT terminologies, ap-

plications, and key research work areas. It further describes the different tech-

nological challenges in developing IoT infrastructure, identified problems, and

research objectives. In the last, it also presents motivations and contributions
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toward the achievement of set objectives. The next chapter presents the lit-

erature survey and highlights the limitations and future research directions of

the IPv6 addressing scheme for the IoT environment.
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Chapter II

LITERATURE REVIEW OF IP

ADDRESSING SCHEMES

As the IPv4 address was already exhausted before the beginning of the In-

ternet of Things (IoT) so IPv6 is widely used to assign a unique identity to

IoT nodes. This chapter analyses different components required in assigning

IPv6 addresses to IoT nodes, along with a detailed survey of IPv6 address

assignment schemes. This chapter also highlights the architectural complexity,

limitations of IoT nodes, renumbering, multihoming, merging of IoT networks

and other challenges towards assigning IPv6 addresses to IoT nodes. A com-

prehensive survey on recent addressing schemes with classification based on

allocation table and spatial information is presented. This chapter also com-

pares the performance of various addressing schemes based on metrics such

as area of applicability, energy consumption, overhead etc. It also describes

future research options for addressing IoT networks.

2.1 IPv6 ADDRESSING CHALLENGES IN

IoT

The number of connected things to the Internet is exponentially increasing

day by day. The number of connected things to the Internet is 25 billion,

expected to increase to 76 billion by 2025 [2] and 125 billion by 2030 [3].

Such a heterogeneous network requires smart, scalable, interoperable, efficient

protocols with a unique identity for every device to maintain trust and security.

To meet the above requirement there is a need of the development of innovative

technology, applications, and services. This development should be capable of

powering the connectivity of heterogeneous IoT networks. Various studies

by the IoT Research Community, such as architecture, protocols, schemes,

applications, open challenges, future research trends, etc., are detailed in the

literature [6-7, 19, 58-66].

It is a primary requirement to assign a unique address to each and every
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node in the IoT environment. Using an assigned address, one can uniquely

identify and issue commands from a remote location to individual devices con-

nected to the IoT. IPv4 is one of the addressing protocols used to assign unique

addresses on the traditional Internet. Still, due to its limited address space and

functionality, it is unsuitable in an IoT environment. IPv6 is the solution that

can address the scalability problem in the IoT environment. IPv6 provides

self-auto configuration functionality to a node. Assigning unique addresses in

an IoT environment using IPv6 addressing schemes or extended schemes has

the following technical challenges:

Constraint Node: In an IoT environment, a constrained node may not able

to generate a unique IPv6 address and does not support manual configuration

due to many limitations like the absence of input/output interface, limited

processing, and unidirectional communication and so on. There may be nodes

with extremely limited capabilities, such as nanodevices [37] linked to the

Internet, which must be addressed in the future.

Renumbering Challenges : In IoT, environment devices can move from one

network to another while connected to the Internet. There should be a provi-

sion to regenerate unique addresses without affecting ongoing operations.

Multihoming Challenges : IoT nodes may be accessed from a different net-

work or Internet connection. Multihoming may occur when nodes move back

from the IPv6 networks to non-IPv6 networks.

Proxying and Tracking non-IP nodes : IoT nodes may work as bridges or

proxies for non-IP networks. A unique ID, such as a MAC address associated

with these nodes, may be used to generate an IPv6 address. The unique ID

associated with these nodes may change according to their use. So there must

be provided to handle it because IPv6 addresses may not be permanent for

such nodes.

Duplicate Address Detection: As the nodes generate their address them-

selves so generated address by nodes may not be unique locally or globally.

An efficient DAD protocol must be used to check the uniqueness of the gener-

ated address.

Unique Address Generation: Each node in IoT uses IPv6 address configu-

ration schemes to generate an IPv6 address using the addressing scheme and

checks its uniqueness which is later assigned to the node if successful. So it

requires an efficient addressing scheme that should always generate a unique

address or one with a minimal probability of conflict with existing addresses

in the network.
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Energy Consumption: There should be an efficient addressing scheme to

generate addresses with minimum energy consumption.

Auto configuration: As devices in IoT environments are limited in resources,

auto-configuration must be provided to generate unique IPv6 addresses.

Communication Overhead : Each node sends a request and replies to mes-

sages during the IP address generation. An efficient address configuration

scheme should generate an IP address with minimum message transmission

into the network.

The absence of Global Prefix : If a network of IoT nodes is disconnected

from the internet, then the node may not get information on the global prefixes.

Hence it will not be possible for a node to generate an IPv6 address [9].

Unidirectional IoT node: It is impossible to assign an IPv6 address to the

unidirectional node by existing addressing schemes. All schemes assume there

is bidirectional communication with nodes for DAD.

Directly Connected node: In an IoT network, a few nodes may be connected

to the internet directly with a different global prefix.

Interconnected Network : when two or more IoT networks are connected

via shared links, it is impossible to configure the local prefix in existing IPv6

schemes. As they perform DAD within the local network.

2.2 IPv6 ADDRESSING ARCHITECTURE

An IoT device has self-configuration capabilities, operates in constrained en-

vironments, and uses low-power transmission media. Since Autoconfiguration

and 802.15.4 are defined in IPv6 or its extension protocol, hence IPv6 protocol

or its extension is logically compatible in IoT environments. That is why IPv6

is used to assign unique addresses to billions of heterogeneous nodes in IoT

networks, 128 bits of fixed length consisting of a global prefix and a local prefix

part, as shown in Figure 2.1. The number of bits in the global and local prefix

varies depending on the link type and deployment scenario, but 64-bit global

and local prefixes are generally used. Local prefixes are further divided into

groups depending on the technology used and the deployment scenario.

Figure 2.1: IPv6 address structure
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The IPv6 addressing architecture supports two types of addressing for uni-

cast addresses: Unique Local Address (ULA) [38] and Globally Unique Ad-

dress (GUA). ULA IPv6 packets cannot be forwarded by the router as it is

not guaranteed to be unique across other networks. ULA allows the network

administrator to assign addresses to devices for local network communication.

On the other hand, GUA is globally unique and is provided by the Internet

Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).

IPv6 protocol suits define manual and auto address configuration schemes

to attached devices. In the case of IoT, devices may not be able to provide

input and output interfaces, so manual configuration is not suitable. In IPv6

stateless auto-configuration devices generate their address without interacting

with other network entities. IPv6 addresses can be classified into different

classes based on the data used, state, and computation to generate addresses,

as shown in Figure 2.2.

Based on computation: In this method, classification is based on whether

centralised or distributed computation is used to generate an IPv6 address.

A central system takes responsibility for the IP assignment process in a cen-

tralised scheme. While in the distributed system, multiple network systems

participate in IP assignment.

Based on State: This classification is based on whether any repository is

used on not during the generation of address and is classified into stateful

addressing and stateless addressing. Stateful Address Autoconfiguration: In

this method, devices assign IPv6 addresses with the help of a dynamic host

configuration protocol (DHCP). A DHCP server is used to maintain a table to

monitor the addressing of network devices. It is not suitable in an IoT envi-

ronment as devices or networks may not be able to support the maintenance

of tables or DHCP servers. Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC):

SLAAC provides a dynamic and scalable mechanism to configure IPv6 ad-

dresses independently. In IPv6 or extended networks, devices generate their

IPv6 address by themselves with the help of SLAAC. As devices generate their

address independently, duplicate address detection (DAD) protocol is used to

avoid address conflict.

Based on Data: In this classification is based on the type of data or infor-

mation used to generate an address and is classified into two classes: spatial

and non-spatial. Spatial Addressing: in this class, addresses are generated

by the algorithms which use spatial information available with devices. Non-

Spatial Addressing: in this class, addresses are generated by the algorithms
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which use non-spatial data available with devices.

2.3 IPv6 ADDRESSING SCHEME

IPv6 addressing schemes developed for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and

MANETs can be employed in IoT to assign unique addresses to devices. Re-

search on IPv6 addressing schemes for constraint and the unconstrained node

has been carried out extensively by the community of WSN and MANETs,

which is almost similar to the IoT environment. This section presents a survey

of commonly used stateless IPv6 addressing schemes with their classification,

configuration details, merits and demerits.

Classification: Figure 2.2 shows the classification of addressing schemes as

per their working methods. The description of key classes is presented below.

Stateful auto address configuration: Stateful protocols can be further di-

vided into distributed and central management. Since address details for all

IoT nodes in the network are stored in one or more than one IoT node, which

results in a unique address, so there is no requirement for duplicate address

detection (DAD) mechanisms. Central addressing uses the same concept of the

DHCP protocol by using a centralized allocation table. Distributed addressing

allows many nodes to keep a record of the allocation table independently and

to allocate addresses to requesting nodes using the exchange of messages with

neighbour nodes.

Stateless auto address configuration: Stateless auto-configuration is the

method where IoT nodes within the IPv6 or 6LoWPAN network automatically

generate their own IPv6 address. These schemes can be classified into two

categories.

Non-Spatial addressing Schemes : This type of addressing scheme does not

consider about spatial information of nodes in generating of address [39]. Listed

below are some of the Non-spatial addressing methods designed by the research

Figure 2.2: IPv6 address classification
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community. EUI-64: A globally unique IPv6 address generated from the net-

work interface’s globally unique identifier, such as IEEE 802 48-bit MAC ad-

dresses [40]. The last 64-bit local prefix is generated by using the 48-bit MAC

address of the network interface identifier and 16 bits IEEE reserved value

FFFE. Other methods are used to generate the IPv6 address if a network

identifier is unavailable.

Privacy Addresses: An IPv6 address is generated using pseudorandom al-

gorithms if a globally unique identifier is unavailable or if a host wishes to

improve privacy by making IP-based tracking impossible [41]. In this scheme,

an MD5 message digest of a random or previously saved history value is used

to generate the last 64-bits of the IPv6 address. Left most 64 bits of the mes-

sage digest are used as an identifier, and the rightmost 64 bits are saved for

historical value.

Cryptographically Generated Addresses : For securing IPv6 Neighbour Dis-

covery procedures, IPv6 addresses may be generated from public keys and

signed by private keys. These are seldom used.

Spatial addressing Schemes : In this type of addressing scheme, each node

uses its spatial location information to generate the related IP address. Listed

below are some of the key spatial addressing methods presented.

Spatial IP Address Assignment (SIPA) [23]: For any IP-based network,

SIPA IP addresses assignment schemes can be used to solve the address as-

signment problem. With SIPA, each node independently generates its IP ad-

dress using spatial information. Since SIPA assumes that each node is aware of

its spatial location [42], the address assignment takes place independently. In

SIPA, each IoT node generates its IP address by taking the (x; y) coordinates

of the node as the two least significant octets in the IPv4 address and 64 least

significant bits in the case of the IPv6 address. This method is successfully

implemented in Contiki IoT operating system [43]. Figure 2.3 shows the IPv6

address structure used in SIPA. C and D are calculated using Equation (1).

C = [x ∗ (2r − 1)/Max(x)] and D = [y ∗ (2r − 1)/Max(y)] (1)

Figure 2.3: SIPA IPv6 address structure
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SIPA is simple to implement but its Address Success Rate (ASR) is never

reach 50% when number of nodes more than 300 when r=8 bits.

Advantages: (1) SIPA takes (x, y) coordinates of the node to generate the

least significant bits in the IP address. (2) SIPA takes advantage of the relation

between spatial locations in routing, and it neither needs a central server nor

communication between nodes to generate IP address.

Disadvantages: (1) In this mechanism, there is no guarantee that each

node will have its own unique address, since two or more adjacent nodes may

generate the same IP address. (2) Success rate of SIPA can never to be 100%

with more than one node.

Scan-line IP Assignment (SLIPA) [24]: The scan-line IP assignment (SLIPA),

a method which will assign every node with its own unique address. SLIPA

method scans every node with the same least y-coordinate value from left to

right and then scans the nodes with the succeeding y-coordinate value. Re-

peat the procedure until all nodes have been scanned. If two or more adjacent

nodes generating the same IP address were found, SLIPA would “move up”

the adjacent nodes to ensure one address belongs to only one node without

ruining the spatial relation between nodes. The assignment is unsuccessful if

two or more nodes are assigned to the same IP address. The experiment shows

that SLIPA performs better in the maximum number of nodes that can be

successfully assigned under different distribution patterns.

SLIPA address structure is the same as shown in Figure 2.3, but the cal-

culation of C and D by Equation (2) and (3) is different.

D is calculated based on sorting nodes in the y-coordinate and assigning a

line sequence number to nodes having the same value [24].

C = [(x−Min(x))/Q] (2)

Where Q = [Max(x)-Min(x)]/(2r-1).

D = D(k, SN) = SN if k = 1 else D = D(k, SN) = D(k−1, SN)+1 ifk > 1

(3)
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Where SN is the scan line number starting from 0, and k denotes kth node

having the same y-coordinate value.

The detailed description of these equations are available in [24]. Simulation

results show that SLIPA’s ASR is 100% when the network nodes are between

700 to 1250 if r=8 bits.

Advantages: (1) SLIPA algorithm improves the assignment success rate

(ASR) more than SIPA. (2) SLIPA can attain a good ASR when nodes are

regularly distributed.

Disadvantages: (1) If nodes are deployed by random distributions, the

improvements would be limited. (2) Scan-line fails when the line number

reaches 256 since the last octet in IP address can’t exceed 255 in the case of

IPv4.

Scan-line IP Assignment with equal Quantity Partitioning (SLIPA-Q) [25]:

SLIPA-Q uses the equal-quantity partition instead of the equal-distance par-

tition of SLIPA. SLIPA-Q is based on the scan-line concept, and an optimised

form of the SLIPA IP address assignment scheme. SLIPA-Q IPv6 address

structure is the same as SLIPA, and the value of C and D is calculated based

on the below method.

Q = t/(2r-1), where t is the total number of nodes in the network.

Z = int(i/Q), where i is the order value assigned to the node when shorted in

the x direction and starts from 0.

C = ((i - il)mod(Zh-Zl+1))+ (Zh-Zl+1)

if Q >= max node(Z)

C = ((Z+1)mod(Zh-Zl+1))+ (Zh-Zl+1)

if Q<max node(Z) where il denotes lowest order value, Zh highest zone value

and Zl lowest zone value.

D = D(k,SN) = SN if k=1

D = D(k,SN) = D(k-1,SN)+1 if k>1

Experiment shows that SLIPA-Q performs better than SLIPA and SIPA

for IP assignment of different distributions and different numbers of nodes.

SLIPA-Q has been tested 1,000 times with 1,000 randomly deployed nodes;

the average ASR obtained by SLIPA-Q is double that of SLIPA. Under the

same 88% ASR, the average numbers of nodes that can be successfully assigned

by SLIPA-Q, SLIPA, and SIPA are 950, 850, and 135, respectively. Compared

to previous spatial IP assignment schemes, SLIPA-Q can significantly improve

ASR for allocating IP addresses to a huge set of nodes.
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Advantages: (1) SLIPA-Q replaces the equal-distance partition with an

equal quantity partition and uses ASR as the key performance indicator to

represent the ability to assign a unique IP address. (2) This scheme maintains

spatial relations among nodes.

Disadvantages: (1) This scheme is limited to two-dimensional space and

doesn’t mention how to deal with the mobility of nodes in the network. (2)

This scheme does not guarantee unique IP addressing as well.

Multi-Projection IP address Assignment(MPIPA) [26]: The basic concept

of MPIPA is applying a projection scheme to represent nodes from three-

dimensional space to two-dimensional space and then applying the equal-

quantity partition and scan-line scheme used in SLIPA-Q to calculate zone

ID and member ID of each node by their x coordinates and y coordinates.

In MPIPA, nodes report their three-dimensional location information to the

base station (BS) to request IP addresses once deployed in the network. The

BS will perform MPIPA to determine the node’s IP address by utilizing the

node’s location information. Figure 2.4 shows the IPV6 address structure used

by MPIPA. Zone ID and Member ID is determined similarly to SLIPA-Q C

and D field. The group ID is determined by partitioning z-coordinates into 2r

groups (from 0 to 2r-1). MPIPA uses two kinds of grouping methods.

Distance Based Grouping (MPIPA-D)

G = (max(z)-min(z))/(2r-1)

Gid = int ((node(z)-min(z))/G)

Quantity Based Grouping (MPIPA-Q)

G = order number of nodes when sorted in z-direction.

Q=t/(2r-1)

Gid = int(G/Q)

Figure 2.4: MPIPA IPv6 address structure

Simulation results show that when r=9 bits in SIPA and r=6 bits in MPIPA

are used, ASR of SIPA drops to zero while MPIPA-D and MPIPA-Q still

maintain 100% when the number of nodes is above 6000. MPIPA-Q (ASR

90%) performs better than MPIPA-D (ASR 45%) when the number of nodes

is approximately 80,000.

Advantages: (1) MPIPA extends two-dimensional spaces to three dimen-

sional spaces to assign IP addresses in the network. (2) MPIPA can also be
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applied in an IPv6-based network by defining the interface ID in standard IPv6

address format. (3) MPIPA can achieve higher ASR than randomly selected

addressing methods.

Disadvantages: (1) MPIPA can be used only when nodes are fixed. (2)

MPIPA does not guarantee to generate node’s unique IP addresses.

Distributed Spatial IP Address Assignment (DSIPA) [44]: The basic con-

cept behind DSIPA is to assign an IP address to the node based on neighbour

discovery. In DSIPA, nodes with IP addresses are responsible to assign an IP

address to their neighbour by using their location coordinates. Each node gen-

erates its IPv6 address by transferring its physical location into logical location

coordinates; therefore, every node maintains spatial relations with each other.

Spatial information can be used to perform geographical routing.

Advantages: (1) Relationships between nodes can be identified based on

their IP addresses. (2) Less energy consumption in IP addresses generation.

Disadvantages: (1) Duplicate address can be generated. (2) DSIPA can be

used only when nodes are fixed.

In [27], the authors proposed an IPv6 addressing scheme based on node

location information and passive DAD for 6LoWPAN-based networks and

claimed improved delay and overhead. Abdullah et al. [28-29] proposed a

novel GPS location-based IPv6 addressing scheme for WSN and used it to

predict the node’s location from its address, but it does not consider ASR

and overhead. In [44], another IP assignment scheme was presented named

DSIPA. In DSIPA, an IP-assigned node is responsible for assigning an address

to the neighbour node based on its location. In a paper [45], authors have

proposed a scheme based on the IoT network’s hierarchal structure. In [46],

another scheme uses node clock skews to generate the unique IPv6 address for

IoT nodes. A new stateless IPv6 address Autoconfiguration scheme for the

6LoWPAN network using colour coordinates is outlined in [47]. Another work

[48] proposed a dynamic IPv6 address allocation scheme for applications with

massive nodes and indefinite topology, such as smart cities. Abdulha et al. [55]

proposed an IPv6 addressing scheme to mitigate reconnaissance attacks, which

generates addresses using device coordinates, random numbers and MAC of

the coordinator node. Xu et al. [56] proposed location-based addressing in the

6LoWPAN network. The node’s location is projected based on the coordina-

tor or edge router. Hussain et al. [57] proposed demand-based location-aware

proxy mobile IPv6 addressing, which improves the signalling cost and load of

the network.
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2.4 COMPARISON OF STATELESS IPv6 AD-

DRESSING

Addressing IoT is one of the biggest challenges in recent years, and many

schemes, as discussed in the previous section, have been developed. A compar-

ative summary of key IPv6 configuration schemes based on addressing over-

head, energy consumption, ASR, and location awareness is presented in Table

2.1. This work compares the essential performance metrics like the unique-

ness of generated address, energy consumption, communication overhead and

embedded location information in the address. These Addressing schemes

are classified into two categories non-spatial and spatial. Most non-spatial

addressing schemes guarantee to generate unique addresses within specified

constraints, while spatial techniques generate IPv6 addresses with embedded

spatial information but do not guarantee uniqueness. Although the perfor-

mance of these IPv6 addressing schemes is promising, optimise schemes would

be required to address the issues like Quality of service (QoS) aware IPv6 ad-

dressing scheme to ensure the QoS requirements of IoT environment, network

security, scalability, and adaptability of harsh environment.

Table 2.1: Comparison of IPv6 Addressing Schemes in IoT

Scheme Year Stateless Distributed Energy Overhead Location
IPv6 Auto [40] 1998 ✓ ✓ High High ×
SIPA [23,49] 2004 ✓ ✓ High High ✓
Color-Coordinate [47] 2009 ✓ ✓ High High ✓
SLIPA[24] 2009 × × High High ✓
Wang et al. [50] 2010 × × High High ×
SLIPA-Q [25] 2011 × × Low Low ✓
MPIPA [26] 2012 ✓ × Low Low ✓
DSIPA [44] 2012 ✓ × High High ✓
Xiaonan et al. [51] 2013 ✓ × Low Low ✓
Wang et al. [27] 2014 ✓ ✓ High High ✓
Chakraborty et al. [45] 2015 × ✓ Low Low ✓
Clock-Skew[46] 2015 ✓ ✓ Low Low ×
Wang et al. [52] 2016 × ✓ Low Low ✓
Mavani et al. [53] 2018 ✓ × High High ×
Wang et al. [54] 2018 ✓ ✓ Low Low ✓
O’Daniel et al. [28,29] 2019 ✓ ✓ High High ✓
Mishra et al. [48] 2019 ✓ × Low Low ×
SEUI-64 [55] 2019 ✓ × High High ×
Xu et al. [56] 2021 ✓ × Low Low ✓
Hussain et al. [57] 2021 ✓ ✓ Low Low ✓

Most of the schemes are centralized and do not follow the self-configuration

standard of IoT. The performance of these schemes is also limited when ap-

plied in an IoT environment. From this study, the following shortcomings have
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been identified.

1) Available existing schemes do not guarantee the generation of unique IPv6

addresses; hence they need optimization.

2) Most of these existing schemes are centralized and stateful, therefore not

compatible with the IoT environment.

3) The ASR of location-based schemes is limited, so it adds more overhead

and energy consumption during the addressing process.

4) It is also identified that optimization is required to minimize energy con-

sumption and overhead of the addressing process.

5) Enhancement is also required to secure duplicate address detection process

in IPv6 address assignment as it suffers from many issues.

2.5 SUMMARY

This chapter presents the survey of IoT basic building blocks, IPv6 addressing

architecture, IoT protocol stack, IPv6 addressing schemes and IPv6 addressing

challenges in detail. The work of this chapter presents a detailed description of

IoT architecture with fundamental building blocks considering the deployment

scenarios of hardware components of IoT networks. This work also describes

the layered stack protocols considering the deployment and services offered by

software components. Finally, a comparison between addressing schemes are

presented based on the different performance metric. As IPv6 addressing in IoT

has been a promising area of research in recent years, this chapter has surveyed

and presented all-important IPv6 addressing schemes with their advantages

and disadvantages. The number of IoT devices will increase exponentially to

125 billion by 2030. So it requires a scalable, secure, and interoperable IPv6

addressing scheme for such a heterogeneous network. Keeping in mind the

addressing requirements of the IoT network, the next chapter presents a new

stateless spatial IPv6 addressing scheme based on the location and time of the

IoT device.
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Chapter III

A STATELESS SPATIAL IPv6

ADDRESS CONFIGURATION

SCHEME FOR IoT

The Internet of Things (IoT) is going to create a heterogeneous network of bil-

lions or trillions of connected things with self-aware, self-configuration capabil-

ities that will exchange data with each other. This heterogeneous IoT network

requires standard protocols, secure and energy-efficient wireless communica-

tion, and the allocation of unique identities such as IPv6 addresses. One of the

key challenges in such a heterogeneous network is the maintenance of device lo-

cation and unique identity to ensure the smooth functioning of location-aware

applications. Hence, this thesis chapter presents a stateless spatial temporal

IPv6 addressing scheme called four-dimensional IP addressing (FDIPA). It is

based on the idea that two objects can not simultaneously be in the same

place. It uses the time and location information of the device to generate the

target IPv6 address. After verifying its uniqueness with the duplicate address

detection (DAD) protocol, it assigns the generated address to the device. It

maintains spatial and temporal information and guarantees a unique identity

for a large-sized network. Analytically, it is proved that FDIPA will always

generate a unique identity if there is no technological limitation. However,

the performance of FDIPA is evaluated based on metrics such as Assignment

Success Rate (ASR), communication overhead, and total energy consumption

in the assignment of a unique IPv6 address. The experimental results show

that FDIPA achieves good ASR while keeping low energy consumption and

less overhead in the network.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the literature study, it has been identified that there are three main bar-

riers to the slow growth of IoT: a) the assignment of IPv6 addresses, b) the

energy source of IoT nodes, and c) the agreement on standards [1]. All things
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connected to the Internet must be assigned a unique IP address, accomplished

either by IPv4 or IPv6. Because of the limited addressing space, IPv4 cannot

be used in the IoT; the solution to this problem may be IPv6, which has a huge

address space. It could accommodate all devices connecting to the Internet in

the next century. The IPv6 protocol suite defines manual, stateful, and state-

less auto address (SLAAC) configuration. By considering the self-configurable

characteristics of devices, SLAAC is widely accepted in the IoT environment.

SLAAC is simple, dynamic, and scalable and provides a way for IoT nodes

to self-configure IPv6 addresses [9]. The IPv6 address is represented by a

128-bit fixed size numerical value and is generally divided into two parts; the

leftmost 64-bit prefix and the rightmost 64-bit Interface Identifier (IID) [67].

The number of bits in the prefix and IID can vary depending on the IoT node’s

link type and deployment scenario. An IoT node creates a 128-bit IPv6 ad-

dress by combining the prefix and IID. The first part prefix is extracted from

the network router’s router advertisement (RA) message. The second part

generates the IID by the node using any addressing scheme. The uniqueness

of a generated address is verified using the duplicate address detection (DAD)

protocol. A verified unique IPv6 address is assigned to the new node’s inter-

face. If a duplicate address is found during the DAD process, a second IID

is generated, and the entire process is repeated, leading to delays and energy

consumption [30, 40].

The IID is generated by various schemes depending on the deployment sce-

nario and device capability [9,68-69]. These schemes are classified into two

classes: spatial and non-spatial. A non-spatial scheme generates IID using

stored numerical or any randomly generated values of an IoT node. While

the spatial scheme uses spatial information of nodes like location [70-72] and

time to generate bits of IID. The performance of addressing schemes is evalu-

ated using different metrics, like assignment success rate (ASR), total energy

consumption, communication overhead, average delay time, etc.

According to CISCO [1], the deployment of IPv6 is a significant obstacle in

developing IoT technology as existing networks are based on IPv4. In addition,

there are already existing methods to overcome the various barriers to IPv6

allocation [9], encouraging anyone to contribute towards this. A location-based

addressing method eliminates the requirement to maintain track of both logical

and physical location data. Furthermore, because the location is encoded

in IPv6 addresses, it might be helpful for geographical routing. The first

step toward location-based IP addressing was coined by Adam Dunkel, named
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spatial IP address assignment (SIPA) and successfully implemented in the

Contiki IoT operating system [23]. SIPA is pretty simple and generates IP

using two-dimensional location information. However, its performance is low.

Later, scan line IP assignment (SLIPA), another version of SIPA, was proposed

with improved ASR. However, its performance is also limited [24]. SLIPA-Q

[25] was also proposed, which improves SLIPA’s performance but requires a

centralized system to detect duplication, making it unsuitable for IoT. A three-

dimension location-based scheme, MPIPA [26], is proposed, improving ASR

but still suffers when many nodes are deployed. In [27], the authors proposed

an IPv6 addressing scheme based on node location information and passive

DAD for 6LoWPAN-based networks and claimed improved delay and overhead.

Abdullah et al. [28-29] proposed a novel GPS location-based IPv6 addressing

scheme for WSN and used it to predict the node’s location from its address,

but it does not consider ASR and overhead. A study of recent spatial IPv6

addressing schemes is summarized in Table 2.1. Most schemes are centralized

and do not follow the self-configuration standard of IoT. The performance of

these schemes is also limited when applied in an IoT environment. From this

study, the following shortcomings have been identified.

• Existing schemes do not guarantee the generation of unique addresses;

hence they need optimization.

• Most of these are centralized and stateful, therefore not compatible with

the IoT environment.

• The ASR of location-based schemes is limited, so it adds more overhead

and energy consumption during the addressing process.

• Optimization is required to minimize energy consumption and overhead

of the addressing process.

To enhance the performance keeping the above shortcomings in mind, this

thesis chapter proposes a new efficient stateless spatial IPv6 address assignment

scheme with the aim of increased ASR, less communication overhead, and

energy consumption. The essential contributions of this chapter of the thesis

are as follows:

• A four-dimensional IPv6 address format is proposed. The address gener-

ation scheme FDIPA is presented based on the proposed address format.
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• The proposed FDIPA scheme generates IPv6 addresses by using the time

and location information of the IoT node. As two things can not be put

together simultaneously, IPv6 generated by FDIPA will always be unique.

• An analysis of unique IPv6 address generation, energy consumption, and

communication overhead is presented.

• A thorough evaluation was conducted. The results indicate that the sug-

gested method provides a unique identity for many nodes and enhances

ASR while reducing communication overhead and energy usage.

FDIPA uses IoT devices’ location and time information to generate the last

64-bit IID according to the defined IPv6 format. As two different devices

can not be placed in the same location simultaneously, FDIPA generates IID

with a minimum probability of duplicacy. Further, based on generated IID

and extracted GRP from RA, FDIPA forms a 128-bit unique IPv6 address.

A mathematical and experimental analysis is presented, which reveals how

FDIPA generates a unique identity for a large number of devices. Moreover,

simulation results reveal that FDIPA achieves better performance in terms of

ASR, communication overhead, and energy consumption.

3.2 PROPOSED FDIPA SCHEME

The conditions and assumptions of the proposed addressing scheme will be

described in this section. The proposed network concept is presented first,

followed by a description of the FDIPA IPv6 address format. Finally, the

proposed FDIPA technique is outlined for assigning a unique IPv6 address to

each node based on the nodes’ three-dimensional position and synchronized

time.

3.2.1 Network Model

The random network model is considered to be based on IPv6, and connected

devices are mobile and fixed. Edge routers or Gateways can connect devices

or nodes to the Internet directly or indirectly. It is also expected in this model

that all nodes can determine their three-dimensional location utilizing available

methodologies [72] or GPS to determine three-dimensional quadratic (x, y, z)

location.
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3.2.2 IPv6 Address Format

The proposed method is based on the IPv6 address format depicted in Figures

3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are for IoT devices that are part of a

local network, whereas Figure 3.3 is for independent nodes directly connected

to the Internet.

Figure 3.1: IPv6 address format inside sub-network of a local network

Figure 3.2: IPv6 address format inside a local network

Figure 3.3: IPv6 address format of independent node

3.2.3 FDIPA

The main principle of FDIPA is that two objects cannot simultaneously be

placed at the same place. FDIPA presupposes that things are placed in four-

dimensional space in the IoT environment. The first three dimensions, x, y,

and z, will represent location, while the fourth dimension, t, will represent

time. FDIPA generates IPv6 addresses by considering the x, y, and z infor-

mation of the IoT node and t the gateway or network’s synchronized time.

When a node generates an IPv6 address, it uses the duplicate address detec-

tion (DAD) protocol to ensure that it is unique. If the address is unique, it will

be assigned to the node; otherwise, the process will be repeated. To generate

IPv6 addresses, nodes perform the following three phases in FDIPA: (a) Time

Synchronization, (b) Three Dimension Location Calculation (c) IPv6 address

generation utilizing FDIPA. Before the detailed description of FDIPA, the dif-

ferent parameters used are defined as follows:

x- the x-coordinate value of the IoT node.

y- the y-coordinate value of the IoT node.

z- the z-coordinate value of the IoT node.
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t- Synchronized system time of the IoT node.

n- Number of nodes in the IoT network.

Time Synchronization: In spatiotemporal-based IoT applications, sensing de-

vices must synchronize their system time with any reference time. There are

many clock synchronization mechanisms available in the literature. Most of

these methods used gateway clock g(t) to maintain a standard clock among

the devices connecting to the network. A device can synchronize its clock t

using Equation (1).

t = θ + f ∗ g(t) (1)

Where θ clock offset and f is clock skew.

The sender-initiated synchronization between gateway-node pairs is achieved

through handshaking. At t1, a node sends a synchronization pulse packet to

the gateway. Gateway receives this packet at t2= t1 + pd + θ (here, pd is

propagation delay). The gateway sends an acknowledgement back to the node

at t3, and the node receives an acknowledgement at t4. From Equations (2)

and (3), clock offset and propagation delay values can be calculated.

θ = ((t2 − t1)− (t4 − t3))/2 (2)

pd = ((t2 − t1) + (t4 − t3))/2 (3)

From the Equations (1), (2), and (3), a node can synchronize the clock t

with the gateway, assuming that no clock skew is present.

Three dimension location calculation: In location-aware IoT applications,

devices can identify their location. Many well-defined methods are available

in the literature to estimate location. If the IoT node cannot determine its

location, it will use the location information of the gateway or any other device.

In this proposed scheme, the location coordinate (x, y, z) of the IoT node is

identified concerning the gateway node (xc, yc, zc), and the relative location is
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estimated according to the Equations (4) [72].

location(x, y, z) =


x =

∑k
i=1 xciAi∑k
i=1 Ai

y =
∑k

i=1 yciAi∑k
i=1 Ai

z = mL1y + bL1

(4)

Here A is an area of a triangular patch, m denotes the slope of the patch, and

b denotes the intersection with axis z.

However, it is assumed that all nodes or sensor nodes in the IoT network are

location-aware. But in some specific situations, such as when two or more

sensors can be housed in a device, thus have duplicate spatiotemporal char-

acteristics. The following three cases may be considered to deal with this

situation. 1- Multiple sensors without a microcontroller – Sensors without a

microcontroller, such as a temperature, proximity, and other environmental

sensors, just perceive ambient stimuli and report them to the device or gate-

way; they do not require an IP address. For internet connectivity, only the

gateway or device requires an IP address.

2- Multiple sensor nodes with microcontroller and without location awareness.

In this case, the device will act as the gateway or coordinator, and the sensors

housed in the device will act as the sensor nodes. These sensor nodes will de-

rive their location from the device’s relative position. Several well-developed

mechanisms are available to estimate the relative position of the known loca-

tion of another device based on the angle of arrival and the signal strength

indicator [54, 72].

3- Multiple sensor nodes with microcontroller and location-aware–In this case,

sensor nodes will identify their location independently.

IPv6 Address generation: The main principle behind FDIPA for the unique

identity (IP) generation of an individual node is by concatenation of location

and time as per Equation (5) and it works on two rules.

Rule 1- Two different things can’t occupy the same location simultaneously.

Rule 2 – Two different things can occupy the same location at different times.

IPi = location(x.y.z)i.time(t)i (5)

If there are n nodes in a network, then n identities (IP1, IP2...IPi...IPn) will

be generated. It can be proved that all these identities are unique.
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Algorithm 1 IPv6 Generation
Result: IPv6 Address

1 Input: GRP, Node Type, time, Max DAD
2 Node Type=Semiconfigured
3 P:
4 Loc=GetNodeLocation()
5 r=GetIIDFormat()
6 IID=FDIPA(Loc,r,time)
7 Broadcast NS //DAD for Duplicacy
8 while (Timeout==False) do
9 Receive NA

10 DAD−count
++

11 if (DAD−count < MaxDAD) then
12 Goto P;
13 end
14 else
15 Log System Management Error
16 end

17 end
18 IP=concatenate(GRP, IID)
19 Node Type=configured
20 Return (IP)

Figure 3.4: FDIPA IPv6 Address Format

Proof of unique identities

Let the identity of ith node is IPi and its value will be (x.y.z)i.ti as per Equa-

tion (5). So identity of all n nodes in network will be (x.y.z)1.t1, (x.y.z)2.t2

.....(x.y.z)i.ti ,...........(x.y.z)n−1.tn−1, (x.y.z)n.tn.

Suppose there are two different nodes numbered with i and j with their identity

IPi and IPj where i ̸=j and 1≤ i, j≥n. IPi ̸= IPj or (x.y.z)i.ti ̸= (x.y.z)j.tj for

all value of i and j. It can be proved with the following cases.

Case 1

if ti = tj then (x.y.z)i ̸= (x.y.z)j according to Rule 1.

Case 2

If (x.y.z)i = (x.y.z)j then ti ̸= tj according to Rule 2.

So (x.y.z)i.ti ̸= (x.y.z)j.tj or IPi ̸= IPj is true for all i, j.

From the above cases, it is clear that the identity generated by FDIPA will

always be unique if there is no technological limitation.

But the IPv6 address is represented with 128 fixed bits, so the location
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and time cannot be encoded in a certain number of bits. Here IPv6 address is

generated according to the address format shown in Figure 3.4, and values are

calculated using Equations (6), (7), (8), and (9).

C = [x ∗ (2r − 1)/Max(x)] (6)

D = [y ∗ (2r − 1)/Max(y)] (7)

E = [z ∗ (2r − 1)/Max(z)] (8)

T = [t ∗ (2r − 1)/Max(t)] (9)

Algorithm 2 Verification of Received NS
Result: NA

1 Input: NS
2 while (IP address is not empty) do
3 IPx = Extract IP from addresses
4 IIDx=substring(IPx,64,127)
5 if (DADIDx == DADID−F ) then
6 Sendout NA
7 end

8 end
9 Discard NS Return ()

Figure 3.5: Example Network with coordinate values of 4 nodes
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The proposed scheme is described using pseudo-code Algorithm 1, Algo-

rithm 2, and Algorithm 3. Uniqueness is maintained using the DAD protocol,

which uses neighbour discovery protocol (NDP) to detect duplication. In the

NDP uniqueness is ensured using neighbour advertisement (NA) and neighbour

solicitation (NS) messages [73].

Spatial IPv6 Assignment Example: Figure 3.5 is an example of a network

with four deployed nodes: A, B, C, and D. When a node is deployed in the

network, it first gets its location coordinates (x, y, z) and then synchronizes

the system time (t) with the router or gateway. The node also extracts the

global routing prefix from the RA message sent by the network router. After

receiving the values of x, y, z, and t, the node uses the spatial addressing

scheme to generate the IPv6 address.

Algorithm 3 FDIPA IID Generation
Result: IID

1 Input: Loc, r, time, PANID
2 x=getX(Loc)
3 y=getY(Loc)
4 z=getZ(Loc)
5 t=time
6 C= x*(2r-1)/Max(x)
7 D= y*(2r-1)/Max(y)
8 E= z*(2r-1)/Max(z)
9 T= t*(2r-1)/Max(t)

10 IID=concatenate(PANID,C,D,E,T)
11 Return(IID)

In Figure 3.5, initially, at time t=0, three nodes, A, B, and C, are deployed

in the network with their coordinates (4,4,9,0), (6,1,8,0), and (6,1,4,0). Fur-

ther, at time t=7, another node, D joins the network at coordinate position

(6,1,8,7), and B moves to (3,2,2,7). At time t=0, nodes A, B, and C generate

their IPv6 addresses; at time t=7, node D will generate its IP address accord-

ing to the location and time values (Coordinates). In this example, FDIPA

uses the IPv6 format of Figure 3.4 with r = 4 bits, 64 bit global prefix =

FE80::0001, 48 bit pan id = F000..0001 and Max (x, y, z, and t) = 32. Gen-

erated IPv6 addresses of nodes A, B, C, and D by FDIPA are shown in Table

3.1, along with SIPA and MPIPA (SIPA3D). The hexadecimal digit values of

IPv6 are generated according to Equations (6), (7), (8), and (9).

In this example, SIPA uses the address format shown in Figure 2.3 with r

= 8 bits and MPIPA 3D uses the format shown in Figure 2.4 with r = 8 bits

for field C and r = 4 bits for fields D and E. From the generated IPv6 shown in
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Table 3.1: Generated IPv6 address of node A, B, C, and D

Node
Generated IPv6 address by the different scheme

SIPA MPIPA FDIPA
A FE80::0001:F000..0001:1F1F FE80::0001:F000..0001:1F24 FE80::0001:F000..0001:1140
B FE80::0001:F000..0001:2F07 FE80::0001:F000..0001:2F03 FE80::0001:F000..0001:2030
C FE80::0001:F000..0001:2F07 FE80::0001:F000..0001:2F01 FE80::0001:F000..0001:2010
D FE80::0001:F000..0001:2F07 FE80::0001:F000..0001:2F03 FE80::0001:F000..0001:2033

Table 3.1, it is clear that FDIPA generates unique IPs for all four nodes, while

SIPA and MPIPA generate similar IPs for B, C, D, and B, D respectively.

3.3 ANALYSIS

This section presents an analytical model for evaluating the proposed scheme’s

performance. Because time and location synchronization is a prerequisite in

spatiotemporal-based IoT applications, it is not included in the analysis. The

analysis considers ASR, communication overhead, and energy consumption.

The rest of the section goes through the modelling that was used to assess the

various schemes’ performance.

3.3.1 ASR

The success of any IPv6 addressing scheme depends on the ability to generate a

unique address for each node available in the IoT network. The performance of

the address generation scheme is measured in terms of ASR [25]. It is defined

as the percentage of successful unique IPv6 address generation to each node in

the network without conflict against the total number of execution of the IP

addressing scheme. It is calculated with the help of Equation (10).

ASR = s/t (10)

s: number of successful unique addresses assigned to each node in the network

without address conflict.

t: total number of execution of the scheme.

3.3.2 Communication overhead

Once a node is deployed in the network, it quickly generates its IPv6 address

and verifies its uniqueness by DAD. In DAD node broadcast an NS message

into the network and waits for a response to the NA message. The process
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is repeated if DAD detects a conflict; otherwise, the address is allocated to

the node. Communication overhead represents the total number of messages a

node adds to a fixed network during addressing. Total communication overhead

added (CTotal) in the network during the DAD process of the proposed scheme

includes a new address broadcast cost (CB) and response cost (CR) as per

Equation (11).

CTotal = Dn ∗ (CB + CR) (11)

Where Dn represents the total number of times, the DAD process is re-

peated to generate unique IP,

and CB = (N-1)*(p1), CR=m*(p2). Here N is the total number of nodes in

the network, p1 is the broadcast payload, p2 is the response payload, and m is

the number of responses.

3.3.3 Energy

This subsection analyzes energy consumption for SIPA, MPIPA, and FDIPA

schemes. Analysis of energy consumption has been done under the random

distribution of nodes.

Energy model This proposed work uses the energy model, which is com-

monly used by the researcher. The three kinds of the energy model are de-

scribed below:

a) The energy consumption for transmitting the l-bits over a distance d is

calculated using Equation (12).

ETx(l, d) = l ∗ Eelec + l ∗ ϵamp ∗ d2 (12)

b) The energy consumption for receiving the l-bits data packet is evaluated

using Equation(13).

ERx(l) = l ∗ Eelec (13)

c) Energy consumption for forwarding l-bits data packet over a distance d is

evaluated using Equation (14).

EFx(l) = ETx(l, d) + ERx(l) (14)

There are three main phases in these schemes. Firstly, each node generates
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its spatial IP address by using physical location and time, second, the DAD

protocol is performed for detecting duplicate IP addresses, and third is conflict

resolution of IP. The DAD process and conflict resolution mainly consume

energy, and the whole consumption model is as follows:

Computing energy consumption: In these schemes, each node computes its

physical location (from GPS or other ways) to a logical location; the computing

values are C, D, E, and T. Energy consumption by a node for computing these

values is evaluated using Equations (15),(16) and (17) for SIPA, MPIPA, and

FDIPA respectively.

Ecompute = (2 ∗ r ∗ (Emul + Esht)) r = 12 (15)

Ecompute = (3 ∗ r ∗ (Emul + Esht)) r = 8 (16)

Ecompute = (4 ∗ r ∗ (Emul + Esht)) r = 6 (17)

Duplicate address detection: The energy consumption of DAD for single

IP is calculated using Equation (18).

EDAD =
N∑
i=1

(ETx(l, d) +NBi ∗ ERx(l)) (18)

EDAD is the energy consumption of duplicate address detection; NBi is the

average number of neighbours.

Conflict and regeneration: If there is an IP conflict occurs in the network,

then the node will change its state and restart the IP assignment process. This

process will be repeated till unique IP is generated or reached the maximum

allowed DAD process (MAXDAD). The total energy consumption during this

process will be (denoted by Econflict) and calculated using Equation (19).

Econflict = Dn ∗ (Ecompute + EDAD + ETx + EFx(l, d) ∗ Avghop) (19)

Where Dn denotes the number of DAD process repeated to generate unique

IP.

Total energy consumption Total energy consumption (ETotal) in these schemes
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can be calculated using Equation (20).

ETotal = Ecompute + EDAD + Econflict (20)

3.4 EVALUATION

This section presents the comparative analysis between 2D SIPA, 3D MPIPA,

and FDIPA. Performance is evaluated based on three parameters. The first

parameter is the ASR which assesses the probability of each scheme providing

a unique IPv6 address to all IoT nodes, the added communication overhead

and the third parameter is the energy consumed to assign the IP address to

all IoT nodes in the network.

Table 3.2: Simulation Environment Setting of ASR

Four-Dimensional Simulation Environment Parameters
Distribution of Nodes Range of x, y, z, and t

Random x:0∼63; y: 0∼63; z: 0∼63; t:0∼63
x –direction x: 17∼47; y: 0∼63; z:0∼63; t:0∼63
y –direction x: 0∼63; y:17∼47; z: 0∼63; t:0∼63
z -direction x:0∼63; y:0∼63; z: 17∼47; t:0∼63
t -direction x:0∼63; y:0∼63; z: 0∼63; t:17∼47
Oblique x:0∼45;y:x∼(x+18);z:0∼63; t:0∼63

3.4.1 ASR

The evaluation is performed in simulation environment set according to Table

3.2. To evaluate the performance in ASR, the 64-bit global prefix and 40-

bit pan are considered constant values, and the last 24 bits are set by the

addressing scheme when deployed in the network, and the number of IoT nodes

increases until ASR falls to zero. To calculate the average ASR, each algorithm

runs 1,000 times. The ASR evaluation outcome of six different distributions is

elaborated on below.

Random distribution : In this case, nodes in the network are randomly

deployed. Hence the range of x, y, z, and t is set from 0 to 63. Figure 3.6

(a) shows the curve of the ASR, in FDIPA it falls to 0% when the number of

nodes exceeds 13000, while it falls to 0% in 2D SIPA and 3D MPIPA when the

number of nodes is respectively turned out to be 220 and 1800. In this case, the
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ASR of FDIPA is 100% as long as the number of nodes does not exceed 250.

On the contrary, SIPA and MPIPA’s ASR at such nodes are approximately

0% and 75%, respectively. This suggests that SIPA and MPIPA generate more

duplicate IP addresses than FDIPA.

x and y-Direction distribution:The range of x, y, z, and t is set from 17-47, 0-

63, 0-63, and 0-63 respectively in the X distribution. Figure 3.6 (b) shows the

curve of ASR, and in FDIPA, it falls to zero when the number of nodes increases

to 10000, while in SIPA and MPIPA, it falls to 0% when nodes exceed only 160

and 1500. In this case, the ASR of FDIPA is 100% as long as the number of

nodes does not exceed 180. On the contrary, SIPA and MPIPA’s ASR at such

nodes are approximately 0% and 75%, respectively. In this distribution, ASR

performance is slightly less than the random distribution. The reason is that

X distribution supplies less space as the X range is limited between 17 to 47.

But the performance of FDIPA is still much better than SIPA and MPIPA.

The Y-direction distribution ASR curve is similar to the X-direction, as shown

in Figure 3.6 (c), with a difference in the Y limit instead of X.

z-Direction distribution: x, y, z, and t range is set in the z direction distri-

bution from 0-63, 0- 63, 17-47, and 0-63, respectively. Figure 3.6 (d) shows the

curve of the ASR, in FDIPA it falls to 0% when the number of nodes exceeds

10000, while it falls to 0% in 2D SIPA and 3D MPIPA when the number of

nodes is respectively turned out to be 220 and 1200. SIPA’s performance in

this distribution is similar to random distribution because it does not consider

Figure 3.6: The ASR comparison graph under six different node distributions
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Table 3.3: The obtained ASR for different distributions of nodes

ASR 100% 75% 50% 25% 0%
SIPA MPIPA FDIPA SIPA MPIPA FDIPA SIPA MPIPA FDIPA SIPA MPIPA FDIPA SIPA MPIPA FDIPA

Random 1 30 250 50 350 2500 75 600 4800 115 875 6800 220 1800 13000
x-Direction 1 25 180 37 275 2200 55 450 3300 75 600 4800 160 1200 10000
y-Direction 1 25 180 37 275 2200 50 400 3800 75 600 4800 160 1200 10000
z-Direction 1 25 180 50 275 2200 75 400 3800 105 600 4800 220 1200 10000
t-Direction 1 30 180 50 350 2200 75 600 3800 105 875 4800 220 1800 10000
Oblique 1 15 110 25 180 1450 37 280 2500 50 400 3500 110 900 8000

Z values in the IP assignment. While FDIPA and MPIPA performance are

similar to X and Y distribution. In this distribution, FDIPA performance is

much better than SIPA and MPIPA.

t-Direction distribution: x, y, z, and t range is set in the z direction distri-

bution from 0-63, 0- 63, 0-63, and 17-47, respectively. Figure 3.6 (e) shows the

curve of the ASR, in FDIPA it falls to 0% when the number of nodes exceeds

10000, while it falls to 0% in 2D SIPA and 3D MPIPA when the number of

nodes is respectively turned out to be 220 and 1800. Performance SIPA and

MPIPA in this distribution is similar to random distribution because it does

not consider T values in IP assignment. However, FDIPA still performs much

better than SIPA and MPIPA.

Oblique distribution: x, y, z, and t range is set from 0-45, x-x+18, 0-63,

and 17-47, respectively, in the Z direction distribution. Figure 3.6 (f) shows

the curve of oblique distributions, ASR of FDIPA falls to 0% when the node

increases to 8000, while in SIPA and MPIPA, it falls to 0% when the number of

nodes exceeds 110 and 900, respectively. In this distribution, ASR performance

is less than all other distributions because X and Y range is limited by each

other. In this case, FDIPA still performs much better than SIPA and MPIPA.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.6, which clarifies the rela-

tionship between ASR and the number of nodes in six different types of node

distribution. The result shows that the ASR of FDIPA is better than that of

2D SIPA and 3D MPIPA in all six distributions. It can also be seen from this

result that the distribution of nodes in the network also affects the ASR. When

the nodes are randomly distributed, the ASR of FDIPA falls to 0% on 13000

nodes, while in oblique distribution, it becomes 0% only on 8000 nodes. From

the observation of ASR in different distributions, it is clear that FDIPA can

assign IPv6 addresses to much larger nodes than SIPA and MPIPA. Table 3.3

shows the obtained ASR in the different distributions of SIPA, MPIPA, and

FDIPA of the different number of nodes. With this data, it could be observed

how each curve of the graph falls.
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3.4.2 Communication Overhead

The evaluation of communication overhead under the different sizes of networks

with 24 bits of addressing space is observed. As shown in Figure 3.7, the

experimental result reveals that FDIPA adds less communication overhead

in the network than MPIPA and SIPA. However, SIPA’s overhead increases

exponentially when the network size increases by 2000 nodes. FDIPA adds

very less message overhead into the network. The main reason for this is that

very few duplicate addresses are generated.

Figure 3.7: Added addressing cost

3.4.3 Energy Consumption Analysis

This section presents the evaluation of the total energy consumption of SIPA,

MPIPA, and FDIPA in a Four- dimensional random network under 16 and 24

bits address space. The related network parameters and configuration settings

are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Simulation environment setting of Energy

Parameter Definition Unit
[X, Y, Z, T] Network range 15,15,15,15m3
N Total number of nodes 5,03,000
R Transmission range of node 2∼3m
dij Distance from ni to nj 2∼3m
Eelec Energy dissipation rate to run the radio 50nJ / bit
ϵamp Energy dissipation rate to transmit amplifier 100pJ /bit/ m2
ϵmul The energy consumption of multiply operator 6.39 nJ / bit
ϵsht The energy consumption of the shift operator 4.26 nJ / bit
L Packet length 2,000 bits
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The following section shows the comparison of energy consumption when

address conflicts among nodes are resolved by the DAD protocol. The X-axis

shows the corresponding number of nodes, and the graph’s Y-axis shows the

energy consumption in jule. In these results, FDIPA outperformed MPIPA

and SIPA due to less addressing conflict. In this result, it is also observed that

when the number of nodes in the network increases to more than 4000, then

SIPA fails to assign IP. The outcomes of the results are as follows:

(1) FDIPA uses space and time to assign unique IPv6 addresses to many nodes

without conflict and achieves good ASR. Figure 3.6 and Table 3.3 indicate that

the ASR achieved by FDIPA is approximately eight times better than SIPA

and MPIPA after running the simulation more than 1000 times for random

node placement.

(2) As shown in Figure 3.7, the proposed scheme adds reduced communication

overhead during IPv6 address generation. The Reason for less communication

overhead is that, FDIPA generates IP with a very high likelihood of unique-

ness.

(3) Experimental result in Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) show that FDIPA also re-

duces energy consumption in IP assignment.

Figure 3.8: Comparison of energy consumption under a random distribution

It is clear from Equation (20) that the maximum energy in an IP assignment

would be in resolving the conflict. This is the main reason for low energy

consumption in FDIPA as it generates unique IP, minimizing conflict.

3.4.4 Result and Discussion

The results clearly show that the proposed scheme achieves good ASR. As the

location is encoded into IP, management of IoT networks and applications will
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be easy, and even geographical routing can be used. The results shown in

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 further reveal that the proposed scheme adds less overhead

to the network and consumes less energy during IP assignment. As most IoT

networks are resource-constrained and devices are operated by limited energy

sources like a battery, hence the proposed scheme is not only efficient, but it

will also improve the scalability of the network.

3.5 SUMMARY

This chapter proposed a new SLAAC-based IPv6 addressing scheme, FDIPA,

which generates IP using node spatial temporal information. The proposed

scheme has been evaluated against metrics such as ASR, added communica-

tion overhead, and energy consumption in assigning IP. The results confirmed

that FDIPA achieves better ASR while keeping low communication overhead

and energy consumption. It also associates location and time with IPv6 ad-

dresses to fulfil application requirements. The uniqueness of generated IPv6 in

stateless addressing is ensured with the help of the DAD protocol. Due to poor

design, the DAD protocol is vulnerable to different types of DoS attacks. In

the next chapter of this thesis, a secure DAD protocol is proposed, which not

only makes the DAD protocol immune from DoS attacks but also minimises

addressing overhead and energy consumption.
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Chapter IV

IPv6 ADDRESSING SCHEME WITH

SECURED DUPLICATE ADDRESS

DETECTION

In the resource constraint IoT network, each end node should have self con-

figuration capability and a unique identifier such as IPv6. The unique iden-

tity of end nodes is primarily maintained by employing the stateless auto-

configuration method. In the stateless configuration method, each node gener-

ates its identity itself and the Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) protocol is

used to verify the unique identity of the node. In existing DAD solutions, when

a new node creates a target address, it broadcasts a full or partial target ad-

dress across the network to verify uniqueness. In the case of complete address

broadcasting, the target address is exposed to all the network nodes, whereas

in partial broadcasts, the address of some network nodes is exposed to the new

node. A malicious node can take advantage of this feature and can disrupt the

DAD process by claiming the target address or by making the existing address

assigned. This chapter presents a better and more secure DAD process for the

Internet of Things (IoT) environment to protect the DAD process from such

attacks. In the proposed work, the new node and the existing node transmit

only a partial address, and both nodes preserve a portion of the address. In

this way, neither the existing nor the new node is able to know the full address

of each other, and thus they cannot disrupt the DAD process. Experimental

results indicate that the proposed scheme’s address success rate (ASR) out-

performed existing DAD solutions in the presence of malicious nodes. Also,

because of the partial address transmitted by nodes in the network, addressing

cost and energy consumption also get reduced.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

On Internet, it is a prerequisite that each device must have a globally unique

IP such as IPv4 or IPv6 address to communicate. As IPv4 provides only a
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limited number of addressing spaces hence in the IoT network IPv6 is suit-

able. One of the main barriers identified by the CISCO system [1] is the

deployment of IPv6 addresses in IoT; hence need to address the IPv6 allo-

cation issues [7], and privacy and security considerations [15] of the address

generation mechanism. The IPv6 address generation in resource-constrained

IoT networks such as 6LoWPAN and Zigbee is mainly achieved by employing

the stateless auto address configuration (SLAAC) [9,69] mechanism. SLAAC

is designed to provide the simplest, most scalable, and dynamic way by which

nodes can themselves configure IPv6 addresses. In the SLAAC mechanism, the

IPv6 address is formed by combining 64 bits global routing prefix (GRP) and

64 bits interface identifiers (IID). The GRP of all the nodes in a network is the

same and is delivered by the network’s Edge Router or Access Router (AR).

The second part IID is generated by the node using any addressing scheme.

In SLAAC, the IPv6 uniqueness of nodes is maintained by the DAD protocol.

DAD protocol uses neighbour discovery protocol (NDP) to detect address du-

plication. In NDP, duplicate address detection is performed using neighbour

advertisement (NA) and neighbour solicitation (NS) messages [73].

The depleting IPv4 address space opens the door to developing an efficient

IPv6 addressing scheme, as it is compatible in an IoT environment. Many

schemes for IPv6 address allocation to constrained nodes have been covered

extensively by the wireless sensor network (WSN) research community, espe-

cially in the academic literature. Requirements for addressing schemes in an

IoT environment are almost similar to WSN. Over the years, many SLAAC-

based IID generating techniques have been developed. A standardized method

for Generating Semantically Opaque IID is outlined in [68] without compromis-

ing the security and privacy of users. Abdullah S. A. [55] highlights the present

addressing scheme and security concerns and presents a new IPv6 addressing

strategy to mitigate reconnaissance attacks by maximizing search space from

the malicious node. Song G. et al. [74] outlined a hash scheme for DAD in

which the target address is encrypted, which prevents attackers from launching

a destination attack.

In the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) DAD standard [30] and op-

timized DAD solutions[31-33,75], a new node joining the network broadcasts

the complete target address in the network using an NS message. If any node

claims the target address, then it will become invalid, and the whole process

starts again, which will cause an increase in energy consumption and network

overhead. The above solutions expose the complete target address in the net-
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work, which is prone to different attacks. To solve these problems, another

method for DAD is available in [34], which is dividing the IID of the target

address into two parts DAD ID and Node ID. In this scheme, instead of the

complete target address, only the DAD ID part is broadcasted in the network

and nodes with matching DAD ID will reply with their Node ID using NA.

This solution is not a complete solution as the new node address is hidden from

the existing malicious node, but in case of the new node is malicious, then this

scheme fails because the complete address of the replying node is exposed to

the new malicious node.

An existing or new malicious node can take advantage of this shortcoming

of DAD solutions and can repeatedly reply to all target addresses or assign an

existing assigned address; this way, a node can be prevented from joining the

network or malicious node join with the conflicting address to disrupts network

and also a lot of network resources are misused [12]. A new or existing malicious

node can attack in the following three ways [14, 75].

Privacy of Address : By getting the address, a malicious node can track

node activity and behaviour and poses a threat to data generated by the node.

Address Spoofing : A malicious node spoofs a good node to mislead in the

DAD process and can disrupt the normal service of the network.

Address Conflict : A new malicious node may join the network with the

existing address to generate address conflict and consume network resources.

Besides these threats, authors of [15] identified privacy and security threats

such as the correlation of activities of the time, location tracking of nodes, ad-

dress scanning, and device-specific vulnerability exploitation. The motivation

of this work is to develop an efficient IPv6 addressing scheme to enhance se-

curity and privacy and increase the ASR of the DAD process keeping in mind

other network performance parameters such as overhead, energy consumption,

delay etc. To secure the DAD process and avoid such attack by improving

address assignment success rate (ASR) and lower communication overhead,

this work proposed a secure DAD for IoT network which perform the following

task.

1. In the secure DAD, only part of the target address is broadcast, and part

of the assigned address is unicast. In this process, a new or existing malicious

node cannot know the complete target address and the assigned address. As

a result, the DAD process is secured from the attack by a malicious node, and

ASR is increased.

2. Only part of the target and assigned address are used instead of the com-
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plete address hence lowering the addressing cost and energy consumption.

3. Secrete portion of the address is not shared across the network; hence

privacy of nodes is preserved.

4.2 IPv6 ADDRESSING SCHEMEWITH SE-

CURED DAD

This section provides a detailed outline of the proposed IPv6 addressing scheme

with secure DAD. This scheme’s IPv6 address assignment process is explained

with the example at the end of the section.

4.2.1 Network Model

The network of the proposed secure DAD scheme is based on the network

architecture described in [34]. There are three types of nodes in the IoT net-

works: new nodes, configured nodes, and semi-configured nodes. These nodes

are connected to the IPv6 internet via the AR. The configured node is one

whose DAD process has been completed, where a semi-configured node has

just launched the DAD process, and a new node is yet to start the DAD pro-

cess. To provide security proposed IPv6 address format, as shown in Figure

4.1, is divided into two major parts, 64 bits of GRP and 64 bits of IID. In the

first part, GRP identifies a specific local IoT network, such as 6LoWPAN or

Zigbee, and it is delivered by AR. The second part (IID) is divided into three

parts DAD ID, Secret ID and Node ID. The IID is self-generated by node using

any addressing scheme or form by combining randomly generated three parts.

In this scheme, the DAD ID and Node ID part are used in the DAD process

to ensure uniqueness, while the Secret ID is kept secret by the node. This

scheme uses expanded beacon and command frames specified in [34], as shown

in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, and a new node uses the Media Access Control

(MAC) address to generate a temporary link address (TLA) during DAD.

Figure 4.1: IPv6 Address Format Used in IoT Network
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Table 4.1: Expanded beacon frame

Type Communication Mode Payload
0 Broadcasted by an AR or a Configured Node GRP
1 Broadcasted by a Half-Configured Node DAD ID

Table 4.2: Expanded command frames

Type Communication Mode Payload
0xA Unicasted by a Configured Node Node ID
0xB Unicasted by a Semi-Configured Node Node ID

4.2.2 Secure DAD

When node A wants to connect to an existing network, it obtains GRP from

Type -0 beacons of AR, generates IID, and configures a unique address accord-

ing to the following DAD process.

1). A new node generates 64 bits of IID [76] using any scheme and divides it

into three parts or generates IID by randomly generating three different parts,

16 bits DAD ID, 16 bits Secret ID and 32 bits Node ID [77]. It broadcasts

DAD ID as payload in the type-1 frame, TLA as the source address and marks

itself as a semi-configured node. Before broadcasting a type-1 frame following

conditions must be satisfied:

• Condition 1: DAD ID must differ from the DAD IDs received by the new

node in type-1 beacon frames.

• Condition 2: A node can only repeat up to the maximum number of

allowed DAD processes; otherwise, a log is created with a system man-

agement error.

2). If the DAD ID of the configured and semi-configured node is equal to

the DAD ID of the received Type-1 frame broadcast by the new node, then

configure and semi-configured nodes unicast its Node ID back to the new node

using Type-0xA frame.

3). If the new node does not receive any type-0xA or 0xB frame in the

specified time, then it goes into step 4; otherwise, it acts as per the following

rules:

• Rule 1: If the Node ID of the new node is not equal to any Node ID of

the received Type-0xA frames, then the new node goes to step 4.

• Rule 2: If the Node ID of the new node is not equal to the Node ID of

any semi-configured node and is equal to the Node ID of a configured
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node, then the new node creates a new Node ID which is different from

the Node ID of any configured node and goes to step 4.

• Rule 3: If the Node ID of the new node is equal to any semi-configured

node, then it goes to step 1.

4). The new node marks itself as configured and forms a unique IPv6

address by combining GRP with Random ID or IID.

The above proposed IPv6 addressing scheme with secure DAD can be rep-

resented using two pseudo codes. The first one is IPv6 address generation

which is used by a new node to form an IPv6 address, its pseudo code is de-

scribed in Algorithm 1. When a configured/semi-configured node receives the

broadcast NS frame from a new node, then the second pseudo-code described

in Algorithm 2 is used to verify the conflict of the IPv6 address of the new

node.

The proposed IPv6 address assignment process with secure DAD is shown

with the help of an example in Figure 4.2. Four semi-configured nodes, A,

B, C, and D. They randomly make three parts DAD ID, Secret ID and Node

ID and broadcast type-1 frames simultaneously. After A receives the Type-

0xA frame from configured node 4FFF:6:F32A:8:74:2C:: B3, it finds that its

Figure 4.2: Example of Secure DAD
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Algorithm 1 IPv6 Generation
Result: IPv6

1 Input:GRP, Type, Node Type, Rec DADID[ ],Max DAD
2 Node Type= Semiconfigured
3 P:
4 if (Type=0) then
5 U:
6 DADID=random(0x0000,0xffff)
7 if (Compare(DADID, Rec DADID)) then
8 Goto U;
9 end

10 SecreteID=random(0x0000,0xffff)
11 NodeID=random(0x00000000,0xffffffff)
12 Node IID= concatenate(DADID, SecreteID, NodeID)

13 end
14 else
15 V:
16 IID=IIDScheme()
17 DADID=substring(IID,0,15)
18 if (Compare(DADID, Rec DADID)) then
19 Goto V;
20 end
21 SecreteID= substring(IID,16,31)
22 NodeID= substring(IID,32,63)

23 end
24 Broadcast NS Frame Type 1
25 while (Timeout=false) do
26 Receive NA Frame
27 if (Frame Type==0xA and NodeID==NodeID F) then
28 NodeID=Diff Random(NodeID F)
29 end
30 if (Frame Type==0xB and NodeID==NodeID F) then
31 DAD count++
32 if (DAD count<MaxDAD) then
33 Goto P;
34 end
35 else
36 Log System Management Error
37 end

38 end

39 end
40 IPv6==concatenate(GRP, DADID, SecreteID, NodeID)
41 Node Type=configured
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Node ID 0xB3 is the same as a configured node. So, according to case 3, A

selects a different New Node ID 0xB2 and combines DAD ID 0x74, Secrete ID

0xAC, and Node ID 0xB2 with GRP to generate a unique IPv6 address. Node

B does not receive any type-0xA frame because its DAD ID does not match

with any node. So it forms its IPv6 address in the first round with DAD ID,

Secretes ID and Node ID. Node C and D find that their DAD IDs and Node

IDs are identical, so they generate new DAD IDs, Secrete IDs and Node IDs

in the second round, and broadcast type-1 frames. Since their DAD ID’s in

the second round differ from any configured and semi-configured node. When

they do not get the response in the prescribed time, both nodes make their

unique IPv6 address with available DAD ID, Secret ID and Node ID.

Algorithm 2 Verification of Received NS Frame
Result: NA Frame

1 Input:NS Frame
2 Receive NS Frame Type 1
3 while (IP addresses is Not Empty) do
4 IPx=Extract IP from addresses
5 DADIDx=substring(IPx,64,79)
6 NodeID=substring(IPx,96,127)
7 if (DADIDx==DADID F) then
8 NodeID=Diff Random(NodeID F)
9 if (Node Type==configured) then

10 Sendout NA Frame Type 0xA
11 end
12 else
13 Sendout NA Frame Type 0xB
14 end

15 end

16 end
17 Discard NS

4.3 DAD SECURITY

This section verifies the security threats of the proposed scheme in the presence

of malicious nodes in the network.

4.3.1 Privacy of Address

In this DAD process, a new node A randomly generates three parts, DAD ID,

Secrete ID and Node ID and broadcasts a type-1 frame. If already configured

node X receives a type-1 frame and finds that its DAD ID is the same, then it
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replies to A by unicasting type-0xA. If A’s node ID is not equal to X’s node ID,

then the IPv6 address is acquired in Case 1; otherwise, it is acquired in Case

2. If X is a semi-configured node then responds to A by Type-0xB frame, and

A finds that its node ID is different, then it acquires an IPv6 address in Case

1 or else launches a new IPv6 addressing process. In this way, neither A nor X

share the secret ID of their address and still get a unique IPv6 address. Since

the Secret ID is not shared by the new node or the existing node, it can be

said that the privacy of the IPv6 address is preserved in the proposed scheme.

4.3.2 Address Spoofing Attack

If existing node X is malicious and spoofs node A by returning the Type-

0xA frame. Node A will acquire its IPv6 address in Case 1 or Case 2. If

attacker X spoofs as a Semi-configured node, then Node A will acquire the

address in Case 1 or launches a new addressing process. In this new DAD

process, the probability of generating two identical Node IDs and Secrete IDs

is approximately zero and equal to 1/2j.

Proof of zero probability of identical Node ID

If an f-number of malicious nodes exists, those have the same DAD ID as new

Node A.

Then the probability (Ps) of generating identical Node ID by new node A =

Existing Node IDs of attacker nodes(f)/Total available Node Ids.

Ps=f/2j

If f=1 then (there is only one malicious node) Ps=1/2j

Here j=32, so P=1/232 and Ps are near zero.

4.3.3 False Address Conflict Attack

In this proposed DAD process, neither a new node A nor an existing Node X

can cause a false address conflict because only the DAD ID and the Node ID

are shared between A and X. Secrete ID part is kept hidden by both nodes.

The new node A cannot incorrectly assign itself the address of the existing

node X to cause a false address conflict because X sends a Type-0xA frame in

the reply that contains only the Node ID. However, the probability of a false

address conflict is almost zero and equal to 1/2k.

Proof of zero probability of conflict attack

The probability (Pc) of false address conflict by new node=1/Total number of

Secrete Ids
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Pc=1/2k

Here k=16 bits; hence Pc=1/216 and Pc is near zero. Therefore, even despite

the false reply of X or the attempt of A for the conflict of false address, this

DAD process successfully provides a unique IPv6 address, still preserving the

privacy of the address.

Hence despite the spoofing attack, a new node will successfully assign a

unique IPv6 address in this new DAD process.

4.4 EVALUATION

Evaluation of the proposed scheme is performed on three metrics 1) ASR, 2)

total added communication overhead, and 3) energy consumption.

ASR is defined according to [74] when a node uses addressing scheme S to

assign an IP address in the existence of an attack. If the addressing scheme

run n times and m times has succeeded, then the ASR of S is:

ASR=m/n

Total Network Communication overhead (CDAD) added by the proposed DAD

process includes the response cost (CR) and broadcast cost (CB), as shown in

the Equation (1) where Dn is the number of DAD process repeated for address

assignment by a new node. In Case 1 and Case 2, Dn will equal 1, but in Case

3, Dn is greater than 1. CB and CR are evaluated using Equations (2) and

(3), respectively, where N is the total number of nodes, p1 is the payload size

in the Type-1 frame, p2 is the payload size in the Type-0xA frame, m1 and

m2 is the number of configured and semi-configured nodes returning Type-0xA

frame respectively.

CDAD = Dn ∗ (CB + CR) (1)

CB = (N − 1) ∗ (p1) (2)

CR = (N − 1) ∗ (p2) (3)
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Total energy consumption (ETOTAL ) is evaluated using Equation (4).

ETOTAL = Ecompute + EDAD + Econflict (4)

where Ecompute is the energy consumption in generating IID bits, EDAD is the

energy consumption in duplicate address detection and Econflict is the energy

consumption to resolve the duplicate address. Ecompute, EDAD, and Econflict are

evaluated by Equations (5), (6), and (7), respectively.

Ecompute = (64 ∗ (Emul + Esht)) (5)

EDAD =
N−1∑
i=1

(ETx(l, d) +NBi ∗ ERx(l, d)) (6)

Econflict = Dn ∗ (Ecompute + EDAD + ER) (7)

where NBi is the average number of neighbour nodes each node has. The

energy consume in sending response by existing node is ER and calculated using

Equation (8). ETx(l, d), ERx(l), andEFx (l,d) are the transmitting, receiving

and forwarding energy consumption and evaluated using Equations (9), (10),

and (11), respectively.

ER = (m1 +m2) ∗ p2 ∗ (ETx(l, d) + EFx(l, d) ∗ Avghop) (8)

ETx(l, d) = l ∗ Eelec + l ∗ ϵamp ∗ d2 (9)

ERx(l) = l ∗ Eelec (10)

EFx(l, d) = ETx(l, d) + ERx (11)
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Table 4.3 shows the rest of the constant parameters for evaluating energy

consumption in first-order radio networks.

Table 4.3: Parameters of the first order radio model

Parameters Definition Unit
Eelec Energy dissipation rate to run the radio nJ/bit
ϵamp Energy dissipation rate to transmit amplifier pJ/bit/m2
l Data length bits
d Transmission range m

Emul The energy consumption of multiply operator nJ/bit
Esht The energy consumption of shift operator nJ/bit

This work evaluates the performance based on the ASR, total overhead

cost added by a new node in the network and total energy consumption during

IP assignment. Assessment parameters are shown in Table 4.4, and the ASR,

overhead and energy consumption comparison of the proposed scheme is made

with the standard [69] and improved DAD [34], as shown in Figure 4.3, Figure

4.4 and Figure 4.5, respectively.

Table 4.4: Simulation environment setting

Parameter Definition Unit
[X, Y] Network range [400*400]m2
N Total number of nodes [50,500]
d Transmission range of each node 2∼3m

i, j, k Size of DAD ID, Secrete ID, and Node ID 6, 16, 32 bits
l Packet length 320 bits

ASR is evaluated by running the DAD process many times at different

intervals under the malicious node attack. The attacking node uses the fol-

lowing method in three different scenarios. In scenario 1, to reply, an existing

malicious node spoofs an NA frame to the new node according to the target

address of the NS frame. In scenario 2, a new node joining the network is

malicious; when the existing node responds NA frame of NS, the malicious

node assigns itself an existing address. In scenario 3, when existing and new

nodes are malicious, use the above method to attack the DAD process.

From the definition of ASR, it can conclude that if ASR is 0, then the attack

is entirely functional, and if ASR is one, then the attack is wholly prevented

during DAD.

The experimental results of ASR are shown in Figure 4.3 when DAD is

under attack in three different scenarios. The result shown in Figure 4.3(a)

depicts scenario 1, indicating that standard DAD cannot handle false replies
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Figure 4.3: ASR under the different scenario of attack
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by malicious. This type of attack causes the DAD process to fail. Thus the

ASR of standard DAD is zero, while in the case of secure DAD and improved

DAD, only a partial address is available, so the malicious node can not figure

out the actual target address. The probability of random spoofing causing

conflict is nearly zero. Thus the ASR of secure and improved DAD is nearly

100%. The result shown in Figure 4.3(b) depicts scenario 2, indicating that

standard and improved DAD both fail because a new malicious node joining

the network always gets the address of the existing node. Thus the ASR of

standard and improved DAD falls to zero. While in the case of secure DAD

secret ID part is hidden, so the new malicious node can not figure out the

existing address. The probability of generating an existing address to cause

DAD to fail is nearly zero. Thus the ASR of secure DAD is almost 100%.

The result shown in Figure 4.3(c) depicts scenario 3, and it is clear that only

a secure DAD process succeeds with ASR near 100%. While standard and

improved DAD fails because of malicious nodes.

Above mentioned results indicates that secure DAD has the following ad-

vantages over standard and improved DAD.

1- The secure DAD does not share Secrete ID parts; hence it preserves the

privacy of nodes.

2- The secure DAD effectively prevents the DAD process from attacking ma-

licious nodes.

Figure 4.4: Added addressing cost

From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the proposed secure DAD resulted

better than the standard and improved DAD based on total added overhead
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addressing cost. The reasons behind the low overhead cost are as follows:

1) Instead of the full IID, only the DAD ID and Node ID parts are used.

2) DAD process is repeated only when the same DAD ID and the Node ID of

semi-configured nodes are generated.

Figure 4.5: Energy consumption

Result shown in Figure 4.5 indicates that the energy consumption of the

proposed scheme is less than standard and improved DAD. The main reason

behind it is to add less overhead and minimize repetition of the DAD process.

4.5 SUMMARY

With the advancement of IoT technology number of nodes is increasing expo-

nentially, and the use of SLAAC-based IPv6 addressing poses a serious threat

to the DAD process and network security. In existing DAD, a new node broad-

casts the target address into the network, which allows a malicious node to

mislead and disrupt network services. This chapter proposes an IPV6 address

scheme with secure DAD to protect the DAD process from the malicious node.

In the secure DAD, secrete ID portion of the IID is not shared while the ex-

isting DAD broadcasts full IID. This scheme uses the concept of Secret ID,

which is hidden during the DAD process. This will help secure nodes’ iden-

tity from a malicious node and will result in less overhead compared to the

existing DAD methodology. In addition, the uniqueness of the IPv6 address

of the nodes is also guaranteed in the proposed scheme. Compared with other
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existing DAD schemes, Secure DAD has an advantage in terms of ASR, added

overhead in the network and energy consumption. Using the proposed scheme,

higher scalability can be achieved as it costs less overhead in the network.

Most devices and IoT networks have limited resources, such as limited

device energy source, memory, processing power, network bandwidth, and so

on. In such circumstances, making the best use of limited resources is critical.

Hence, in this direction, the next chapter of the thesis presents the literature

survey of multipath transport layer protocols, which reveals how to maximise

the exploitation of multiple network interfaces available with devices.
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Chapter V

A LITERATURE SURVEY OF CMT

AND MPTCP MULTI-PATH

TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOLS

To fulfil the current needs, a large amount of generated data explodes into the

network not only by humans but also by self-configured devices such as the

Internet of Things (IoT) and machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. It

mandates effective QoS services such as throughput, latency, bandwidth and

reliability in the network. Currently, many multi-homing devices are equipped

with many network interfaces with heterogeneous environment adaptability.

Thus, the enhancement of transport layer protocols for multi-path transmis-

sion of multi-homed devices is inevitable to fulfil the required QoS services by

maximising the exploitation of multiple network interfaces. Hence, this chap-

ter presents different challenges of multi-path transmission with possible han-

dling strategies. It also surveyed innovation related to concurrent multi-path

transmission (CMT) and multi-path transmission control protocol (MPTCP)

transport layer protocols with its working principles, path characteristics, net-

work environment, and handling of challenges. Furthermore, this work of thesis

identifies the future research trend and open problems of multipath communi-

cation protocols at the transport layer.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the support of high-quality video streaming services in a wireless

mobile network is very demanding as throughput can be degraded along with

the traffic load, attenuation loss, fading, and signal-to-noise ratio. Meanwhile,

current mobile devices have a large storage size, high computing power, high-

resolution display capability, and multiple sophisticated networking interfaces.

We expect these mobile devices to improve the Quality-of-Service (QoS) by si-

multaneously using multiple networking interfaces. A multi-homed user device

such as a smart phone, laptop, tablet, or Internet-of-Things (IoT) device can
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Figure 5.1: Multihoming devices

support multiple networking interfaces such as Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11), cellular

(3G/4G/LTE), and Ethernet. As shown in Figure 5.1, it can be connected

simultaneously using numerous network access technologies through different

pathways (disjoint paths).

The device’s multi-homing feature [78-80]can improve the network’s reli-

ability, resilience, load balancing, and fault tolerance to the network. Multi-

homing is a cost-effective, technically feasible, and widely accepted capability

of user devices. The plethora of multi-homed devices and the advances of

the fifth-generation (5G) cellular networks have efficiently utilized the avail-

able resources of multi-communication interfaces. The diversity of machine-

to-machine (M2M) and IoT-based applications mainly operate in resource-

constrained wireless communication environments such as Wi-Fi, radio links,

4G/Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, etc. In such network environments,

multipath transport protocols exploit multiple available network paths and

struggle to fulfill the strict QoS requirements for providing higher data rates,

low network latency, and high reliability. A solution is the optimal use of the

available multiple networking interfaces of multi-homed user devices.

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) does not provide multi-homing.

In particular, an application can only bind a single IP address to one specific

TCP connection with another host. If the TCP sockets-based Application

Programming Interface associated with that IP address goes down, the TCP

connection is lost and must be reestablished. For this reason, the Internet En-

gineering Task Force (IETF) standardized the Stream Control Transmission
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Protocol (SCTP) [82] to integrate the multi-homing feature into its specifica-

tion. Then, Iyengar et al. [81] designed the Concurrent Multipath Transfer

(CMT) approach for multi-network interface devices to utilize such a feature of

SCTP. CMT is based on SCTP and improves throughput, resource utilization,

latency, and network reliability (stated as CMT-SCTP). However, CMT-SCTP

suffers from severe drawbacks: improper packet scheduling, unnecessary packet

retransmission, unnecessary reduction of the Congestion Window (CWND),

receiver buffer blocking [17, 85], and so on.

The Multipath TCP working group of IETF introduced the Multipath TCP

(MPTCP) [83-84],which allows a TCP connection to use multiple paths to ex-

ploit resource usage and increase redundancy. In MPTCP, a multipath connec-

tion that contains multiple flows can dynamically be established. The MPTCP

transfers data simultaneously over different available sub flows, including IPv4

and IPv6. It has two main functions: (1) path management; and (2) multipath

packet scheduling.

The primary task of path management is to establish, remove, and manage

those sub flows that can play a part in the end-to-end data transmission.

The path management algorithm can dynamically add or delete sub flows to

participate in the concurrent transmission. Path management initiates and

manages the sub flows, which are part of the same multipath connection. On

the other hand, a multipath packet scheduler distributes packets over different

paths according to a particular policy. For example, the packet scheduler

can aggregate throughput by utilizing all available capacity. Moreover, packet

scheduler can reduce latency by choosing low latency paths or can enhance

reliability (duplicate packets). Apart from the multipath scheduler, MPTCP

has an additional flow management mechanism, namely, Congestion Control

(CC), that controls induced network load and avoids congestion.

In a wireless network, the performance of MPTCP is mainly limited due to

the long Round-Trip-Time (RTT) and the frequent loss of data packets. For

this reason, various multipath transport protocols have been suggested. CMT-

SCTP [81-82] and MPTCP [83-84] protocols constitute a boon for multipath

data transmission devices. Multipathing solves the problem of single-path

insufficiency by combining multiple available pathways to increase bandwidth

and throughput.

Over time different multipath approaches has been designed for Transport

Layer. The objective of this survey work is to categorize and investigate the

salient features of available multipath approaches with their applicability along
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with performance in different scenarios of deployment. This work adds the

following contributions.

• Core issues that arise and their handling in multipath transmission.

• A comprehensive study of the existing MPTCP and CMT-based multi-

path transport layer approaches.

• A comprehensive evaluation of CMT and MPTCP approaches in terms

of working principles, operating environment, path characteristics, and

handling of the core issues of multipath communication.

• Comparative study of CMT and MPTCP transport layer protocol.

• Highlight the development of future research directions of CMT and

MPTCP transport layer protocols.

The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows. Section 5.2 highlights the

core issues and their handling by multi-path protocols. Section 5.3 presents

the key MP-TCP and CMT-SCTP multi-path transport layer protocols with

their comparative performances in different deployment scenarios. Section

5.4 presents the finding of the survey works. Section 5.5 provides the future

research directions, and finally, section 5.6 summarise the chapter.

5.2 CHALLENGES AND HANDLING

It seems warranted that multipath communication will increase applications

throughput by taking advantage of additional network resources. Unfortu-

nately, it did not work efficiently in the case of multi-path transmission due

to several challenges. This section presents the primary performance affect-

ing challenges and their handling by MP-TCP and CMT-SCTP developed in

recent years.

5.2.1 Scheduling

Concurrent data transmission over available multiple interfaces does not nec-

essarily meet the expectations. Different paths with varying properties, such

as the heterogeneous nature of transmission delay and bandwidth, cause out-

of-order delivery of data packets, reducing the network’s required performance.

In multipath transmission, intelligent scheduling of data packets over available

multiple interfaces is necessary to improve the overall throughput as well as the
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Table 5.1: Summary of Scheduling Schemes in Multipath Transmission

Scheme Year Scheduling Policy Description
Xu et al. [86] 2013

Quality Aware
More traffic amount is scheduled to a path in which the quality
coefficient is higher and it is calculated based on parameters of
each path such as loss rate, transmission rate, congestion, etc.

Deng et al. [132] 2015
Cao et al. [136] 2017
Wallace et al. [127] 2012

Delay Based
Scheduling of data is carefully decided based on the data
transmission delay of each path and the most widely used
scheduling policy.

Sarwar et al. [125] 2013
Kuhn et al. [124] 2014
Yang et al. [108] 2014
Le et al. [109] 2017
Saavedra et al. [119] 2017
Sou et al. [141] 2017
Sharma et al. [128] 2019
Ni et al. [110] 2015

Feedback
Scheduling of data is based on feedback information from
SACK to future scheduling options.Cao et al. [137] 2016

Huang et al. [116] 2015 Packet Order Prediction Scheduling is based on a prediction of packets arrival order.
Ferlin et al. [118] 2017

Load Balancing
The scheduler maintains Data packets flow load balance
between each sub-flow of multipath transmission.

Delgado et al. [142] 2017
Lee et al. [140] 2019
Oh et al. [87] 2015

Queuing Status
Scheduler decides data scheduling based on queuing delay of
individual sub-flow.

Pokhrel et al. [143] 2017
Eklund et al. [126] 2018
Shailendra et al. [95] 2013

Bandwidth Aware
Data packets scheduling is decided based on the available bandwidth
of each path.

Jiyan et al. [133] 2016
Zhu et al. [115] 2017
Wu et al. [139] 2014

Loss Aware
Schedule data packets according to packet loss and variations in loss
across available multiple paths.

Ni et al. [165] 2014
Jiyan et al. [134] 2015
Dong et al. [121] 2017
Liu et al. [138] 2019
Deng et al. [131] 2016

Energy Aware
Data packets are scheduled according to the energy consumption of
available multiple paths.

Wu et al. [130] 2017
Wu et al. [135] 2017
Kimura et al. [117] 2017

Hybrid Adopts multiple scheduling criteria.
Verma et al. [129] 2017
Lu et al. [146] 2018 Priorities Aware Data packets are scheduled for high-quality interface links.

performance of the network. One of the critical challenges of packet schedul-

ing and path selections has the most considerable effect on system performance

[106]. Over a period of time, a lot of multipath transmission methods have

been developed to maximize the optimality of the network by using different

scheduling policies. These key scheduling policies are summarized in Table 5.1

with their scheduling type and description.

5.2.2 Loss and Retransmission

When multi-homed devices transmit generated data over the different multiple

paths, data may be lost for many reasons (network error, path disconnection,

channel error, etc.) Iyengar et al. rectified the retransmission issue in CMT

and proposed a Split Fast Retransmit (SFR) scheme. However, Iyengar et al.

[82] suggested another solution for the congestion window update problem.

Xu et al. [86] suggested a path quality-based data transfer approach transmit

data packets over multipath and minimize retransmission. Cue et al. [100]

identified the loss problem and path delay and suggested Fountain code-based
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Multipath TCP (FMTCP), which minimizes the effect of different path delays

and losses. However, Peng et al. [101] proposed a fluid concept for a large

group of MP-TCP schemes which improve TCP-friendliness, responsiveness,

and window growth.

5.2.3 Congestion Window Growth

Transport Layer uses two state variables to keep up the transmission between

the sender and receiver. The first one is the Congestion Window (cwnd), and

the second one is the Slow Start Threshold (ssthresh). The sender starts send-

ing data with the initial cwnd value and keeps on increasing exponentially

until it reaches up-to ssthresh. The main objective of cwnd is to limit the

sender to sending more than the network capacity in the current load condi-

tion. The objective of modifying the cwnd is to adopt the current network sta-

tus. Various authors have suggested different types of cwnd growth policies to

adapt network congestion status. Shailendra et al. [94] suggested an MPSCTP

method to simultaneously transmit data packets over multiple paths. However,

Shailendra et al. [95] proposed a bandwidth estimation-based resource pooling

(BERP) congestion control (CC) algorithm to enhance the throughput and

performance of multipath communication. Xu et al. [96] suggested that cross-

layer fairness-driven SCTP-based CMT improve video data transmission and

maintains fairness with competing flows. However, Peng et al. [101] identified

the fairness problem of multipath transmission and suggested a fluid concept

for MP-TCP algorithms to improve the stability, and uniqueness of the sys-

tem. Xu et al. [114] studied networking problems and presented a new design

of a deep reinforcement learning-based control framework which realizes net-

work experience-to-control congestion on multi-path TCP. Zhu et al. [115]

suggested a new cwnd growth policy that uses a bandwidth estimation ap-

proach based link increase algorithm to enhance the throughput of multi-path

communication. However, Huang et al.[116] identified the three multipath

problems unordered data delivery at the receiver side, the importance of pack-

ets being different, and the utilization of available multipath bandwidth. To

overcome the above problem, the author suggested an adaptive ordering pre-

dicting scheduling (AOPS) scheme to minimize the first two problems. It uses

the packet arrival order at the receiver side to adapt the transmission area of

each path.
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5.2.4 Receiver Buffer Blocking (RBB)

In multipath communication, a sender transmits data concurrently over mul-

tiple paths to utilize the available network resources. However, each available

path has different transmission latency and bandwidth. Therefore, the receiver

receives out-of-order data. The destination has a limited size receiver buffer

to reorder the received data. As the frequency of unordered data increases,

the receiver buffer gets blocked. This type of problem is known as the RBB

problem. Various authors have suggested different techniques to alleviate the

RBB problem for multipath communication.

Iyengar et al. analyzed the retransmission issue in CMT and proposed the

SFR scheme to improve the performance. However, CMT uses the equal data

distribution policy to transfer data packets over the multiple available paths. It

creates an RBB problem due to dissimilar transmission latency and bandwidth

of different paths. Abdrabou and Prakash [89] analyzed the MPTCP multi-

homed wireless interfaces, where one interface is connected to a WiFi network

and the second interface emulates a 3G or 4G link. The authors suggested that

the MPTCP coupled CC algorithm can transfer more data on the WiFi link

than the dedicated link at a limited receiver buffer. The CMT suffers from the

buffer blocking problem, while every path has a different transmission rate and

delay. Yilmaz et al. [190] proposed a non-renewable selective acknowledgement

(NR-SACKs) to free the receiver-side buffer. The acknowledgement strategy

simply deletes the segment from the receiver buffer without considering the

cwnd growth and reordering. Natarajan et al. [193] suggested a new state

named Potentially-Failed (PF) to mitigate the RBB due to path failure. This

state shows whether the destination is reachable or not. Thus, all available new

data will be forwarded to another alternative path. However, in [90], Xu et

al. suggested the network coding-based CMT (CMT-NC) minimize the RBB

problem in CMT-SCTP in the heterogeneous network environment.

5.2.5 Excessive Network Congestion

: One of the inefficiencies of multipath communication is excess data transmis-

sion due to multiple sub-flow management [104], increased acknowledgement

packets [17], and frequent retransmission [157-158]. It mandates multipath

protocols to double ensure before generating any data packets into the net-

work to avoid excessive congestion.
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5.2.6 Long Round Trip Time (RTT)

Variations in RTT of the different paths may increase out of the ordered arrival

of the data packet at the receiver; hence sender pour more duplicate data

packets into the system. More duplicate packets in the network system increase

congestion and longer RTT and lead to the system’s poor performance. A

longer RTT path must be taken care of while transferring data to mitigate

expired and unordered packets’ arrival.

5.2.7 Communication Channel Impairment

Most communication interfaces in multi-homed devices are wireless and prone

to error from external interferences. Examples of such interfaces are IEEE802.11

(Wi-Fi), IEEE802.15.1 (Bluetooth), Zigbee, LTE, etc [148]. The presence of

external interference, interruption, path loss, and multipath fading may force

the device to delay the transmission due to the wrong detection of the busy

interface, packet loss, and jitter and consequently degrade the performance of

the multipath protocol.

5.2.8 Heterogeneous Communication Standards

Standards for heterogeneous networks vary according to the adopted strategies

of network carriers; for instance, retransmission policy and packet loss handling

in the 3G network is different from 4G [149]. Also, when 4G is compared to

Wi-Fi, there is a difference in loss rate, RTT, and bandwidth due to different

standards adopted by network carriers. Designing generic multipath proto-

cols in such an environment is difficult without modifying existing standards.

Many organizations, such as IEEE and IETF, are working to provide common

standards for security, privacy, communication, and architecture; still, more

effort is needed.

5.2.9 Packet Reordering

Packet reordering at the receiver end is one of the major issues in communi-

cation. It rarely occurs in single-path transmission but frequently occurs in

multipath transmission. Reordering in multipath transmission occurs due to

packet loss and different delays of the different paths. There are many solu-

tions that exist to handle it; in [88] author discussed four packet reordering

solutions for MPTCP protocols. A packet reordering solution for the wireless
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environment is discussed in [93]. In [94-95], the authors presented reordering

solutions for SCTP-based protocols.

5.2.10 Fairness

Another concern in multipath communication is fairness among multiple traffic

flows. Multipath-based data transmission may acquire high bandwidth share

than other competing data transmission flows [96-97]. So it is required to

design a friendly flow control mechanism among multiple data flows to ensure

proper sharing of network resources. Multipath implementation based on the

estimation of bandwidth utilization, data rate and implementation guidelines

[98] can minimize fairness issues.

5.2.11 Stream Handling

The single data stream is transmitted via multiple sub-flows or interfaces in

multipath communication. But intermediary devices (Middlebox) consider

each sub-flow single connection. A gateway may change the stream by adding

or removing bytes to payloads and in a result, changes the boundaries of the

data stream [105]. The multipath protocol should have provisions to detect

these changes and fallbacks. A solution to this problem is an additional check-

sum on a payload with every segment of multipath communication [103]. This

checksum allows for detecting any possible modification to the data stream.

5.2.12 Head of Line (HOL) Blocking Problem

To ensure ordered delivery of data packets receiver held packets in the buffer

until lost packets were received. This situation is called Head of Line Blocking

(HOL) [111-112]. Due to multiple sub-flow in multipath communication, HOL

blocking worsens, thus reducing performance. This issue can be minimized

by carefully monitoring buffers occurring at different layers [144] and RTTs

of each sub-flow [145]. A forward Error Correction (FEC) coding scheme has

been proposed to handle the HOL blocking problem to recover from the loss

of data packets at the receiver end [161-164]. Other solutions to avoid HOL

blocking by sending lost packets via faster sub-flow.
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5.2.13 Pareto-optimality

Upgrading existing single-path communicating devices to multipath may de-

grade the performance of other devices without any performance improvement;

this is reported in [99,113, 154] as not the Pareto-optimality issue in multipath

communication. It is a challenging task to design multipath communication

as Pareto-optimal. One such example, [152] is not Pareto optimal while [153]

is Pareto optimal.

5.2.14 Security

With the invention of multipath communication number of new security threats

arisen. From the threats identified in [150], a multipath communication mech-

anism should provide secure handshaking, secure addition and removal of mul-

tiple sub-flows, and prevention from flooding and hijacking attacks. An addi-

tional mechanism should be placed to tackle denial-of-service (DoS) attacks,

such as reset attacks and SYN cookie misuse. Applications also suffer from

multiple IPs during multipath communication; a guideline is given in [149,151]

to deal with such problems. Another security breach that may arise from traffic

splitting is the broken trust model. For example, analyzing intrusion detec-

tion and data leak prevention by the sniffer, firewall, or gateway may become

problematic in multipath transmission [160].

5.3 MULTIPATH TRANSPORT LAYER PRO-

TOCOL

This section presents the state-of-the-art multipath approaches of CMT-SCTP,

MP-TCP, and various Internet engineering task forces to handle multi-homing,

multipath scenarios, their applications, issues, and solutions. This section

begins with the basic concept of multi-homing, its applications, and its major

advantages.

5.3.1 Multi-homing and Multipath approaches

Multi-homing and multipath approaches are receiving more research attention

due to exponential growth in devices with multiple network interfaces (exam-

ples: IoT devices, smartphones, laptops, tablets, etc.). Multi-homing is on the

rise as it is economically, and technically feasible. It is globally accepted when
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reliability, fault tolerance, and load balancing are the major requirements of

the network. A multi-home device can be connected simultaneously through

multiple network access technology along with multiple paths (disjoint paths)

to increase reliability and fault tolerance. However, multi-pathing provides

a solution to single-path deficiency by exploiting available multiple paths to

aggregate bandwidth and increase throughput [167,168,169].

The use of multiple paths in mobile devices not only enhances the reliabil-

ity and fault tolerance of the network but the user may also be benefited from

economical service plans (e.g. when 3G and Wi-Fi services are available then

the user can choose the best cheapest plan). The recent implementation of the

multipath transport protocol by SAMSUNG GALAXY S7 and Apple iOS7

(https://support.apple.com/ en-us/HT201373) further encouraged the multi-

path protocol optimization at the transport layer. The data centre is another

important application of a multipath transport protocol. Multipath trans-

port protocol enables numerous connection architectures in the data centre,

that could not be supported by single-path transport protocols. For example,

Amazon EC2 gets three times better throughput than single-path by utilizing

different bandwidth paths [170,171]. Apart from these applications, the major

advantages of multipath transport protocols are as follows.

Load balancing : Load balancing is usually done by the network layer where

a network operator routes the data according to different path load statuses.

However, network layer load balancing approaches leads to network unstable

[172]. On the other hand, transport-layer load balancing gradually increases

the traffic rate on each available path over a period of several RTT and balances

the traffic on each path in more stable fission.

Resource pooling : Resource pooling of different multiple paths at the trans-

port layer eases better utilization of path characteristics (bandwidth, delay,

and RTT) than a single path [173]. Transport layer resource pooling allows

the network to dynamically allocate available resources to fulfil the current

traffic requirement. In single-path applications, when a primary path fails, it

causes an interruption in application traffic. On the other hand, multipath

may shift faulty path traffic to other available paths.

Diversity : Network diversity is a technique; deployed in the data centre

network, wireless network, and the Internet to get better resource utilization. A

study [174] shows that in 30-80% cases, a different path with better bandwidth

and transmission delay is available as compared to the default path. Therefore,

reliability and bandwidth aggregation can be achieved by utilising the diversity
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of the multipath. The path diversity is very supportive in reducing packet loss

[175] and multimedia applications’ end-to-end delay [176].

Role in the future Internet architectures : The application of multipath at

the transport layer enables to switch from one access technology to another

(3G to Wi-Fi) [177] and have planned to play a crucial role in the advancement

of future Internet technology and Cloud Computing. Apart from that, the 5G

technology vision is to use concurrent multipath data transfer technology to

fulfil high bandwidth and fewer delay requirements. Moreover, using different

multiple paths achieves better throughput to fulfil the need for Cloud.

Security : In multipath transmission, data is transmitted via multiple in-

dependent sub-flow, making it difficult for intruders or malicious entities to

intercept or monitor the data as individual path carries only part of the whole

data [16].

High Throughput : By exploiting multiple network paths, a high data trans-

mission rate is achieved, hence increasing the throughput of the system, which

is essential in many critical applications [166].

5.3.2 Multipath Transport Layer Protocols

Transport layer protocols generally categorize into connection oriented and

connectionless protocols. In this work, the main focus is on the study of con-

nection oriented transport layer protocol. The multipath connection-oriented

transport protocols can further classify into two categories, one is CMT based

on SCTP and another one is MP-TCP based on TCP.

SCTP and CMT: The SCTP specification was the first multipath transport

protocol proposed in the RFC 2960 [178] in 2000 (now obsolete), and then

it was later updated in RFC 3309 [183] and RFC 4460 [184]. The present

SCTP protocol description is in RFC 4960 [81] and was adopted by IETF in

2007. The SCTP is message-oriented, multi-streaming, and multi-homing in-

cluding, a reliable, connection-oriented, window-based congestion control (CC)

service. The SCTP allows a device to create a logical connection establishment

over the different multiple interfaces having a unique IP address. The SCTP

also offers ordering and reliability in a stream, mitigate SYN attacks and the

use of SACK is compulsory. Initially, SCTP was designed to uses the multi-

streaming and multi-homing characteristics to enhance the reliability of the

communication network when the main path is unreachable because of conges-

tion or connection failure. Later, load balancing and bandwidth aggregation

become the primary objective of SCTP. Thus, several efforts made by various
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researchers to enhance the performance of the SCTP in terms of load balancing

and bandwidth aggregation. A modified version of SCTP named BA-SCTP

[179] was presented to aggregate the existing bandwidth over the multiple in-

terfaces. However, in Westwood SCTP (W-SCTP) [180], enhancement of the

SCTP protocol is proposed that aims load balancing across multiple interfaces

using bandwidth-aware scheduling. An extended SCTP, named Load Sharing

SCTP (LS-SCTP) [181-182] was proposed which is capable to aggregate the

bandwidth and maintain load balancing among multiple active transmission

paths. Another extension of SCTP was proposed in [185] to mitigate the ef-

fect of packet loss in the lossy environment and it also limits the redundant

data transmission over a different path to minimize the congestion in the net-

work. In [186] Selective-Redundancy Multipath Transfer (SRMT) scheme is

proposed, which uses the primary path to send data and the secondary path

to transmit redundant data to mitigate the degradation of video data qual-

ity. In order to make reliable SCTP flexible for video streaming, in [187] the

Partially Reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) and in [188] additional rules are speci-

fied. Ye et al. [192] proposed an autonomous per Path Congestion Control

SCTP (IPCC-SCTP) scheme which reduces the false retransmission. It ap-

plies the concept of a unique path sequence number (PSN) for every path; it

decides the unordered or ordered delivery of data packets for each receiver.

In [196] author proposed Wireless Multi-Path SCTP (WiMP-SCTP), which

uses data-stripping and data-duplicating mode for transmission in the wireless

environment to aggregate bandwidth.

Another milestone in the development of SCTP is CMT proposed by Iyen-

gar et al. to transfer the data packets simultaneously over the different multi-

ple paths. Most CMT solution enhances the bandwidth utilization, robustness,

throughput, and resiliency of the network. The CMT uses a round-robin pol-

icy to schedule data chunks over multiple paths. However, each path has a

dissimilar network characteristic (bandwidth and delay) and the CMT data

scheduling policy does not include path delay and bandwidth. As a result,

the destination receives unordered data. CMT uses the limited-sized receiver

buffer to re-ordering of the received data packet.

However, as the unordered data packet increases, the receiver buffer gets

blocked because the destination does not pass the data packet to the upper

layer until it received the missing packet.

Later, Iyengar et al. identified the retransmission issue of CMT and pro-

posed a solution called the SFR algorithm. The SFR maintains the records
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of the highest TNS Ack by the receiver. It improves the performance of the

CMT in terms of retransmission of data packets. Iyengar et al. also suggested

another algorithm, which maintains the separate cwnd, for each destination to

grow separately. It uses the independent CUMACK for each destination and

adjusts the cwnd according to the received CUMACK. CMT also decreases

the acknowledgement traffic by delaying acknowledgement until at least two

can be sent collectively. However, CMT sends an immediate acknowledgement,

when it receives unordered data packets. Because of frequent un-order data

delivery, the reordering acknowledgement increases regularly.

To reduce the acknowledgement traffic, Delayed acknowledgement for CMT

(DAC) was also incorporated into SFR. Yilmaz et al. [190] proposed the NR-

SACK scheme to the free receiver-side buffer to mitigate the RBB problem

because of unordered data packet delivery. The acknowledgement scheme sim-

ply omits the segment without considering the reordering and cwnd growth.

Most of the concurrent schemes such as CMT-DA [134], CMT-QA, and CMT-

CA [189] are based on basic CMT. These CMT-based schemes use round-robin

scheduling for data transmission among multiple paths. However, each path

has a different transmission delay and bandwidth. Hence, the data packet re-

ceived unordered at the receiver. Due to unordered data packet delivery, CMT

faces SACK overhead, unwanted retransmission, receiver buffer blocking, un-

necessary cwnd reduction, and improper data chunk scheduling.

Xu et al. suggested a path and Quality-aware adaptive CMT (CMT-QA)

scheduling approach for heterogeneous wireless networks. The main goal of

this scheme was to reduce out-of-order delivery of data packets by reducing the

reordering delay and unnecessary fast retransmissions. The authors state that

CMT-QA achieves enhanced performance when multimedia data is transmitted

over the different multiple paths. However, it suffers from fairness [96] issues

towards other TCP flows. In [90], the authors further improved CMT-SCTP in

a heterogeneous network and outlined CMT-NC. Arianpoo et al. [91] suggested

another improved network coding-based CMT protocol (coded SCTP-CMT)

which utilizes Q-learning approaches [191]. Wu et al. [134] proposed a new

distortion-aware CMT (CMT-DA) approach to enhance the streaming of video

quality in the wireless environment. This approach mitigates the distortion by

reducing the data packet loss rate of video streaming. In another work, Wu et

al. [189] outlined a content-aware CMT (CMT-CA) approach, which includes

the analysis of video contents to schedule the data for enhancing the quality.

Dreibholz et al. [104] introduced a sender buffer splitting approach that divides
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the sender buffer based on the number of multiple paths. The author claims

that this scheme improved the receiver’s buffer blocking, but still suffers from

the local blocking because of path inequality.

Natarajan et al. identified the receiver buffer problem arising because of

path failure and described a new condition called potential failure (PF) state

[193] for its solution. This state shows that the destination cannot be reached

by this path due to network congestion or connection link failure so all new data

packet is transmitted to the available alternate path. Shailendra et al. out-

lined an MPSCTP [94] as a solution for reordering and crippled cwnd growth

and claims for better throughput and retransmissions compared to basic CMT.

The authors later optimized MPSCTP [194] to incorporate the data transmis-

sion rate on every path based on the total latency of the path. This scheme

reduces the average chunk delay on different paths but still suffers from prob-

lems of available bandwidth usage due to its uniform bandwidth sharing policy.

Shailendra et al. further introduced the Tx-CWND retransmission destination

selection scheme [195] to mitigate the RBB of MPSCTP.

Jiyan W. et al. proposed Energy and Goodput Optimized CMT (EPOC)

[197] solution to deliver video streaming over different multiple wireless paths.

It proposed two models, the first one is an analytical framework to establish

a relationship between energy consumption and goodput and the second is

a joint rate allocation scheme and forward error correction coding to reduce

energy consumption with required goodput. The author claims that EPOC

achieves better goodput, energy consumption, and distortion. In [138] author

presents Loss-Aware CMT (CMT-LA) which schedules packets according to

packet loss and loss rate of every path to aggregate bandwidth and parallel

transmission. In the result, the author claims CMT-LA reduces reordering de-

lay and unnecessary retransmission more than classical CMT. Shaowei L. et al.

proposed a selective retransmission-based CMT mechanism (CMT-SR) [198]

to improve retransmission. CMT-SR monitors and analyzed the delay and

bandwidth of each path and estimates the arrival time of packets. CMT-SR

uses a pull-based and push-based mechanism to identify packet loss on time

and it prioritizes the retransmission of important parts of data. The experi-

mental result shows that CMT-SR achieves better quality and delivery of data.

Verma L.P. et al. [129] proposed an adaptive data packet scheduling for CMT

(A-CMT), it uses path delay and bandwidth to identify path conditions and

schedule data chunks accordingly. This method improves average performance

in terms of throughput of the network system up to 13%. In [199] author pro-
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Table 5.2: SCTP and CMT Transport Protocols

Transport Protocol Year Based on Network Path Problem to Address

SCTP [81,178,183]
2000, 2002,

2007
Multihoming General General

Fault tolerance and
resource aggregation

PR-SCTP [187] 2004 bandwidth aggregation General General Spurious retransmission
BA-SCTP [179] 2004 bandwidth estimation General General Scheduling, Fairness
W-SCTP [180] 2004 bandwidth estimation General Disjoint balancing load
LS-SCTP [181-182] 2004 path quality General General Spurious retransmission
m-SCTP [202-203] 2005, 2007 Soft handover Mobile General Resource Pooling

CMT-SCTP [82] 2006
Retransmission policies,
Cwnd Updates

General Independent Cnwd Growth, Retransmission

WiMP-SCTP [196] 2007 aggressive failure detection Wireless Independent Packet reordering
DAR-SCTP [204] 2007 aggressive failure detection General Independent Fault tolerance
cmpSCTP [205] 2008 path quality General General Packet reordering

mSCTP-CMT [206] 2009
dwelling time, available
bandwidth ratio and
round-trip time

Wireless Disjoint Packet reordering

CMT-PF[193] 2009 aggressive failure detection General General Retransmission, Cnwd Growth
FPS-SCTP [207] 2010 estimation of arrival times Mobile Disjoint Packet reordering
WM2-SCTP [208] 2010 QoS of each sub-flow Wireless Disjoint Resource Pooling
Yilmaz et al. [190] 2010 NR-SACKs, Delay General General Throughput

Dreibholz et al. [104] 2010 buffer size and splitting General Asymmetric
Packet reordering,
Receiver Buffer Blocking

CMT-SCTP[212] 2011 optimized buffer handling General General Packet reordering
CMT-SCTP[213] 2011 bandwidth estimation General Asymmetric Resource Pooling
CMT-SCTP[214] 2011 bandwidth estimation Wireless Asymmetric Resource Pooling

CMT-QA [86] 2013
path’s data handling
capability

Wireless Independent
Packet reordering,
Spurious retransmission

Cao et al.,[209] 2014 cwnd, load sharing Wireless Asymmetric Fairness, Load Sharing
DAPS[124] 2014 round-trip time Wireless Asymmetric Receiver Buffer Blocking

Cao et al.[210] 2014
receiver-based
sending rate estimator

Wireless Independent Fault Tolerance

Okamoto et [185] 2014
Bi-casting only
important packets

Wireless General Spurious retransmission

CMT-DA [134] 2015
utility maximization theory,
path status estimation

Wireless Independent Throughput

Xu et al.[96] 2015
path quality,
window-based mechanism

Wireless General Fairness, Reordering

Cao et al.[211] 2015 cognitive approach Wireless General Fairness, Cnwd Growth
MPSCTP
[94,194-195]

2011, 2013,
2015

additional sequence number,
bandwidth estimation

General Independent Reordering

CMT-CQA[136] 2015 QoE path history information Wireless Asymmetric Cnwd Growth, Fault Tolerance

CMT-CA [189] 2016
Markov decision process,
feedback channel status

Wireless Independent Cnwd Growth

DaSilva et al.[186] 2016
Secondary path used to
send redundant data

General General Spurious retransmission

CMT-NC [90] 2016
network coding,
group-based transmission

Wireless disjoint
Spurious retransmission,
Receiver Buffer Blocking

Arianpoo et [91] 2016
Q-learning and
logistic regression

Wireless Disjoint
packet reordering,
receiver buffer blocking

A-CMT [129] 2017 path delay and bandwidth General General Cnwd Growth

CMT-EA[197] 2017
forward error correction coding
and rate allocation

Wireless General energy conservation

CMT-SR[198] 2017 bandwidth and delay General General Spurious retransmission

Arianpoo et [199] 2017
distributed Q-learning
mechanism

Wireless General Fairness

Eklund et [126] 2018
path characteristics,
queuing status, and
data flows

General Independent queuing status and data flows

CMT-VR[215] 2018
packet priority and
rate less Raptor coding

Wireless General Spurious retransmission

CMT-LA[138] 2019
packet loss and
loss variation

Wireless General
Packet reordering,
Spurious retransmission

BRCPD [216] 2019
buffer awareness,
frame-level rate control

Wireless General Loss Rate

CL-SCTP [217] 2019
Overdue Messages,
Redundant Frames

Wireless General Spurious retransmission
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posed Reinforcement learning (RL) based CMT to improve the fairness issue

towards other sub-flow. Table 5.2 summarizes the key SCTP-based algorithms

and approaches to multipath transmission.

Multipath TCP (MP-TCP)

MP-TCP is another main connection-oriented protocol that supports multi-

homing, similar to SCTP. MP-TCP mainly serves to distribute traffic on multi-

ple routes. MP-TCP provides transparency between the top layer (application)

for multiple connections. Furthermore, MP-TCP fully supports middle-boxes

integration in today’s Internet architecture [97-98,168, 218-219]. MP-TCP

provides better performance than traditional TCP and SCTP, with data seg-

ments tearing mid-segments in the modern architecture of the Internet. As a

result, MP-TCP provides better deployment capabilities and performance. In

MPTCP, a single tokenized session is divided into multiple sub-flow with an op-

tion to differentiate between PMTCP and TCP connections. Data packets use

two different sequence numbers for lost detection and packet reordering at the

receiver end. In Table 5.3 a summary of key MPTCP algorithms is presented.

In recent years, many of the uncoupled (independent CC between sub-flows)

multipath transmission strategies [196,221-222] were introduced. On the other

hand, the policy of controlling congestion independently leads to unfairness

issues during transmission. To overcome this problem, MP-TCP uses an adap-

tive coupled CC policy by appropriately modifying the congestion window

growth policy with respect to the network state of each sub-flow [152,170].

Additionally, Linear Systematic Coding Based MPTCP (SC-MPTCP) [222]

infers the characteristics of coupled CC policy that outperforms MP-TCP.

Nevertheless, these advanced coupled algorithms did not consider the actual

state of the network (loss of packets either due to congestion or due to noisy

wireless channels [223-225]) hence leading to performance degradation. Khalili

et al. [99] suggested that MP-TCP does not care about the optimal Pareto

allocation policy, and resolved the issue through a linked increases algorithm

(LIA). The authors also identified the fairness issue and lower channel usage

associated with the MP-TCP protocol and structured an opportunistic linked

algorithm (OLIA) with respect to the window growth adjustment strategy.

Their approach provides both the best resource pooling and responsiveness

that traditional LIA policy could not fulfil. Peng et al. [226] recommended an

effective fluid-based model for a large class of MP-TCP algorithms that allevi-

ates the problems such as uniqueness, existence, and stability associated with

the designing part of the CC algorithm concerning MP-TCP. Their approach is
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concerned with performance metrics such as TCP-friendliness, receptiveness,

and window (congestion) variations. Moreover in [101], the authors further

claim to optimize the performance of MP-TCP CC strategies by designing a

new Balanced link adaptation (Balia) scheme. This scheme asserts to manage

a good balance between TCP-friendliness, window oscillations, and receptive-

ness performance metrics. Whereas, these schemes did not consider the nature

of the wireless channel and visually halved the size of the congestion window,

which greatly affects their performance in the wireless environment.

Ferlin et al. [227] proposed shared bottleneck detection (SBD) scheme for

MPTCP, called MPTCP-SBD. MPTCP-SBD dynamically coupled/decoupled

sub-flows based on the shared/non-shared bottleneck link detection strategy.

Additionally, authors in [228] extensively investigated the effects of multipath

scheduling over delay-susceptible applications (e.g., live-streaming, gaming,

and video conferencing). The authors in [17] surveyed insight into the details

of routing over multiple paths and traffic splitting problems. Moreover, they

present in-depth details of improving the network’s performance by organizing

multipath technology across networks. However, in [160], the authors present

a holistic view of the issues of multipath traffic splitting concerning aspects of

layers. Cao et al. [229] identified that the existing multipath algorithms gain

only coarse-grained load balancing of congestion status using packet losses and

propose an algorithm based on the congestion equality principle to handle it.

They develop a queuing delay parameter-based algorithm that uses packet

queuing delay to manage congestion and achieve fine-grained load balancing.

Oh, and Lee [87] suggested a novel MP-TCP scheduling policy concerning path

delay and receiver buffer. This scheme estimates unordered packets based on

performance differences of individual sub-flow and accordingly schedules pack-

ets to each sub-flow. This policy efficiently adjusts the trade-off between net-

work throughput and delay performance. Xu et al. [232] proposed pipeline

network coding-based MPTCP (MPTCP-PNC) to reduce unnecessary coding-

encoding delays and bandwidth misuse in the existing coding-based system.

The MPTCP-PNC uses innovative, economic coding, quality-based delivery

planning and related data transmission policy to improve overall system per-

formance. Cui et al. [100] presented FMTCP to mitigate the dependency

between the individual sub-flow and neglect the effect of a bad-performing

sub-flow on other sub-flow in multipath transmission. The FMTCP uses foun-

tain codes to efficiently manage the variable characteristics of different multiple

paths.
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Table 5.3: MPTCP Transport Layer Protocols

Transport Protocol Year Based Network Path Problem to Address

MPTCP [97]
2011-

2013

Simultaneous transmission

over multiple sub-flow
General Disjoint Bandwidth aggregation

NC-MPTCP [111] 2012
network coding,

compensating the lost packets
General General receive buffer

Hassayoun et al.

[243]
2012 Retransmission General General Packet reordering

QoS-MPTCP [236] 2012 partial reliability General General network availability and QoS

Peng et al. [226] 2013 fairly allocation of bandwidth General General Fairness, RP

Khalili et al. [99] 2013
optimal resource pooling and

responsiveness
General General Pareto-optimality

Coudron et al.

[244]
2013 opportunistic linked-increases Cloud Independent Pareto-optimality

Van der Pol et al.

[240]
2013

Simultaneous use of

multiple paths
Open Flow General Link Failure

A-MPTCP [241] 2013
Additional sub-flow

creation mechanism
CloudNet General Transmission Delay

CWA-MPTCP

[233]
2013 end-to-end path delay Wireless Independent receive buffer
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SC-MPTCP [222]
2013-

2014
linear systematic coding General General

retransmissions,

receive buffers

Yang and Amer

[108]
2014 in order arrival scheduling General General receive buffer

FMTCP [100] 2015 Fountain code-based General Disjoint
higher total goodput,

lower delay

Ni et al. [110] 2015
feedback information

from SACK
General Independent

receive buffer,

enhanced throughput

Le and Bui [109] 2015
forward-delay-based

packet scheduling
General General

receive buffer,

enhanced throughput

AMTCP [242] 2015
addition of a dynamic

number of the sub-flows
datacenter General Throughput

Ferlin et al. [227] 2016 shared bottleneck detection General General Fairness, Throughput

Jiyan et al. [131] 2016
Energy-aware and

Prioritise frame Scheduling
Wireless Independent

Goodput, Delay,

Energy Consumption

C. Xu et al. [102] 2016 pipeline network coding Wireless General Delay, Bandwidth utilization

Oh et al. [245] 2016
feedback-based path

failure detection
General General

retransmissions,

receive buffers
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Jiyan et al. [133] 2016
priority-aware scheduling

and forward error correction
Wireless General

end-to-end delay,

bandwidth utilization,

and goodput

Cao et al. [246] 2016

receiver-centric

buffer blocking-aware

data scheduling

Wireless Asymmetric reordering, receive buffers

Mmptcp[247] 2016
randomizing of a

flow’s packets
datacenter Independent Loss rate, Throughput

Cui et al.[248] 2016 end-to-end coding General General throughput and latency

Kaiping et al. [92] 2016

network coding,

end-to-end congestion

control

Wired,

Wireless
General Fairness

Choi et al[249] 2017
optimal load balancing

scheduler
Wireless General HOL blocking, Throughput

Wang et al. [250] 2017

genetic algorithm,

a rate distribution vector,

Energy-aware Scheduling

Wireless General
Throughput,

Energy Consumption
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Kimura et al. [251] 2017

Highest Sending Rate,

Largest Window Space,

and Lowest Time/

Space-based scheduling

General General Throughput

Lim et al. [252] 2017
Earliest Completion

First Scheduling
General Asymmetric Bandwidth aggregation

BELIA[115] 2017
estimation of the real

bandwidth of the link
General General Throughput

LDDoS [268] 2017

low-rate distributed

denial-of-service

attack-aware energy-efficient

Mobile

Cloud
General energy usage, DoS attack

Lin et al.[253] 2018 packets retransmission General General data latency

Le et al. [254] 2018
Forward delay-based

packet scheduling
General Asymmetric reordering

Ferlin et al.[255] 2018 forward error correction General Asymmetric retransmissions, HOL

Jiyan et al. [256] 2018 Delay-Energy-quality-aware Wireless Asymmetric throughput

Mena et al.[257] 2018 capacity estimation of path Wireless Independent Handover

Ting et al. [258] 2018
bottleneck bandwidth and

round-trip propagation time
Wireless General Fairness
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Morawski et al.

[269]
2018 optimal load distribution Wireless General Energy Consumption

Elgabli et al.[263] 2018 Scalable Video Coding Wireless Independent Fairness

Jia et al. [259] 2019
minimizing the flow

completion time
datacenter General energy consumption

Trinh et al.[260] 2019
low energy consumption

paths to deliver data
Wireless General

throughput and

energy efficiency

Könsgen et al. [261] 2019

allocation of link

capacity using mixed

linear programming

General General throughput and fairness
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Thomas et al. [231] proposed a hybrid CC policy for multipath and multi-

source transmission that leads to higher bandwidth aggregation than normal

MPTCP. This scheme employs multi-flow CC, network assistance (MFCCNA)

policy, and an in-network module for network topological information; this

scheme dynamically explores the obtainable topological information about the

network. MFCCNA’s ultimate objective is to enhance resource utilization

in the network without compromising the friendliness issue. Still, MFCCNA

works without considering aggressiveness with reference to the window growth

policy. Hence, leads to data packet losses and performance degradation.

MP-TCP provides bandwidth aggregation and flexibility during data trans-

mission in the network. However, it does not consider the path attribute (delay

and bandwidth) significant in data transmission over multiple paths [97,232].

Because of this, the destination receives uncontrolled data packets that cause

congestion window reduction and unnecessary retransmission. To overcome

unordered packet delivery, Le and Bui proposed an MPTCP forward delay-

based packet scheduling (FDPS) [109], while Yang and Amer proposed a one-

way delay-based MPTCP scheduling [108]. Both of these policy schedule pack-

ets over the multiple sub-flow based on the estimated path delay of each path

by source. On Conversely, Ni et al. proposed an offset compensation-based

packet scheduling (OCPS) [110] that performs scheduling based on feedback

received from SACKs.

Multi-streaming is one more idea initially employed by SCTP-based CMT

to manage different network conditions. MP-TCP directly inherits this fea-

ture from SCTP-CMT. Li et al. suggested NC-MPTCP [111] minimize re-

transmission in case of delay. Systematic coding MPTCP (SC-MPTCP) ap-

plies redundant code [222] to mitigate unnecessary fast retransmission. Cui

et al. suggested another improved version of MP-TCP using foundation-code

[100], while Zhou and Shi proposed congestion window adaptation MPTCP

(CWA-MPTCP) [233] to regulate the transmission rate in such a way so that

each sub-flow has a similar end-to-end delay. The initial implementation of

MP-TCP support fully ordered and fully reliable connection-oriented services.

Still, this property makes MP-TCP unstable in real-time applications. There-

fore, Xu et al. proposed a partially reliable MP-TCP (PR-MPTCP) [234] to

sustain real-time applications, for example, a multimedia stream.

With the advent of resource constraint devices, the requirement of energy-

efficient multipath communication becomes necessary; hence Jiyan et al. [131,

256] proposed energy-aware and priority frame-based packet scheduling for
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the heterogeneous wireless environment to enhance the goodput, delay, and

energy consumption in multipath transmission. Further, Wang et al. [250]

present MPTCP based on a genetic algorithm, a rate distribution vector, and

Energy-aware scheduling to optimize the throughput and Energy Consumption

of devices in a heterogeneous wireless network. In another survey work, Jia et

al. [259] proposed an MPTCP algorithm by minimizing the flow completion

time of transmission to minimize the energy consumption of the system in the

cloud-based data centre. Trinh et al.[260] proposed low energy consumption

path-based scheduling to enhance the throughput and energy consumption of

the system in the wireless environment. To mitigate the DoS attack during

multipath communication, a low-rate distributed denial-of-service (LDDoS)

attack-aware energy-efficient MPTCP [268] was proposed for a cloud-based

system to optimize energy usage.

Li et al. [265] proposed reinforcement learning-based MPTCP to identify

the best sub-flow for packet transmission in the heterogeneous wireless envi-

ronment to aggregate the throughput of the system. In [261], Könsgen et al.

proposed MPTCP to allocate estimated path capacity using mixed linear pro-

gramming to aggregate the throughput of the system. Several other researchers

have also contributed to MP-TCP optimization in real-time applications, such

as QoS-MPTCP [235-236], message-oriented MPTCP (MO-MPTCP) [238],

quality-driven multipath TCP (ADMIT) [237], and cross-layer scheduler [239].

5.3.3 CMT versus MPTCP

The objective of CMT and MPTCP is to maximize the exploitation of available

multipath resources but their working principles differ from each other. A

listing of major differences is outlined in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Comparison of CMT and MPTCP

Parameter CMT MPTCP
Connection Establishment 4-Way Handshaking 3-Way Handshaking
Congestion Control Uncoupled Coupled

ACK Mechanism SACK and Delay SACK
Cumulative ACK,
SACK and Delay SACK

Compatibility of
Middle Boxes

Not Compatible Compatible

Performance
High Throughput with excessive
CPU utilization

Limited Throughput

Fairness Limited Maximum possible
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5.4 FINDINGS

With the development of Multihoming devices and loaded end-to-end multi-

path communication capability, this survey finds that the popularity of multi-

path transport layer protocols CMT and MPTCP is increasing daily. From

the survey work of these protocols presented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, it

has been found that most of the challenges mentioned in Section 2 have been

resolved to a large extent. It is believed that this survey outlined almost all

the potential challenges in Section 2 and their possible solutions by CMT and

MPTCP in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. This survey allows a reader to easily rec-

ognize recent developments in multipath transmission and make their proposal

feasible. In this survey, it is also found that most CMT and MPTCP solutions

share common problems and algorithms but use different approaches such as

fairness, path diversity, Pareto-optimality, and receiver buffer impact. Limited

acceptance of CMT by middleboxes like port address translation, firewalls,

network address translation, etc., makes MPTCP more popular for Internet

networks. Both protocols use different control signals for establishing multi-

path connections and CC mechanisms. Several works have been undertaken to

promote multi-path communication in resource constraints and heterogeneous

networks, such as IoT and M2M communication [270]. In addition to the tech-

nical aspects, it has been found that the following major efforts have also led to

the optimized development of multipath communication: experience, rigorous

testing, fault identification and resolution, government and industry support

for the research community, and standardization. Although the development

of multipath transmission is growing at a rapid pace, it still requires more mar-

keting support to engage industries and users. Currently, only a few companies

are making multipath-equipped smartphones. Apple has deployed multi-path

TCP on iPhones; any iOS12 or more application can use multipath TCP. LG

and Samsung are developing smartphones in South Korea to use cellular and

Wi-Fi interfaces to achieve bandwidths of up to 1Gbps [271].

5.5 FUTURE RESEARCHDIRECTIONS AND

CHALLENGES

This survey shows that many research avenues around multipath transmission

are open or need improvement. Next, make some relevant observations to
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develop aspects and present opportunities for future work.

Standardization is required for the rapid development of multipath com-

munication. Only a few basic multipath protocols are standardized [96,97,183,

187,193,196,204], and it seems it requires great work.

Energy Consumption during transmission is also one of the requirements

in the resource constraint environment such as M2M/IoT communication. In

survey work [131,197,250,256,259-260], energy consumption is taken into con-

sideration during multipath data transmission. Still, it requires an energy-

efficient algorithm to full fill the future needs of battery-operated multi-home

devices.

Security in multipath is discussed in Section II. Still, in the survey, it was

hard to find any promising work to deal with security issues only [268] authors

have presented limited work on DoS attack handling. Security threats such as

handshaking, multiple sub-flow, flooding, hijacking, and DoS attacks arising

due to multipath transmission are promising research challenges.

IoT adds more difficulty in communication due to its heterogeneous na-

ture, resource constraint devices, mobility, dynamic nature, etc., and they are

merely considered in the literature. Multipath communication will undoubt-

edly contribute significantly to the development of IoT, so its impact cannot

be ignored.

Deep-Learning and Artificial Intelligence are increasingly becoming essen-

tial technique to solve problems [272] and can be used to solve the issues that

arise in multipath transmission. Several works based on artificial intelligence

have been performed to measure the QoS [273-274] to solve the optimization

in single-path transmission. Hence, a better solution could be possible using

deep learning, machine learning, or other artificial intelligence-based methods

to solve multipath issues.

Wireless Technology and enabled devices are rapidly evolving, such as Wi-

Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, LORA, etc. Therefore, exploring the impact and reso-

lution of these new technologies in the multipath transmission is necessary.

Fifth Generation communication requirements, such as extremely high band-

width and ultra-low latency, mandate the deployment of multipath transmis-

sion [275]. Furthermore, some studies have been made to incorporate multipath

in 5G [276-277]. Therefore, multipath transmission over the 5G network is a

key promising research area to innovate solutions required in handling issues

of multi-home technologies.

Scheduling is one of the key factors behind the success of multipath trans-
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mission. As shown in Table 5.1, several scheduling criteria are adopted by

multipath algorithms. The performance of scheduling algorithms depends on

the compatibility of network conditions and applications. It is found that

most of the algorithms use single scheduling criteria and perform better in

favourable conditions and poor when conditions change. Therefore, there is

a requirement for context-aware scheduling so that the multipath algorithm

adopts the best scheduling policy when the network context changes. Some

initial works available in the literature use two scheduling policies [196, 278].

Overhead is increasing in multipath transmission than a single path hence re-

ducing scalability. Therefore an optimal solution is required to minimize the

computation power, complexity, and memory use in multipath transmission.

Packet Reordering, Spurious Retransmission, and Buffering issues are studied

in literature but still pose a great challenge. These are the key factors affecting

the performance of multipath communication and hence need extra attention

in the future design of algorithms.

The cross-Layer designing approach can be a boon for multipath commu-

nication. It is clear that data traffic routing performs at the network and data

link layer while QoS parameters (such as RTT, Bandwidth, congestions, and

delay) are available at a higher layer. Therefore to obtain the best results,

parameters across layers should be visible to the multipath algorithm; hence

cross-layer provisioning of multipath transmission can be promising research

in the future.

5.6 SUMMARY

Multipath communication has become the de facto protocol to meet the grow-

ing demand for optimal performance in many scenarios and usages. Therefore,

it has become inevitable to research multipath transport layer protocols. This

work surveyed the development of CMT and MPTCP transport layer proto-

cols. It examines three major research works: key challenges of multipath

communication, a survey of CMT and MPTCP transport layer protocols, and

future research directions.

From the learning of this literature survey, it has been identified that

scheduling data chunks are key to maximising the exploitation of available

network interfaces. Hence, the next chapter proposed a novel data chunk

scheduling algorithm based on CMT in the multihoming environment.
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Chapter VI

PATH RANK BASED DATA

CHUNK SCHEDULING FOR CMT

In modern communications networks such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and

machine-to-machine communication, the device equipped with a multi-homing

feature optimally exploits multiple network interfaces using the concurrent

multipath transfer (CMT). This enhances system performance by concurrently

scheduling data chunks on multiple network paths. Over a period of time, sev-

eral scheduling criteria have been developed to optimize performance. How-

ever, from the literature survey of the previous chapter, it has been identified

that CMT still suffers from many serious problems such as spurious retrans-

mission, receiver buffer blocking (RBB), congestion window (cwnd) growth,

re-ordering, and long round trip time (RTT), resulting in poor performance.

These problems occur due to the asymmetric nature of path characteristics.

Thus, this chapter introduces a path rank-based CMT (R-CMT) which sched-

ule data chunk according to the rank of the path. The proposed scheduling

method calculates the rank of each network path based on the ratio of success-

fully received and transmitted chunks. The simulation results indicate that the

proposed R-CMT scheduling achieves higher performance in terms of network

latency, throughput, and cwnd growth.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The experience of past decades reveals that the growth rate of technological

advancement is an incomparable height. The achievement in technology adds

a tremendous number of heterogeneous devices to communication networks.

Moreover, the diversity of M2M and IoT-based applications which heavily rely

on resource-constrained wireless communication environments such as WIFI,

radio links, LTE many more also makes it more complex. Nevertheless, to

fulfil the growing demand for higher data rates, low network latency, and high

reliability, the researcher should find innovative ways of communication. A
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solution to compensate for demands is the optimal use of available multiple

network interfaces with devices [78-80]. With increasing Multihoming devices

and advancement of fifth-generation communication (5G) system, it mandates

the efficient utilization of available multi-communication interface resources.

Hence multi-path data transmission introduced by Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) can be a boon for Multihoming devices as shown in Figure 5.1.

Unfortunately, legacy transport layer protocol transmission control proto-

col (TCP) and user datagram protocol (UDP) does not support Multihom-

ing capability. Later IETF standardizes stream control transmission protocol

(SCTP) [82], to integrate Multihoming communication into its specification.

To utilize the Multihoming capability of SCTP, Iyengar, et al. [81] designed

CMT for multi-network interface devices. CMT improves the throughput, re-

source utilization, latency, and reliability of the network. On the other side

CMT suffers from a number of challenges such as improper packet schedul-

ing, unnecessary retransmission, congestion window (cwnd) reduction, receiver

buffer blocking [17, 85], and many more. Further to incorporate the guaran-

teed reliability with quality control communication capabilities of TCP, the

multi-path TCP (MP-TCP) was also introduced in [83-84] which is primarily

proposed for a wired network. Hence its performance is limited in the wireless

environment due to long RTT, and frequent loss of data packets.

Hence CMT is proposed to increase network performance by the concur-

rent transmission of data chunks in multipath communication [81]. To meet

the many challenges of multipath transmission, the Data Chunk Scheduler

chooses critical paths from the many paths that allow greater performance for

multipath communication. According to the scheduling policy, whenever the

application has to send data, the scheduler distributes the data simultaneously

over multiple paths [35, 85]. In the last decades, many scheduling policies have

been developed to mitigate the challenges. However basic CMT and CMT-

potentially failed (CMT-PF) [193] schedulers use a round-robin scheduling

policy to transmit an equal amount of data chunks without considering path

characteristics such as delay, bandwidth, and cwnd hence inevitably suffering

RBB. To mitigate RBB, Dreibholz et al. [104] proposed a sender buffer split-

ting approach to schedule data chunks according to the blocking of a fraction of

the path but it suffers from local blocking. Shailendra et al. [95] implemented

a scheduling policy based on the total delay of the path to reduce average data

chunk delay but suffer from improper bandwidth utilization. Xu et al. [86,

90] proposed a quality-aware adaptive and network coding-based scheduling
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policy for the wireless environment to improve throughput but this approach

did not remove RBB completely. Wallace et al. [279] present two techniques,

renewable and Markov, to enhance the throughput of a CMT session by han-

dling RBB and cwnd on the cost of accuracy and scalability. Jiyan et al. [134]

advance CMT scheduling policy based on the distortion level of each path to

mitigate delay and retransmission issues. Jiyan et al. [189] further outlined

a content-aware CMT scheduling policy based on the feedback of path status

and estimated contents of data to be transmitted in a multipath heteroge-

neous wireless environment. Another class of CMT scheduling policy based

on network coding is developed which uses a Q-learning approach to minimize

RBB problems up to a certain extent [91]. Verma et al. [129] proposed path

delay and bandwidth awareness based on an adaptive data chunk scheduling

policy for CMT (A-CMT) and claim better throughput, cwnd growth, and

transmission time. They further optimize multipath transmission by develop-

ing a cross-layer-based adaptive data chunk scheduling policy. It uses medium

access control-layer data to identify congestion in advance and regulate the

cwnd of the path [128]. A raptor code-aware CMT which utilizes the Markov

Decision process to schedule packets is also available in literature and claims

improvements in goodput and delay [215]. In another work, Jiyan et al. [197]

again developed a CMT scheduling policy based on the energy consumption of

different paths as it is necessary for the resource constraint environment. Liu et

al. [138] suggested loss aware CMT scheduling policy based on packet loss and

loss variation of paths and claims improved reordering delay and unnecessary

fast retransmission.

While optimization and advancement in CMT scheduling policy improve

throughput, robustness, bandwidth utilization, and reliability but still suffer

many challenges as result it causes degradation of performance. In addition

to these, it is still challenging to achieve desired performance in heterogeneous

wireless environments [35-36, 85]. The main reason behind the challenges of

multipath communication is the asymmetric nature of different paths. When

the data chunk scheduler does not intelligently distribute the chunks it causes

a serious problem i.e. unordered delivery of the chunks to the receiver. To

deliver the chunk in sequence, the receiver stores it in the receiver buffer and

generates the missing Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) and delayed the de-

livery of chunks to the application. Due to this the receiver buffer blocks and

unnecessary retransmissions, as well as reduction in cwnd occurs which affect

the performance.
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Learning from the existing CMT scheduling policies, this chapter advances

the state of the art by proposing a new R-CMT solution by considering the

ratio of successful received and transmitted chunks by the path. The important

contribution of this research work is as follows.

1) A new SCTP-based R-CMT solution is proposed with the following features.

• Rank evaluation of each active path based on the ratio of successfully

received and transmitted data.

• In the congestion avoidance (CA) phase, the growth of the cwnd is

adapted according to the rank of the path.

• Maximize ordered delivery of data to mitigate RBB problem and im-

proves different latency.

• Enhancing throughput from aggregating multiple paths to achieve the

main objective of CMT.

2) Developed fast retransmission mechanism to identify the highest rank path

for retransmission of missing data chunks. 3) Performed extensive simulation

of proposed scheduling algorithms in the asymmetric network environment.

Simulation results reveal the following facts.

• R-CMT improves the throughput up by 6%, 13% and 17% from A-CMT,

CMT-PF, and CMT, respectively.

• Better cwnd growth is achieved compared to referenced schemes.

• Average file transfer time is also improved.

The remainder of this chapter describes the proposed R-CMT scheduling policy

in section II; mathematical and experimental analysis in sections III and IV;

and the conclusion in section V.

6.2 PROPOSED R-CMT SCHEDULING POL-

ICY

In multipath communications, sending device schedules data chucks over the

available multiple paths to maximize the network performance. But due to the

asymmetric nature of each path, the receiver node receives data chunks in an

unordered manner. Therefore scheduling of data chunks over multiple paths
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plays an important role. If data chunks are equally distributed over multiple

paths, then due to different characteristics (bandwidth, delay, transmission

rate, error rate, etc.), path capacity is not fully utilized. To maximize the

available path utilization R-CMT is proposed.

The design architecture of R-CMT is shown in Figure 6.1, the whole system

consists of a sender, N numbers of paths, and a receiver. At the sender, R-

CMT consists of three main components, which are a path rank calculator,

data chunk scheduler, and fast retransmitter. Whenever application data is

Figure 6.1: R-CMT architecture

available for transmission at the transport layer, data chunks are formed and

entered into the sender buffer. The scheduler picks data chunks from the buffer

and distributes them across multiple paths according to rank. The rank of the

path is calculated by the path rank calculator. At receive end data chunks

may arrive out of order, to ensure the ordered delivery to the application a

limited size receiver buffer is used.

After the reception of data chunks, the receiver sends a gap report to the

sender by SACK message. From the two consecutive SACKs reports, the

sender can identify how many data chucks were successfully delivered and

outstanding.

R-CMT includes three phases; 1) Rank evaluation of each path when SACK

is received. 2) Adjust the data transmission rate of each path according to its

rank. 3) Identification of the best path for fast retransmission. The complete

description is presented in the following subsections.
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Algorithm 1 Path Rank Calculation
Result: Rk

1 Input:P, Tnk , Rnk , k, Rk−1

2 TRk=Null
3 while (p ϵ P and status p==active) do
4 TRk=Rnk/Tnk
5 Rk(p) = Rk−1(p) + (TRk – Rk−1(p) )/k

6 end

6.2.1 Path Rank Calculator

After receiving successfully delivered and outstanding data chunks R-CMT cal-

culates the rank of each individual path using the Algorithm 1. The complete

procedure is explain as follows.

Suppose P is a set of N paths in a given CMT association, piϵP is the

ith path and R is the set of the rank of paths. Tnk denotes the number of

data chunks successfully transmitted by the sender using pi during △tk. Rnk

denotes the number of successfully received data chunks by a receiver using pi

during △tk. Stk is kth SACK receive time stamp at sender from the receiver

and △tk is the kth time interval of two consecutive SACKs time stamp.

△ tk = Stk – Stk−1

The successful transmission rate (TRk) of path pi at Stk+1 is calculated

using Equation (1).

TRk = Rnk/Tnk (1)

The rank of pi during △tk+1 (Rk(pi)) is calculated using Equation (2).

Rk(pi) = Rk−1(pi) + (TRk −Rk−1(pi))/k (2)

6.2.2 Data Chunk Scheduler

Once the rank of each path is calculated, the data chunk scheduler will adjust

the congestion window of each path accordingly. The procedure for data chunk

scheduling is described in Algorithm 2.

6.2.3 Fast Retransmitter

To mitigate delay constraints in case of loss and timeout, this work also pro-

posed fast retransmission policy. It selects the highest rank path using Algo-
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Algorithm 2 Path Rank Data Chunk Scheduling Policy
Result: cwndk−1

1 Input: P,Rk, SSTHRSH, k, cwndk−1

2 for (p ϵ P and status p==active) do
3 if (cwndk−1 < SSTHRSH(p)) then
4 cwndk(p) = min (NEWACKk−1(p), MTU)
5 end
6 else
7 if (cwndk−1(p) ≥ SSTHRSH(p)) then
8 cwndk(p) = cwndk−1(p) + MTU * Rk(p)
9 end

10 end

11 end
12 Return (cwndk)

rithm 3 to send lost data chunks. After receiving three consecutive missing

SACK reports for a particular data chunk, the sender assumes that the data

chunk has been lost. Therefore sender needs to immediately retransmit the

missing data chunk. For retransmission, the sender selects the highest rank

path as described in Algorithm 3.

Most of the scheduling policies consider some of the performance-affecting

factors such as RTT, bandwidth, cwnd, loss, buffer blocking, etc. But R-CMT

considers successful chunk transmission rate to calculate the rank of a path

using Algorithm 1 and regulates data transmission by adjusting cwnd using

Algorithm 2. Here successful data chunk transmission or rank of a path not

only depends on some of the affecting parameters rather considers all.

Algorithm 3 Fast Retransmission
Result: Pf

1 Input:P, Rk, SSTHRSH, cwndk−1

2 if (RTOp expire) then
3 SSTHRSH (p) = max (cwndk−1(p)/2, 3*MTU)
4 cwndk = MTU

5 end
6 if (Receive 3-SACKs (duplicate)) then
7 SSTHRSH (p) = max (cwndk−1(p)/2, 3*MTU)
8 cwndk = SSTHRSH (p)

9 end
10 Temp=0
11 for (p ϵ P and status p==active) do
12 if (Temp<R(p)) then
13 Temp=R(p) and Pf = p
14 end

15 end
16 Return(Pf)
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6.3 ANALYSIS

The main objective of this section is to analyze the performance of R-CMT in

terms of ordered delivery, RBB, throughput and effect of fast retransmission

on the system. These parameters are analyzed in a different number of discrete

rounds. A round starts with the transmission of the data chunk and ends with

the reception of a SACK. The length of the round can be a minimum as one

RTT, RTO, or RTOmax. These rounds can fall in one of three states: Slow

start (SS), Congestion avoidance (CA), and exponential back-off (EB).

The cwnd of a path during CA in R-CMT is adjusted according to equation

(3) when the next round starts.

cwndk =


min(NEWACKk,MTU) when SS

cwndk +MTU ∗Rk(p)) when CA

cwndk/2 when EB

(3)

A path transmits maximum data at a particular moment according to

Equation (4).

DATAk = min(cwndk −OUTk, RWNDk) (4)

R-CMT updates cwnd according to the rank of a path R(p) as shown in Al-

gorithm 2, hence Equation (4) can be written as (5).

DATAk(p) ∝ Rk(p) (5)

6.3.1 RBB and Ordered Delivery of Data Chunks

The ordered delivery of data chunks at the receiver end can be maximized when

different data chunks sent from different paths reach the receiver at a certain

time. A sender transmits data through a path in the following three ways,

less than, the greater, or equal transmission capacity of a path at a particular

moment. The first case ensures ordered delivery but on the cost of throughput,

the second case does not ensure ordered delivery as well as throughput because

in this case congestion will increase. The third case ensures ordered delivery

as well as maximizes throughput, here R-CMT comes into the picture. R-

CMT scheduling ensures the sender sends data almost equal to the capacity

of a path by adjusting the cwnd according to the rank of the path. From

Equations (3) and (5) the data that can be transmitted through a path at a
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particular moment, k is DATAk ∝ Rk. From Equation (2).

DATAk ∝ Rk−1 + (TRk −Rk−1)/k

DATAk ∝ (R0 + TR1/k + .....TRk/K)

It further implies DATAk ∝ Avg(TR) of the path. Hence R-CMT ensures

data transmission through a path in proportion to its successful transmission

capacity. As result ordered data delivery is ensured to the recipient. It is

already reported that due to different delay and bandwidth, data scheduling

cause a problem with out-of-ordered delivery due to this CMT suffers from the

RBB problem. But R-CMT minimizes the out-of-order delivery of data, hence

a reduction in RBB.

6.3.2 Throughput

The throughput (η) of a path during a session can be estimated using Equation

(6).

η(p) ∝ E(Tr)/E(t) (6)

Where E(Tr) expected number of data chunks sent successfully in expected

session E(t). In R-CMT data is transmitted in rounds and each kth round

lasts △tk time. So throughput of a round can be calculated.

η(p) ∝ E(Tr)k/△tk (7)

Here E(Tr)k depend on how much data is transmitted during a round and

it will be.

E(Tr)k ∝ DATAk

E(Tr)k ∝ cwndk From Equation(5)

E(Tr)k ∝ Rk From Equation(3)

So from here, Equation (7) can be written as.

η(p) ∝ Rk/△tk (8)
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Hence the overall throughput of path will be.

η(p) ∝
kmax∑
k=0

Rk/△tk (9)

From Equation (9), it is clear that the throughput of the system depends on the

rank of the individual path. Here R-CMT maximizes the throughput because

it exploits the available multiple paths with its available capacity by regulating

transmission through the rank of the path.

6.3.3 Effect of Fast Retransmission

When three consecutive duplicate acknowledgements are received at the sender

then it concludes that the packet has been lost due to any reason. Therefore

source needs to retransmit the lost data chunks. In R-CMT retransmission will

take place via the highest rank path. It seems that overhead on the highest rank

path may increase in some situations which will affect the overall performance.

But R-CMT smartly manages this situation by reducing the rank of the path

because when overhead increases it reduces the successful delivery rate of the

path. So in the next round path rank also changes and fast retransmission will

be via any other highest rank path, simultaneously it will also reduce normal

data chunk transmission along with the previous highest rank path.

6.4 EVALUATION

The throughput, congestion window growth, and transmission time of pro-

posed R-CMT are evaluated in an asymmetric environment under different

circumstances and compared with CMT and CMT-PF along with A-CMT.

The performance of these schemes is evaluated using the NS-2.35 simulation

tool on commonly adopted network topology as shown in Figure 6.2. It con-

sists of one CMT source and one destination with two network interfaces. As

most modern devices are connected with at least two network interfaces [270],

hence two bottlenecks are taken. The bandwidth and transmission time of

each link is shown in Figure 6.2. During simulation, the path loss rate varies

according to the scenario otherwise fixed as Path1 5% and Path2 10%. UDP

traffic generator is used to add background traffic. The setup is configured

with 50 packets queue size along with a drop tail queuing policy. The net-

work configuration of both links is asymmetric as interfaces follow different
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standards. The simulation settings are summarized in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2: Simulation topology

Table 6.1: Network simulation parameters

Network Parameters Values
CMT MTU 1500 bytes
CMT Data Chunk Size 1468 bytes
CMT RBB size 64 KB
Sender Buffer Size 64 KB
CMT Application FTP
CMT RTX Policy RTX-CWND
Queuing Policy Drop-tail
Queue Size 50 Packets
Path Packet Loss Rate Path-1: 5%, Path-2: 10%
Bottleneck Bandwidth 10Mbps
Path Propagation delay 47 ms
Simulation Time 200 s
Background Traffic UDP
UDP Application CBR, Path-1:150, Path-2:400 Kbps

6.4.1 Throughput with variable packet loss rate

The first evaluation of the throughput is under packet loss rate of Path1 fixed

1% and Path2 varies from 1% to 25% in two different scenarios of setup. Ini-

tially, background traffic by UDP application of Path1 and Path2 is set to 150
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Kbps. Later background traffic of Path2 is set at 400 Kbps. The observed

throughput is plotted in Figures 6.3 (a) and (b) respectively. From the figure,

it is clear that as the packet loss rate increases the throughput of each variant

decreases. CMT shows the least throughput among all variants due to its equal

data chunk distribution policy and not considering any path characteristics.

Figure 6.3: Throughput under packet loss rate

CMT-PF considers the path failure characteristic which is why it performs

better than CMT when the loss rate increases. A-CMT uses a delay based

data distribution policy; therefore it performs better than CMT and CMT-

PF. However, R-CMT achieves better throughput than CMT, CMT-PF and

A-CMT because it uses a path rank-based data distribution policy.

6.4.2 Throughput with variable path delay

The second evaluation of the throughput is under variation of RTT of Path2

from 20 ms to 400 ms while Path1 is set on 94 ms and observed throughput is

plotted in Figures 6.4 (a) and (b). Observation is performed under two differ-

ent scenarios normal loss rate (i.e. Path1 1% and Path2 2%) and heavy loss

rate ( i.e. Path1 5% and Path2 10%) while background traffic of Path2 is set

at 400 kbps. From Figures 6.4 (a) and (b) it is clear that as delay increases

the throughput of each variant decreases. In this scenario, CMT and CMT-PF

performance is almost similar because they are not utilizing any path charac-

teristics. However, A-CMT uses delay as a path characteristic to schedule data

chunks over multiple paths. Therefore A-CMT achieves better throughput as

compared to CMT and CMT-PF in a variable delay environment. While R-

CMT considers the successful data delivery rate to schedule chunks. Thus,
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R-CMT achieves better throughput in the variable path delay situation.

Figure 6.4: Throughput vs RTT

6.4.3 Throughput with variable bandwidth

The third evaluation of throughput is under variation of path bandwidth i.e.

Path2 is set to vary between 0.25 Mbps to 10 Mbps while Path1 is fixed at 10

Mbps, in two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the normal UDP traffic

rate is set at 150 kbps in both the paths and in the second scenario, Path1

150 kbps and Path2 400 kbps. The observed results are plotted in Figures

6.5 (a) and (b). From the figures, it is clearly shown that CMT and CMT-PF

Figure 6.5: Throughput against variable path bandwidth

achieve almost similar performance because they do not consider bandwidth in

data chunk scheduling. However, A-CMT uses delay which is directly related

to bandwidth and hence gives better throughput than CMT and CMT-PF.

While R-CMT uses rank which considers bandwidth and other factors also

that is why it achieves the best throughput.

The simulation results in all circumstances reveal that R-CMT achieves

approximately 6%, 13%, and 17% better throughput than A-CMT, CMT-PF,
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and CMT respectively. It is possible because R-CMT schedules data chunks

according to the rank of the individual path, which is directly proportional to

the successful transmission rate of the path in other words it can be concluded

that R-CMT considers all performance affecting parameters which is the reason

behind better throughput.

6.4.4 Congestion window growth and file transfer time

Figures 6.6 (a)–(d) presents the cwnd growth of CMT, CMT-PF, A-CMT, and

proposed R-CMT respectively. In this simulation, the Path1 and Path2 loss

rates are set 5% and 10% respectively and the simulation time is 120 seconds.

The rest of the settings are according to Table 6.1. Since R-CMT controls the

cwnd growth based on the path dynamic factor rank which varies according

to the successful transmission rate of the path that is why it achieves better

cwnd growth.

Figure 6.7 shows another evaluation of R-CMT i.e. average file transfer

time of different sizes. The observed result shows that R-CMT takes less time

Figure 6.6: cwnd growths in different time stamp
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Figure 6.7: File transfer time of different sizes

to successfully transmit the file.

6.5 SUMMARY

This chapter proposed a path rank-based data chunk scheduling scheme called

R-CMT. This scheme calculates the rank of each path according to its imme-

diate successful transmission rate and schedules data chunks accordingly. The

rank of the path ensures the transmission of the data chunks as per the path

maximum capacity making R-CMT achieve better performance. This chap-

ter also proposed fast retransmission policy to select the highest rank path

in case of lost data chunks. Regressive simulation has been performed in the

different asymmetric scenarios and results reveal that R-CMT achieves better

throughput, cwnd growth, and file transfer time.

The R-CMT data chunks scheduling system was suggested in this part of

the thesis to maximise network interface use. The next chapter proposes a

new efficient memory page replacement technique to maximise the utilization

of device memory and CPU.
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Chapter VII

A NOVEL LONGEST DISTANCE

FIRST PAGE REPLACEMENT

ALGORITHM

Improvement in the performance of computing devices in program execution

can be achieved by employing an efficient page replacement algorithm in mem-

ory management. There are many traditional page replacement algorithms

used in virtual memory organization like FIFO, LRU, Optimal page replace-

ment, CAR, ARC etc, each of these algorithms tries to reduce the number of

page faults in the selection of victim page from the memory frames. This chap-

ter presents all the popular page replacement algorithms and a new approach

named as “Longest Distance First (LDF)” page replacement algorithm. From

experimental results and analysis, it has been observed that LDF produced

better performance in terms of page fault rate and implementation overhead

than many traditional page replacement algorithms like FIFO and LRU. The

average page fault of LDF is better than the FIFO and LRU of the taken data

set. The proposed method can be used in virtual memory management to

improve the performance of computer systems by minimising page fault rate.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The computer is an electronic device which executes the computer program,

and the execution of a computer program is managed by the operating system.

Almost every computer consists of an operating system which provides all

functionality needed in the execution of the program. Functionalities of the

operating system can be resource management, process management, memory

management etc. When a program executes, it must reside in the main memory

of a computer, for that operating system uses different memory management

techniques to allocate memory to the program. One of the popular memory

allocation techniques is demand paging. In paging programs are divided into

pages and memory is divided into fixed-size frames and frame size must be
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equal to page size. To allocate memory for the execution of programs, pages

of programs should be loaded in free frames of memory and to keep track a

page table is created.

But in virtual memory only a few pages of programs are allocated in mem-

ory frames to start the execution of programs and all pages are kept in the

secondary memory of the system. When the central processing unit (CPU) ref-

erences any instruction of a page, and if that page is available in main memory

frames, then that instruction will be executed by the CPU but if the page is

unavailable in main memory frames, a page fault will occur. To service page

fault, the operating system loads the needed page from secondary memory to

the memory frame. If free memory frames are available then the needed page

will be allocated in any free frame, if free frames are not available then the

operating system selects a victim page from the allocated list. To select the

victim page from the memory, the operating system uses page replacement

techniques.

Number of page replacement procedures exists like FIFO [280], RAND

[280], LRU [281], optimal page replacement [280, 282], ARC [283], CAR [284],

and Aging [285], etc. The main criteria used to evaluate the replacement

algorithms are their page fault rate and the overhead to implement them.

Commonly accepted algorithm is LRU because of its performance in terms

of page fault rate, but it requires high implementation overhead. LDF performs

better in terms of page fault rate than LRU over most of the available page

reference strings in academics. Its implementation overhead is also less than

LRU.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: section II discusses popular

existing page replacement algorithms. Section III describes the proposed LDF

in detail with an example illustration. Section IV describes the results and

analysis of taken reference strings. Finally, Section V concludes the chapter.

7.2 PAGE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

When a page fault occurs during the program execution, the operating system

uses the memory management algorithm to select the victim page from pri-

mary memory and makes room for the required page. Many algorithms have

been developed and tested theoretically as well as practically. Some of the

popular algorithms are as follows.
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FIFO

It is the simplest page replacement algorithm in implementation but it per-

forms poor in terms of page fault rate. The selection of the victim page is

based on its arrival in memory. The oldest page is replaced first. The running

time and implementation of FIFO algorithm is easy but it rarely deployed in

any platform. The working principal of this algorithm is explained with the

following examples.

From the example as shown in Figure 7.1, the working of FIFO [280] can

be understood with reference string 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4. Initially, three

empty frames are taken into the memory.

Figure 7.1: Example of FIFO page-replacement algorithm

LRU

The basic idea behind LRU [281] algorithm is that replace the page that will

be least recently used. The working can be explain by using the same reference

string 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4, shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Example of LRU page-replacement algorithm

Optimal Page Replacement

The basic idea behind this replacement algorithm is Replace the page that will

not be used for the longest period of time [286]. It can be understood with the
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below given example using the reference string 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4, as shown

in Figure 7.3 and in case of optimal total page faults are 7.

Figure 7.3: Example of optimal page-replacement algorithm

Optimal has the lowest page fault rate than all other algorithms, but it is

not possible to implement it, because it requires future knowledge. It never

suffers Belady’s anomaly problem.

There are many other algorithms available in the literature such as ARC[283],

CAR [284], LIRS[287], CLOCK[288], CLOCK-Pro [288], and LRU-K[289] al-

gorithms.

7.3 PROPOSED LDF PAGE REPLACEMENT

ALGORITHM

The basic idea behind this algorithm is Locality of Reference [290-291] as used

in LRU but the difference is that in LDF, the locality is based on distance, not

on the used references. In the LDF, replace the page which is at the longest

distance from the current page. If two pages are at the same distance then

the page which is next to the current page in the anti-clock rotation will get

replaced.

Logic behind the LDF is that most of the program or portion of the program

execute sequentially so if the current instruction is nth then the probability of

executing the next instruction close to it is more than any other instructions.

Similarly probability of executing (n+1), (n+2) ... instructions is more than

(n-1), (n-2)....instructions respectively. And by considering locality we can

say, the chances of executing instructions close to current instruction are more

than other instructions. This is the main reason behind the LDF. In page

replacement, if the current page is nth then the probability of executing the next

page close to it is more than the other and (n+1), (n+2).. pages probability
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is more than (n-1), (n-2).. pages.

Calculation of Distance For the calculation of the distance of a page from

the current page, arrange page reference numbers in circular form and count

how many pages it is away from the current page in both directions, clockwise

and anti-clockwise. From these two distances, a minimum distance will be

taken.

For example; suppose a page reference string is 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4. The

total pages in this reference string are five i.e. 0 1 2 3 4. Now arrange these

numbers in circular form as shown in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Page distance calculation

Now we can calculate the distance of any page from any other page, page

numbers 4 and 1 on the distance of one, and 3 and 2 are on the distance of

two from page number 0. Similarly, the distance of page number 2 from 0 is 2

clockwise and 3 anti-clockwise so here the smallest distance will be considered

as 2.

LDF Page Replacement: This sub-section describes the working of LDF

with the help of the following examples.

Example 1: Let us consider page reference string shown in Figure 7.5 i.e.

0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4 and number of frames in memory is 3. In the above-

given reference string using LDF total page fault is 8. The first three-page

reference cause page fault because initially memory frames are free and no page

replacement is required. Fourth-page reference i.e. page number 3 will also

cause page fault as now memory frames are full, so it requires page replacement,

using LDF, page 1 will be replaced with page 3 because the distance of 0 and

1 from 3 is 2 and the distance of page 2 from 3 is 1. Pages 0 and 1 are on the

same distance from current page 3 so the page which is next to page 3 will be

replaced in anti-clock rotation and it is page number 1. Fifth-page reference 0

will not cause a page fault. Sixth page 1 will cause page fault so page 3 will

be replaced because it is on longest distance from 1. The seventh page 4 will
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Figure 7.5: Example of LDF page-replacement algorithm with 3 memory
frames

also cause page fault so page 2 will be replaced with 4. Page references Eight,

Nine and Twelfth will not cause page faults but the tenth and eleventh pages

will cause page faults. Total page faults for the above-taken reference string

will be 8.

Example 2: Let us consider page reference string 0 2 1 3 5 4 6 3 7 4 7

3 3 5 5 3 1 1 1 7 1 3 4 1 and frames in memory is four, as shown in Figure

7.6. What is the total page fault? The total page fault in this reference string

Figure 7.6: Example of LDF page-replacement algorithm with 4 memory
frames

is 12. Starting four pages will cause page fault but no page replacement is

required as frames are free. Fifth page number 5 will also cause page fault

which requires page replacement and page number 1 will be replaced because

it is on the longest distance from current page 5. Sixth-page number 4 will

also cause page fault and page number 0 will be replaced as it is on the longest
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distance from current page 4. Seventh-page number 6 will also cause page fault

and page number 2 will get replaced, and so on all other references will take

place.

Distance Page Fault (Limitation): LDF suffers a problem named Distance

Page Fault, when two pages are at the longest distance from each other, they

are called distance pages and if they appear in reference string consecutively

then they will replace each other and it will cause a page fault. This type

of page fault in LDF is known as Distance Page Fault. Let us take reference

string 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 to illustrate the Distance page fault

problem. In this reference string page, 3 and 1 are on the longest distance

from each other and appear in the string consecutively so they will replace

each other and cause consecutive page faults.

Chance of occurrence of Distance page fault with a program is less because

it will happen with only those programs where two jump statement of different

page executes by calling each other and pages must be distance pages.

7.4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section will give a comparative analysis between FIFO, LRU, Optimal,

and proposed LDF algorithms. Result analysis has been done using software

Table 7.1: List of Page Reference Strings

String No. Page Reference String
S1 0 2 1 6 4 0 1 0 3 1 2 1
S2 1 2 3 4 1 2 5 1 2 3 4 5
S3 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4
S4 0 2 1 3 5 4 6 3 7 4 7 3 3 5 5 3 1 1 1 7 1 3 4 1
S5 7 0 1 2 0 3 0 4 2 3 0 3 2 1 2 0 1 7 0 1
S6 5 4 3 2 1 4 3 5 4 3 2 1 5
S7 4 7 0 7 1 0 1 2 1 2 7 1 2
S8 5 0 2 1 0 3 0 2 4 3 0 3 2 1 3 0 1 5
S9 4 3 2 1 4 3 5 4 3 2 1 5
S10 0 2 1 0 3 0 2 3 0 3 2 1 3 0 1
S11 1 0 5 1 1 3 5 1 5 3 4 5 2 1 3 0 1 4 0 5
S12 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 3

written in C. Analysis is based on the following set of reference strings listed

in Table 7.1. These page reference strings are used in academics to analyse the

number of page faults of these algorithms. Initially program checks to page

faults of each reference string by considering three memory frames and again
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it checked page faults by considering four memory frames.

Figure 7.7: Variation of page fault in FIFO, LRU, LDF and Optimal with 3
frame

Figure 7.7 shows the comparison graph between FIFO, LRU, LDF and Op-

timal page replacement algorithms when three memory frames are considered.

It is clear from this graph that LDF outperform FIFO and LRU in terms of

page faults.

Figure 7.8: Variation of page fault in FIFO, LRU, LDF and Optimal with 4
frames

Figure 7.8 shown the comparison graph between FIFO, LRU, LDF and Op-

timal page replacement algorithms when four memory frames are considered.

In this case, LDF again outperforms FIFO and LRU in terms of page faults.
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From the results, it has been clearly shown that the performance of LDF

is better than the FIFO and LRU and less than the Optimal algorithm in

terms of page faults. The implementation overhead of LDF is less than FIFO,

LRU and Optimal because it does not require any extra hardware or support

to implement it. From experiments on different page reference strings it is

observed that LDF does not suffer Belady’s anomaly problem but it needs

extra and real experiments to ensure it. Details of the experiment and results

are shown in the given below tables and graphs.

Table 7.2: Comparison of page fault between LDF, FIFO, LRU, and Optimal

String FIFO LRU LDF Optimal
Frames 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
S1 9 9 9 8 8 7 7 6
S2 9 10 10 8 9 6 7 6
S3 9 10 10 8 8 6 7 6
S4 15 12 14 11 13 12 11 9
S5 15 10 12 8 11 8 9 8
S6 10 11 11 9 11 8 8 6
S7 6 5 6 5 7 6 5 5
S8 15 11 13 8 13 12 9 8
S9 9 10 10 8 10 7 7 6
S10 8 4 7 4 7 4 6 4
S11 13 9 11 11 10 9 9 8
S12 4 4 5 4 8 4 4 4
Total 122 105 118 92 115 90 89 76
Average 10.2 8.75 9.83 7.67 9.58 7.5 7.42 6.33

Table 7.2 shows the page faults with corresponding algorithms as listed,

these algorithms have been checked by considering three and four frames. From

Table 7.2 it is clear that the total and the average number of page faults

occurrence in LDF on taken data is less than LRU and FIFO.

Figure 7.9 shows the comparison of average page faults of all page reference

strings listed in Table 7.1. LDF’s average page fault is 9.58 and 7.5 when three

and four memory frames are considered respectively, it is less than FIFO and

LRU.

In strings S7 and S8, LDF suffers from a distance page fault problem be-

cause two distance pages are present one after the other.
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Figure 7.9: Average page faults of taken data set of reference strings

7.5 SUMMARY

This chapter gives a comparative study of commonly used page replacement

algorithms such as FIFO, LRU and Optimal. A new approach for page re-

placement named longest distance first (LDF) has been proposed and com-

pared with existing algorithms. This technique makes use of distance from the

current page. From the observation, it has been found that LDF has better per-

formance as compared to FIFO and LRU but lower performance as compared

to Optimal. It has also been observed analytically that the implementation

overhead of LDF is less than others.

LDF is tested against the page reference strings used which are available in

literature but it needs to be tested in the real situation of paging. The distance

page fault problem of LDF has already been mentioned. In future, researchers

can address the distance page fault problem and perform rigorous testing in

real scenarios to make improvements.

The preceding two chapters of this thesis improved existing solutions to

better utilise available resources with both devices and networks. There should

be an efficient IoT-based application for proper use of the IoT infrastructure.

In this direction, the next chapter proposed an IoT-based underground mine

monitoring and information sharing application system.
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Chapter VIII

SENSEnuts IoT PLATFORM AND

BAYES DECISION

THEOREM-BASED MINE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Life can be saved from the hazardous accidents happening in mines due to

firedamp, dust explosion, and gassy environment. Existing mine environment

monitoring systems are costly and need optimization for quality of services,

real-time monitoring, management, and information sharing. Thus, this chap-

ter presents an automated real-time monitoring, alarming, and information

sharing system that will help to avoid such accidents. This system consists of

a combined mechanism of SENSEnuts internet of things (IoT) stack platform,

cloud server, and data analytics to detect, predict, and monitor real-time dan-

gers of mine. This system generates alerts and shares information with the

concerned official to take immediate preventive measures. The proposed sys-

tem has been tested in simulated coal mine environments, and results show

high accuracy, sensitivity, and accurate prediction of hazards due to CO, CO2,

CH4, dust, and smoke.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Mining industries have been listed as the most damaging site due to the mines’

harsh and limited working conditions [292]. Mine Safety and Health Adminis-

tration explains the main causes of mine accidents are the use of faulty equip-

ment, explosions caused by the accumulation of gases, and structure failure,

which lead to the loss of hundreds of lives every year [293]. In 2014, the acci-

dent rate in Punjab’s salt range coal mines increased by 35 percent due to the

explosions caused by toxic gases [294]. Human and animal life can be put in

danger by the leakage of harmful gases in water wells or underground mines

(UM). The greenhouse effects of CO2 and methane (CH4) gas also disturb the
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ecosystem [295]. Therefore, continuous and accurate monitoring of the mining

environment is inevitable for protecting workers and the environment.

It is estimated that presently, total internet-connected devices are available

at approximately 12.2 billion. IoT grew more rapidly than any other technol-

ogy category on the global level due to the real-time services and applications

coined by these high-end technologies [296]. In recent years, the development

and growth of IoT can be seen in various areas like e-health services, Smart

Grids, home automation, and environment monitoring due to advancements

in radio frequency identification (RFID), cloud computing, and wireless sensor

network (WSNs) technologies. IoT can enable the enhancement of existing

or new information technology services and products to unlock benefits be-

yond mining automation. Low-cost commercial sensors equipped devices must

be devolved for measuring and detecting the concentration of different atmo-

spheric gases. Existing technologies allow monitoring of inaccessible places and

assist in automatic event detection, control, and remote information sharing

[297]. Zhang et al. tested an integrated WSN and a cable monitoring system

for multi-parameter environmental monitoring at Sangwan Coal Mine, Erodes,

China. This system requires two operational modes, one of which is periodic

inspection and the other is interruption service. These operational modes pro-

vide feasibility for real-time monitoring of the mining condition [298].

The generation of toxic gases can be sensed by the integrated WSN with

ambient intelligence [299]. This system presents an automated monitoring

system that uses theories of situational awareness and spatiotemporal data

analysis to make decisions in the UM. Mobile sensing is also introduced in

this system for safety purposes in coal mines. Recently, an open-source, cost-

effective Arduino-based IoT system has been introduced by Jo et al. [300-301]

for early warning, detection and reporting of events in coal mines. Another

WSN-based energy-efficient monitoring system has been outlined to enhance

safety by early-event detection of the harsh environment of UM [302].

Xiao et al. proposed a multipath communication-based WSN and mine

monitoring system to increase reliability [303]. Misra et al. have discussed

how cost can be minimized, and power can be reduced in the wireless network

for effective informatics in underground mines in harsh environments [304].

AWSN-based fire detection system was presented by [305], which is capable

of detecting the location of the fire in coal mines due to the explosion of gases

or landslides and controlling such emergencies. Moridi et al. [306] utilized

the ZigBee technology to establish a real-time and reliable wireless networking
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system for the remote information sharing and monitoring of UM and tunnels.

From the literature, it has been identified following shortcomings in existing

UM monitoring systems.

• The existing technology cost is more even though it is low power and

user-friendly capability.

• Advanced mine management systems can collect a huge amount of data,

but accurate monitoring of parameters is limited to using expansive and

less flexible hardware and software.

• For underground mine safety systems, many challenges are still open and

need an optimized, integrated, comprehensive, and efficient system with

efficient monitoring, information sharing and management.

To overcome the above shortcomings, this chapter proposed a system in-

tended for underground mines monitoring gas level, smoke level, air quality

level, and the temperature of the UM. It aims to develop enhanced under-

ground mine safety systems based on IoT, cloud-enabled, cost-effective, effi-

cient mine monitoring and intelligent controlling systems. The key contribu-

tions of this research work are as follows:

• This chapter proposed a novel SENSEnuts IoT stack platform-based en-

vironmental monitoring, analysing, predicting, and information sharing

system for UM.

• Use of Thingspeak IoT analytics platform to store sensor data for anal-

ysis, management, and information sharing. It also makes whole system

implementation easy and cost-effective.

• This system uses a probability-based mathematical model to exploit the

historical and real-time monitored data to predict pre-alert danger.

• Comprehensive experimental analysis is performed to evaluate the per-

formance of the proposed system.

The remaining of this chapter’s work is organized as follows. In section 8.2,

proposed systems are presented, and section 8.3 presents a prototype model

and its deployment. Experimental results and their outcome after the analysis

are presented in section 8.4. Finally, section 8.5 ends with the conclusion of

the proposed work.
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8.2 PROPOSED SENSEnuts IoT STACK BASED

UNDERGROUNDMINEMONITORING

SYSTEM

With the advancement and adaptability of IoT technology, it is inevitable to

develop IoT based application system. An IoT-based system has the following

characteristics:

(1) IoT is an internet-connected network of smart things such as sensors, actu-

ators, smart routers, servers, communicating devices, etc. with self-adapting,

dynamic, self-configuring, interoperable protocols, unique identity, and inte-

grated with information network capabilities.

(2) Each smart Thing can be identified by assigning a unique digital name

such as IPv4, IPv6, and 6LoWPAN identification. The relationship between

these devices can be maintained in the digital domain without any physical

connection [307].

(3) Dynamic, self-adapting using an interoperable protocol with a unique iden-

tity, devices can communicate information to the other related devices and

servers for further processing and application support.

8.2.1 System Architecture

This section proposes a new IoT-based platform for monitoring, data analysis,

and information sharing of UM. The functions, as shown in Figure 8.1, of IoT-

based platforms are mainly represented by 5-layer architecture [308]. These

layers are named Application, Service, Support, Network, and Link Layer. The

detailed function of each layer is discussed below.

Link and Network Layer

These layers are responsible for transferring collected data by sensors to remote

servers. The proposed system contains SENSEnuts platform-based sensors for

data collection and transmission. It contains Wi-Fi, radio, and a USB gateway

module.

SENSEnuts microcontroller : SENSEnuts is the most affordable, compact,

and advanced IoT-enabled platform for research and development by Eigen

Technologies. This platform is useful in various fields, such as industrial appli-

cations, academics, and research, to benefit students, faculties, and scientists

across various domains. SENSEnuts platform is supported by a user-friendly
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Figure 8.1: The architecture of the proposed SENSEnuts based underground
mines monitoring system

GUI and effortlessly integrated with various sensors to monitor stimuli and

customize them for various applications, as shown in Figure 8.2(a). It consists

of communication modules such as – RADIO, Wi-Fi, and USB GATEWAY

module.

Communication module: It may consist of one of the following modules.

Radio Module: It comprises of microcontroller and a transceiver for sending,

receiving, and processing the data. It has a 32-bit RISC JN 5168 Micro-

controller, 1-32MHz clock speed 256KB flash. Figure 8.2(b) shows the USB

Gateway module connected to SENSEnuts.

USB Gateway Module: It is used to load programs into the microcontroller

and works as an interface between the device and network gateway for an

asynchronous serial data transfer. USB protocols are handled by the device

and have the following features, Data Transfer rate of 115200 baud, 128 bytes

receive buffer, and 256 bytes transmit buffer. Figure 8.2(c) shows the USB
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Gateway module connected with the SENSEnuts module used in the proposed

system.

Wi-Fi Gateway Module: SENSEnuts support Low-power Wi-Fi enabled mod-

ule with a single-band 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11b/g/n 1x1 Wi-Fi transceiver and

Integrated with SPI-serial flash memory for software Broadcom BCM43362

chip. It also supports every Wi-Fi security mode with Open, WPA2-PSK,

WEP, and WPA. Figure 8.2(d) shows the Wi-Fi module used in our system.

It contains 128kB SRAM and integrated 1MB Flash memory which operates

in the temperature range from -30°C to +85°C.
Sensors : Following listed below sensors are used in our system to monitor

stimuli of the environment.

CO Sensor Module: This sensor is used to sense the presence of CO and CO2

concentration. Its Concentration detection ranges are 20 to 2000 ppm for CO

and 350 to 10000 ppm for CO2. Figure 8.2(e) shows the CO sensor used in our

system, which works on a 6 Volt input power supply. Smoke Sensor Module:

A smoke sensor is an electronic fire-detection device that repeatedly senses the

existence of smoke, as it is a key indicator of fire, and sends it to the cloud for

analysis. Figure 8.2(e) shows the Smoke sensor used in our system.

AQI Sensor module: The AQI is an index for reporting daily air quality. This

Figure 8.2: System components, (a) SENSEnuts Microcontroller, (b) RADIO
module (c) USB gateway, (d) SENSEnuts Wi-Fi module, and (e) sensing nodes
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module senses the AQI for five air pollutants recommended by the Clean Air

Act: carbon monoxide, ground-level ozone, sulphur dioxide, particle pollution

(particulate matter), and nitrogen dioxide. Figure 8.2(e) shows the AQI sensor

used in our system.

PM 10 Module: This module is used to sense PM10 particles. PM10 particles

include mild dust, spores, pollen, smoke, and dirt from factories, farming, and

roads. It is produced by grinding and crushing soil and rocks and then spread

to the atmosphere by air. Figure 8.2 (e) shows the PM10 sensor used in our

system.

PM2.5 Module: Small particles that are 2.5 micrometres in size are called

PM2.5. These consist of heavy metals and toxic organic compounds. They

are generated from automobile exhaust, landfill and garbage, processing and

smelting of metals. Figure 8.2(e) shows the PM2.5 sensor used in our system.

Networking : The performance of the mine safety systems primarily depends on

the deployment and placement of different components in underground mines.

In the proposed system, sensing elements are deployed using linear topology

along with wireless communication gateways such as radio module and Wi-Fi

module.

Decision Support

This layer is responsible for managing the data generated by sensors using

the mathematical model, probability theory, statistical analysis, and appli-

cations/software. This system has two classes of data: monitored data and

historical data. The main issue is how to use both data classes to generate

emergency alerts. To address this issue, the system utilizes a Bayesian predic-

tion model. This approach first forms a relation to a response using historical

data sets. Then using this relation, it predicts an alert for newly monitored

data.

For determining the threat probability, suppose there is N number of sensors

(S) deployed, and their readings are observed at time t1, t2,. . . . . . tk. Consider

pi(t) as the reading of sensor Si at a time t, and Mk is the set of all sensor

readings at time tk.

After the complete setup of the mine system and its sensors, Baye’s theorem

calculates the posterior probability (prediction) of each mine parameter (CN)

using Equation (1).

P (CN/Mk) = (P (Mk/CN) ∗ (P (CN))/(P (Mk) (1)
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Where P(Mk) is evidence of parameters reading from sensors. P(Mk/CN) is a

conditional likelihood, and P(CN) is a prior probability, which will be estimated

by training historical data. The conditional likelihood P(Mk/CN) is calculated

using Equation (2) by integrating all parameter likelihood on the whole domain

D, using the probability distribution function Pdf(Np , CN).

P (Mk/CN) =

∫
a

Pdf(Mk/(
N
p , CN)).D (2)

The likelihood of the whole monitored set Mk of sensors is evaluated using

Equation (3).

Pdf(Mk/(
N
p , CN)) =

j=N,i=N∏
j=1,i=1

Pdf(pj(ti)|Np, CN)) (3)

The normal distribution of measurement of sensors is evaluated using Equation

(4)

Pdf(pj(tk)|NP , SN) = Normal
{
(pj(tk);Nrj)(NP tk), N(σe)j (4)

Here σ is the standard deviation calculated using the sensor’s reading values.

The statistical variables mean, standard deviation and normal distribution

used in this method are calculated over reading x using Equations (5), (6),

and (7).

Average(x̄) =

(
1

N

)
∗

N∑
i=1

xi (5)

σ =

√√√√(
1

(N − 1)

)
∗

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (6)

NormalDistributionf
(
x/x̄, σ2

)
=

(
1/
√
2πσ2

)
e−(x−x̄)2/2σ2

(7)

Cloud Service

In this proposed underground mine safety system, sensors’ data are efficiently

managed by the IoT analytics platform Thingspeak. The Thingspeak plat-

form allows aggregation, visualization, and analysis of live data and facilitates
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collecting data in the cloud. It can instantly visualize sense data using inbuilt

tools like Python, MATLAB.

Some of the key functionalities of ThingSpeak include:

• Easily configured devices that can send their data to the ThingSpeak

platform using IoT protocols.

• Real-time data visualization.

• ThingSpeak is an open API for real-time data collection.

• Based on schedule and events, you can run your IoT analytics automat-

ically.

• Easy to build an IoT-based system without setting up local servers and

developing web software.

• ThingSpeak allows us to create various applications, such as remote log-

ging applications; locations based applications, and keep the status of

the network of things updated.

Application Layer and Information Sharing

This layer comprises components and functions responsible for sharing infor-

mation and alerts with other applications and controlling authority. The pro-

posed system not only detects abnormalities in mines but is also capable of

generating early-warning and remote information sharing in the form of alarms

and emergency lights with the help of application layer functionalities. This

system is based on the Bayesian prediction model approach, which is why it

not only depends on the threshold values but adjusts according to past experi-

ences. The warning signal inside the mine was propagated with alarms and can

be shared with any type of IoT-based application and devices such as smart-

phones, buzzer alarms, laptops, etc. The proposed system has been specifically

designed for air quality monitoring, gas monitoring, and smoke monitoring

assessment in UM. Figure 8.1 shows the basic architecture of the proposed

system. In this system, sensing units are based on the SENSEnuts module,

and sensors are attached to the SENSEnuts microcontroller. The sensor nodes

capture mine environment parameters-related information and transmit it to

the IoT cloud platform Thingspeak. The prediction model extracts parameter

types and predicts their value depending on the train data. Thus, this system

enables decision-making to detect danger and alert the concerned official to

take immediate prevention measures.
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8.2.2 Use of Circuits in the System

Sensors used in our system are 3-pin sensors-Vin (input voltage), GND (ground),

and DATA (sensed value). These sensors cannot be directly connected with the

SENSEnuts module. Thus, the circuit shown in Figure 8.3 (a) connects these

sensors with the SENSEnuts. Our system’s sensing nodes are either UART-

(a) Common circuit for all devices

(b) Circuits for UART based sensors (PM2.5 and PM 10 sensor)

(c) Circuits for ACD based sensor devices (smoke, AQI)

(d) Circuit to control the relay by SENSEnut

Figure 8.3: Connecting Circuits
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based or ADC-based sensors. As the output format of both sensing units is

different thus, it requires the different circuits to operate on them simultane-

ously. Hence, for UART-based sensors, the circuit used to operate is shown

in Figures 8.3 (b),(c), and (d). This system uses two UART-based sensors –

PM10 and PM 2.5. These circuits are designed by SENSEnuts producer Eigen

Technology Pvt. Ltd.

Figure 8.3(b) is used to operate PM10, PM2.5 and Figure 8.3 (c) for ADC-

based Sensor (AQI, SMOKE). Sensors in the system operate at a minimum

voltage of 5V, while the SENSEnuts module operates the devices whose Oper-

ational voltage is 3.3V. Thus, to use these sensing units with the SENSEnuts

device, we need to convert the input 5V of the sensing unit equivalent to 3.3

V of the output supply, which makes the SENSEnuts module compatible with

our sensors. This conversion of voltage is done by a relay circuit, as shown in

Figure 8.3(d).

Figure 8.4: Working flowchart of System
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8.2.3 Working Flowchart

Figure 8.4 shows the diagrammatical flow of data from one process to another

process involved in our system. This wireless sensor network’s application sys-

tem will measure the concentration of various gases present in the ambient

environment of underground mines using various sensors (gases, air quality

indices) and send this data to a ThingSpeak IoT platform with the help of a

Wi-Fi module. This data is then accessed from ThingSpeak and analyzed to

detect danger. This system also stores all the data in the computer for future

inspection. The main concern is how to generate a pre-alarm for emergencies.

Our system has two sources of information: monitoring data and historical

data. By analyzing the historical data, the presumptions are created by vi-

sualizing monitored information. Therefore, an alarm triggers when sensor

values exceed the threshold level set by monitoring the historical data.

8.3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes working along with dependencies between different sys-

tem components and presents the deployment of a prototype model to check

its functioning and performance.

8.3.1 Under Ground Mine Monitoring System

The complete setup and proposed model of the system are shown in Figure

8.5. It is a combination of Smart SENSEnuts-based IoT hardware, data an-

alytics with probability theory, and deployed over the ThingSpeak platform.

The system program runs the probability model by obtaining real-time data

from sensors and generates threat prediction and alerts, simultaneously up-

dating historical information stored in the database. The system begins by

collecting historical mine threat data using low-cost SENSEnuts sensors and

ThingSpeak. Next, it analyses historical data from ThingSpeak, where it in-

spects and cleans the data to fill missing values and remove outliers, noise,

or other anomalies. After that, use the analyzed mine data to predict future

threats with sophisticated analysis functions available with the ThingSpeak

platform. Next, a predictive algorithm is developed using the Bayesian Ma-

chine learning model with various input data sets, and training is performed

using the time series tool. After evaluating the performance, the predictive

algorithm is deployed over ThingSpeak to forecast and display the values of
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Figure 8.5: Underground mine monitoring system

different sensors.

8.3.2 Prototype Deployment

The whole prototype system is deployed in an identical environment to the

underground mine in the laboratory. Monitoring sensors are fitted on top of

the sidewalls of the laboratory as gases concentrate on the roof. Gases and

smoke fumes are randomly generated and installed Wi-Fi-enabled sensors sense

them and send these data to the gateway, which is further transmitted to the

cloud for monitoring and analysis.

8.4 RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The performance of the UM system towards the monitoring and prediction is

evaluated under standards, threshold values of gases, and mine requirements

specified in [294].
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(a) Variation of temperature (b) Variation of humidity

(c): Concentration of CH4. (d): Concentration of AQI

(e): Concentration of CO2. (f): Concentration of CO.

Figure 8.6: Actual and predicted values of sensors

Figure 8.6(a) and (b) show the variation of measured and predicted values

of temperature and humidity of the testing environment. The temperature and

humidity of the environment vary between 34-39 0C and 60-70 %, respectively.

The maximum and minimum temperature of the environment was maintained

at 40 0C and 33 0C, respectively. The minimum and maximum humidity

were maintained at 60 and 72 %. Obtained results indicate that the proposed

model’s predicted and actual measured values are almost identical. To prevent

mishaps due to harmful gases and particles, it is inevitable to monitor the real-

time concentration of gases. Therefore, the prototype of the proposed system

was tested against the real-time monitoring of CH4, CO2, CO, and AQI in an
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identical environment. The concentration of these gases is maintained as per

the standards of mine safety. Figure 8.6 shows the variations of actual reading

and predicted reading, and it is clearly showing almost identical results. Figure

8.6 (c) shows the concentration of CH4, which varies between 750 to 1900 ppm.

Similarly, Figures 8.6(d), 8.6(e), and 8.6(f) show the concentration of AQI,

CO2, and CO, and their values vary from 1000-1800 ppm, 450-900 ppm, and

1- 6 ppm respectively. The concentrations of these gases are measured against

time with a set interval of 2 minutes.

We tested our system several times to check its response. From the re-

sponse, as shown in Table 8.1, the buzzer was activated whenever threshold

limits were reached. Out of 25 observations for true positive, and true negative

responses; 21 and 22 times responded in truly positive, and true negative cases

respectively. This observation shows that system has sensitivity near 85% in

all cases. From the analysis of experimental results, the following outcomes of

the system are identified.

• The prediction accuracy of the system is almost identical to actual values.

• Response sensitivity is very high, and it is near 85

• The whole system is deployed over an IoT analytical platform without

the deployment of web infrastructure hence reducing the deployment cost

of the system.

• The system can perform on-demand visualization, data analysis, and

easy sharing of results with other applications.

Table 8.1: Response of Proposed System

Response Type True False Response Sensitivity

Positve 21 4 84
Negative 22 3 88

8.5 SUMMARY

Safety has long been a major concern in the underground mining business.

There are many safety gears are available in the market along with an expected

increase in mining safety compared to previous decades, but mining accidents

still occur. This chapter presents an underground mine safety system based on
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the SENSEnuts IoT platform with the integration of ThingSpeak IoT analytics

and cloud computing. Experimental results of the system indicate an accurate

and effective response. Integration of ThingSpeak and Cloud makes it easy for

data acquisition, management, analysis, and information sharing. Also, the

deployment cost of the whole system is reduced as no web infrastructure and

local servers are required.
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Chapter IX

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

SCOPE

IoT networks and applications are expanding exponentially, requiring many

technological enhancements. Due to the resource-constrained nature of IoT

devices, optimizing communication protocols, architectures, and hardware to

improve QoS parameters like latency, energy consumption, throughput, accu-

racy, efficiency etc., is imperative. In this direction, this PhD work proposed

solutions to above said problems.

This chapter provides the contributions of the research work in achieving

the set objectives along with the future scope of the research in the area of

IoT.

9.1 CONTRIBUTIONS

To achieve set objectives, this research proposed the following work to improve

the QoS parameters of IoT networks, and extensive simulation is performed to

verify it.

The first proposed work in this thesis is the FDIPA IPv6 addressing scheme,

which generates a large number of unique IPv6 addresses using device loca-

tion and time. The simulation results reveal that the proposed scheme not

only generates a large number of unique addresses but also minimizes com-

munication overhead and energy consumption during the address assignment

phase.

The second proposed work in this thesis is the secured DAD process which

mitigates the DoS attack from malicious nodes. The proposed method is eval-

uated under the different attack scenarios, and the result reveals that the pro-

posed method successfully avoided attacks. Simulation results further show

that the proposed method adds less communication overhead and energy con-

sumption than existing solutions.

The third proposed work in this thesis is the R-CMT scheduling scheme
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for multipath data transmission. The proposed method calculates the rank

of each independent path based on its successful data chuck transmission rate

and accordingly schedules data chunks. From the experimental evaluation, it

is observed that R-CMT achieves better performance in terms of throughput,

cwnd growth, and file transfer time than referenced schemes.

Apart from the above three key contributions, this thesis work also presents

a new paging technique to maximize cache and flash memory utilization, an

IoT-based underground mine monitoring and controlling application, a liter-

ature survey of IPv6 addressing schemes, and CMT and MP-TCP transport

layer multipath protocols.

9.2 SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK

We accomplished the work in this thesis to meet the defined objectives; how-

ever, there are still many study areas in which researchers may strive to improve

the present IoT network architecture. The literature review on IPv6 address-

ing and transport layer multipath routing methods is presented but still needs

continuous study to include ongoing research work. In the future, issues like

reconnaissance attacks on EUI-64 IPv6 addressing and frequent packet losses

in IPv6-based networks should be addressed. During addressing, NDP suf-

fers from the flooding attack of malicious RA and NS messages, which causes

congestion and denial of network services. So, in the future, it needs a novel

solution to mitigate such issues. Path, rank-based data chunk scheduling of

CMT, can be further extended into MP-TCP.
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